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ABSTRACT
There were two major purposes to this study. The first
was to determine how much teacher-initiated leave was taken
by regUlar (fUll-time) classroom teachers in Newfoundland
during the 1967-88 school year. The second was to examine the
relationship between the amount of leave taken and a selection
of personal traits and situational factors. The dependent
variable was leave use. The independent variables included
age, sex, marital status, level of education, teaching
experience, health, accumulated sick leave, sick leave as an
entitlement, experience in present school, school size, place
of residence, distance to work, coverage by substitute
teachers, internal coverage by other staff, urban/rural
community, geographical region, and school board.
There were two primary sources of data; information from
the Department of Education and information from a sample
survey of teachers in the province. Study groups included all
full-time regular classroom teachers who were employed by the
35 school boards during 1967-88, and a sUb-sample of teachers
from the Avalon Peninsula region. Statistical procedures of
one-way analysis of variance and linear mUltiple regression
were utilized in the analyses of data. Leave use was measured
in annual mean days, incidence rates, and leave rates.
Specific findings were recorded for both the study sample and
the study population.
Most of the personal and situational variables of the
study have been examined in varying degrees in the literature.
Findings from the literature tended not to support personal
factors as being good predictors of teacher absenteeism.
situational factors were generally examined in fewer studies
and while some variables were associated with higher absences,
there is insufficient data on which to make firm conclusions.
The findings of this study generally reflected the literature
in terms of relationship,> between personal and situational
factors and leave use.
Findings related to the first purpose of the study,
namely the extent of leave use throughout the province during
1987-88, indicate that most teacher-initiat~d leave was sick
leave. On average, teachers used 8 days of discretionary
leave, 7 of which were for sick leave. Most teachers in the
province (87 percent) took sick leave during the year and the
proportion of time they were absent in relation to the total
amount of work time available ranged from 1.58 percent to 6.78
percent. Substitute teachers were employed most of the time
(84.07 percent) by all school boards to replace regular
teachers on sick leave. The annual mean for sick leave by
district was found to be statistically significant for 6 of
the 35 school boards. The annual mean by region was
statistically different for the Avalon region.
Statistics related to relationships between leave use and
selected personal and situational factors were computed for
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sick leave only because this was the most dominant of all the
categories of teacher-initiated leave. Findings show that 7
of the 10 personal variables and 2 of the 6 situational
variables were statistically significant and therefore related
to the amount of sick leave used during the year. Personal
traits found to be related to leave use included age, sex,
marital status, teaching experience, unused accumulated sick
leave, health, and sick leave perceived as being an
entitlement. Situational factors included school size and
urban/rural c01llmunity. specifically, the study found that
older teachers took more sick leave than younger teachers,
females took more sick leave than males, married teachers took
more sick leave than unmarried teachers, those with moderate
amounts of unused accumulated sick leave took more sicl~ leave
than either those with a small amount or a large amount of
accumulated unused days, teachers who perceive themselves as
being healthy used less sick leave than those who perceived
themselves as unhealthy, and teachers do not perceive sick
leave as an entitlement to the same degree as other benefits
in the contract. However, survey respondents indicated that
teachers take sick leave When they are not actually sick. The
study found that teachers in large schools in the province
used more sick leave than teachers in small schools, and that
urban teachers used more sick leave than rural teachers.
Collectively, the personal and situational variables of
the stUdy account for 14 percent of the variance in sick leave
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use. While statistically significant, the small amount which
the variables contribute to total variance questions their
practical significance. Residual variables (those not
examined) appear to have more greatly affected sick leave
usage among teachers in Newfoundland during the 1987-88 school
year.
Conclusions dra\Jn from the study \Jere related to
descriptive analysis results and relational analysis results.
Because the data encompassed leave use for one year only, it
is tenuous to conclude that patterns of teacher leave usage
were clearly identified. HO\Jever, it can be concluded that
until further data is forthcoming, the study represents a
fairly accurate picture of teacher leave usage in the
province. Because the various per.sonal and situational
variables accounted for only 14 percent of the variance,
several conclusions are possible: the model was inadequate
for predicting sick leave usage, the reasons teachers take
sick leave are idiosyncratic, or the levels of aggregation for
measurement purpOSI'S should be raised to other than the
individual level. In general, the stUdy adds little to what
has already been found by previous stUdies elsewhere into
teacher absenteeism.
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CUPTER I
'l'RE PROBLEM
IntroductioD
This chapter describes the background to the study, the
nature of the problem, and the measurements which are to be
done. oependent and independent variables are describei1 in
detail and a comprehensive rationale offered for the selection
of each. There are two main research questions, each with
several sUbsidiary questions to reflect the parameters of the
study. certain delimitations and liJDitations to the stUdy are
indicated in order to clarify what the study will not do and
to point c,ut that the quality of some of the data and the
utility of the findings are limited. A theoretical framewor)c
is described to show that the study has some reference to
theory about individual behavior and organizational
participation. A specific model is selected and adapted to
the scope of the stUdy. Finally, a number of definitions
pertinent to the study is given. In some definitions of
measurem~nt5, examples are used tu further explain the
measurement.
Background
Teachers in Ne.... foundland are provided ....ith various paid
and unpaid leave through their collective agreement (See
Appendix A). Paid leave in particular authorizes the teacher
to be absent from work on a regularly scheduled school day
without suffering any loss in pay. These provisions
similar to the types of 1eav@ which teachers have elsewhere
and similar to those of employees in other occupations.
There were basically five categories of leave with pay
in the Provincial Collective Agreement between the School
Boards and the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador and the
NeWfoundland Teachers' Association which was operational
during the time to which this study applies'. The categories
Article 15--sick Leave (19 days a year on average,
cumulative to 190 days);
Article 16--rnjury on Duty;
Article 1d--Leaves in General (compassionate leave,
professional leave, other);
Article 20--Educational Leave;
Article 51--0eferred salary Leave.
This study is concerned only with the use of short term
paid leave Le. lasting on average frpm one to three days.
Articles 15, 16, and 18 are generally of this kind. Articles
20 and 51 are not short term anti cons.equently are not relevant
to the study.
Teacher paid leave has b·<;l:p.n available in Newfoundland
1. This study applies to the 1987-88 school year. The
Collective Agreement was effective from september 1, 1984, to
August 31, 1988. A new Collective Agreement is currently in
place.
since the 1950's. The first Provincial Collective Agreement
with teachers was officially signed on June 4, 1973. (Minute
of Council 653-'73) Before that time, however, provisions
for certain types of leave, particularly sick leave, were
provided in the regulations to the Education Act, 1927 (The
Teachers' (Sick Leave) Regulations, 1950 and the Teachers
(Leave) Regulations, 1953]. Since 1973, leave provisions have
been detailed in the articles of the Agreement.
Although leave benefits have been available to teachers
in Newfoundland for nearly four decades, little is known about
the extent to which the benefits are used. Little data have
be~n compiled and no comprehensive study of leave has been
carried out. Prior to 1986 there was no practical way of
determining the extent of leave use at the provincial level
because composite information was not available. In 1986,
information on individual teacher leave usage throughout the
province was computer aggregated, and further refinements in
1987-88 made the data more amenable to analysis.
For this reason, this current study focuses on the 1987·
88 school year. In this sense, it is a base or foundation
study which is aimed towards increasing our understanding of
some of the parameters of teacher leave use in Newfoundland
and towards contributing to the meager literature available
concerning it.
Studies that have been conducted elsewhere on teacher
absences are used as a background and as a guide to this
study. Most of them have focused on absences which the
teacher initiated tor various personal reasons. They have
generally examined i\ selection of (primarily) demographic
characteristics of teachers on the premise that there was a
relationship between these demographics and the rate of
absences. (see Chapter 2 on Review of Related Literature).
This study is reflective of the types of demographic studies
that have been carried out previously but is selective in that
it will examine only those leaves over which teachers are
thought to exercise 1lI0st discretion (teacher-initiated).
stat...nt of the Problea
The problem of this study is to examine a selection of
paid leaves taken by teachers in Newfoundland during the 1987-
88 school year. The kinds of leave selected were those
considered to be teacher-initiated and which were listed in
the Collective Agreement of 1984 as Article 15.01 (sick
leave), Article 18.03 (illness in the family), Article 18.04A
(special approved leave), Article 18.08 (board approved
[personal] leave), and Article 18.10 (special ministerial
leave)2. There were two purposes to be accomplished: The
2. Appendix C describes Article 15 and Article 18 in their
entirety.
first ....as to use different measures to detel1lline the extent
of leave use throughout the province. The second was to
compare the amount of leave used according to a selection of
personal traits and situational factors to determine if there
were significant relationships between these variables and
leave use.
variabl.ss to be studied
Dependent Variable
There is one dependent variable used in this study,
namely, the number of leave days that teachers took during the
1987~aB school year under Articles 15.01, 18.03, 18.04A,
IS.08, and 18.10. All other variables are treated as
independent variables.
Yn4epen4ept variabl.es
Seventeen independent variables as they relate to teacher
leave are being examined in this stUdy. They are subdivided
into two categories: personal traits and situational factors.
The following columns delineate each category.
Age
Sex
Marital status
Education
Experience
Health
Accumulated unused
sick leave
sick leave as entitlement
Experience in present school
School board
School size
Place of residence
Travel distance to work
coverage by substitutes
Internal cove.rage
Urban/rural community
Geographical region
Rationale tor Selection of Variables
nependent Variable
The dependent aggregate variable, leave days used, was
selected from the general group of paid leave benefits for two
reasons. First, the disaggregated leaves were short term.
secondly, they were considered to be among those kinds of
short term leaves which would be. utilized at the initiation
of the teacher.
Not all leave use is teacher-ini tlated. Some leave, for
example. would be taken by teachers to attend inservice or
workshops that are developed and scheduled by the district
office. Teachers would be selected alld expected to attend.
Such leave is T~ore appropriately termed, district-initiated.
Other paid leave in the Collective Agreement is used by
teachers· to attend professional development ac,tivities,
meetings, conferences, or functions that are arranged and
scheduled by the Newfoundland Teachers' Association, the
Newfoundland and Labrador School Trustees' Association, the
Denominational Education councils, the Department of
Education, or some other educational group or agency.
Teachers would participate at the request of one or more of
the groups. While leave for these activities would be short
term, it would of consequence be utilized to participate in
activities initiated by others.
There are several leave categories in the Collective
Agreement that could be considered teacher-initiated but are
not short term, e.g. long ter:m sick leave, educational leave,
and deferred salary leave. None of these, however, are
relevant to this study.
Leaves considered to be most representative of short ter:m
teacher-initiated kinds are those expressed by Articles 15.01,
18.0J, 18.04A, 18.08, and 18.10. Article 15.01 applies to
standard sick leave with pay whi.ch is used when a teacher is
unable to come to work because of illness, injury or other
disability. During the 1986-87 school year, 62.5 percent of
the days on which substitute teachers were employed in
Newfe"undland were for absences by regUlar teachers under
Article 15.01 (Education Finance Division, oepartment of
Education, Newfoundland and Labrador, 1987). A medical
certificate is required if the sick leave is in excess of four
consecutive teaching days at any time or seven teaching days
in tile aggregate in any school year. Article 18.03 refers to
leave granted to a teacher when there is a serious illness in
the immediate family of that teacher. Such leave is not to
exceed three days in the aggregate in a school year. Article
l8.04A applies where a teacher seeks leave to attend meetings
of educational committees of which he or she is a member or
to attend meetings or conferences which the Minister of
Education may approve. Because teachers choose to be on these
committees or to attend such functions, the leave requests are
considered to be fundamentally initiated by the teacher.
Article 18.08 refers to what has come to be called mental
health days. Leave is granted for reasons deemed valid by the
school board and is not to exceed three days in the aggregate
in the school year. Finally, Article 18.10 is often referred
to as ministerial leave. On occasion where a teacher is
requesting lei.lve for which no other provision in the
Collective Agreement applies, the leave may be granted upon
application by the school board to the Minister of Eciucation.
The Minister (through his agents) determines if the leave is
warranted. Occasions ior which such leave is requested may
be for accompanying an athlete or a team to a tournament, a
child or spouse to a hospital, participation as a competitor
at provincial or national games or for unexpected travel
delays or other complications associated with other leave.
For example, a teacher may be on compassionate leave to att"nd
the death of a parent and unforseen circumstances necessitate
remaining a day or two beyond the pst'1litted allotment.
Independent V.riAbl"
The independent variables selected for various
reasons. Personal characteristics such as age, sex, level of
education, marital status, and others were found in previous
studies to be factors associated with teacher absences. Some
of the findings, however, were contradictory or inconsistent
and it has been suggested (Sacks, 1983) that "the number of
studies on teacher absenteeism is so limited that there is a
further need to test the effects of these vl.riables in as many
studies as possible" (p. 25). In addition, many ot the
conclusions which were made based on these variables are not
qannralizable because most of the studies were limited to
small samples or to individual schools or to school districts
rather than to larger geographical areas. The intent ot this
study is to usc a large sallple and to cover a wide
geographical area in order to discover if the personal and
situational variables correlate in a fashion similar to the
narrower studies done elsewhere.
The health status variable, or the way in which teachers
view the condition of their own health, was included because
only one study was found to have tested it (Richardson, 1980).
The variable would seem to have significance in a study on
teacher leave use because most of the absences by teachers,
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according to the l.iterature, are for sick leave. It would be
reasonable to expect some correlation between perceived level
of health and the number of days sick leave taken during the
year.
The professional characteristic of teaching experience,
in contrast to the health variable, was tested in many of the
studies on teacher absences. (Ricnardson, 19801 Johnson,
1978; Kirkwood, 1980; Holefelder, 1982: Smith, 1982; and
Harper, 1984). The findings of these studies, however, are
inconclusive. SomE! fcund significant relationships, both
positive and negative, others did not. The variable is
in,~luded in this study to deter:mine if it is related to
teacher leave usage in Newfoundland.
The situational characteristics of place of residence,
size of school, and travel distance, have not been examined
as frequently as have personal and professional variables, and
generally only in the more recent studies on the topic
(Newark, New Jersey, 1974; Coller, 1975; Douglas, 19761
Kirkwood, 1980; Richardson, 1980; Eckard, 19821 Sacks, 1983;
SChusteff, 1986). No clear predictive relationship has
emerged. Place of residence and distance from work have been
quantitatively described but little attention was given to the
theoretical assumption underlying these variables. In this
study, the variables were included primarily because of the
factor of Visibility associated with them. That is, it is
speCUlated that a teacher with hi,=,"h visibility in the
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community will display differel\t attendance behaviour (have
less absences) than teachers with low visibility, when
controlling for community size. Place of residence and
distance from work are assumed to be contributors to tile level
of teacher visibility in the community. A teacher who lives
in the cOIlllllunity where he or she teaches or close to it would
have higher visibility generally than one who lives elsewhere,
especially in a small Newfoundland community.
Internal coverage for absent teachers is considered
applicable in the Newfoundland education context because
substitute teachers are thought to not be available in many
small cotlllllunities. Where this is true, the common practice
whenever a regular teacher is absent is for the principal or
vice-principal. or other teachers to supervise the affected
classroom and to set work for the students. In some cases,
senior students are assigned to take care of the class. It
was considered worthwhile to compare the extent ;;,f leave use
by teachers in schools where substitutes are r~adily available
with that by teachers in schools where substitutes may not be
available.
The variables of absence by school board, substitute
teacher coverage, urban/rural community and geographical
region were included primarily for quantitative descriptive
purposes; that is, merely to show if differences do exist.
The variable, percept.ton of sick leave as an entitlement, was
included because it was not directly examined in any available
12
study, although it was mentioned in several studies that it
could be a factor contributing to teacher absence (Gibson and
Lafornera, 1972; Douglas, 1976; Capitan, 1980; Porwoll, 1geo;
Lewis, 1981: McWilliam, 1981; Anderson, 1985).
Researcb Questions
This study examines the following general and sUbsidiary
research questions:
1. How much teacher - initiated leave (TIL) lJas taken by
regular teachers during the 1987-88 school year in
Newfoundland?
For each category of TIL what were the annual mean
days used in each district, each geographical
region, and for the province as a whole?
In each school district, each region, and for the
province as a whole,
- what proportion of teachers took sick leave?
• what percentage of total teaching time was used
for sick leave?
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2. What is t:le relationship between the amount of selected
leave used and the following independent variables:
age
mari tal status
education
teacli..l.ng experience in general
teaching experience in the same school
health
accumUlated unused sick leave
sick leave as an entitlement
place of residence
distance from school
substitute teacher coverage
internal coverage by other staff
urban/rural community
size of school?
Delimitations
1. Information on leave usage pertains to only regular fu11-
time classroom teachers during the 1987-88 school year.
2. Information obtained from the questionnaire is applicable
only to regular full-time classroom teachers on the
Avalon Peni nsula who were teaching any combination of
classes from K-9 inclusive during May, 1988.
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3. Short term leave only is used in the study.
LiltitatioDa
1. Some of the research questions depend on the return of
questionnaires from elementary schools on the Avalon
Peninsula.
2. Some respondents might object to some of the personal
questions on the questionnaire and therefore not Qnswer
them. Data is valid to the extent that respondents are
\111lling and able to provide accurate and frank
information.
3. Quantitative analysis of the data will not address causal
factors.
4. Findings of the study related to teacher leave usage will
not be generalizable to years other than the 1987-88
sC':hool year.
Theoretical J'raraeworll;
This study on leave usage is a study of absence behavior
of regular teachers in Newfoundland during the 1987-88 school
year. Throughout the literature, the terms that
predominantly used are absences, absence behavior, and
absenteeism.
Because the emphasis in the literature is on the
pp.jorative word absenteeism, the theories generally advanced
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relate to concepts about the individual, the organization, and
to intervening variables that motivate or inhibit regular
attendance at work. Models are commonly constructed using
lines, arrows, blocks, circles, etc., to illustrate the theory
or to indicate the dynamics of the related factors. Three
specific models were found which have direct applicability to
the individual-or9anization-interveninq variables concepts and
which in part haVe relevance to this stUdy. The three models
J. W. Getzel's and E. G. Guba's 1952 "Psycho-
sociological Framework for the Study of Educational
.',;ministration, " R. Oliver Gibson I s 1966 "Schematic
Representation of Contractual Relationships Between the
Individual and the organization,·' and R. M. steers and s. R.
Rhodes· 1978 IlMajor Influences on Employee Attendance" model.
Figure 1 presents a sc:hematic description of the model
developed by steers and Rhl.::de~.
1 Pm.a'!P.... I<N!t9
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Figure 1. Major In!luences on EmplOi'ee Anendance
S2.UKe.: Richard M. Sleers and Susan A. Rhodes. "Major Inlluences on
Errployee Anendance: A Process Model, "Journal 01 Apolied
Psychology, 63 (August 1978),p. 393.
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The steers amI Rhodes model is considered the most
appropriate of the three for this study because it introduces
the notion of an employee I 5 ability to attend as a major
influence on attendance. This concept is relevant in the
education contey.t because of the wide recognition that female
teachers in particular often utilize their sick leave not
because they themselves are sick but because they have to staji
home to look after sick children or other family tlembers
(Bland, 1974; Bridges and Hallinan, 1978; Steers and Rhodes,
1978; Kirkwood, 1980; ca9itan, 1980; and Eckard, 1983).
brief summary of th~ model follows as the authors explain it
in the previously referenced 1978 ?rticle in the Journal of
Applied Psychology (pp.391-407). The model identifies the
major sets of variables and their sub-sets which the authors
believe have an influence on attendance behavior and depicts
ho.... the variable sets are interrelated.
The authors suggest that ....ork attendance is largely a
function of two variables; an employeels motivation to
attend, and an employee's ability to attend. The motivating
influences which they identify in Figure 1 include: the job
situation (Box 1), satisfaction with the job situation (BOX
4), employee values and jOb expectations (Box 2), personal
employee characteristics (Box 3), pressures to attend work
(Box 5) and attendance motivation (BOX 6). Some of these
influences are under the employeels contrOl, others are not.
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When they are combined \lith the variable, ability to attend,
they result in the individual's final decision to either go
or not go to wor};:. The relationships between the variable
sets are explained in this manner. Characteristics of the job
situation affect an employee's satisfaction with the overall
job situation. However, the relationship is considered not
to be a direct one. A major influence on the extent to which
employees experience satisfaction with the job situation is
the values and expectations they have concerning the job. To
a large extent these values and expectations are influenced
by the personal characteristics and backgrounds of the
employees. For example, older and more tenured employees
often value and expect certain "perks" because of their
seniority (p. 396). Personal characteristics also have an
effect on the ability of employees to attend, especially the
characteristics of age and family size.
The collective variable, pressures to attend, affects the
degree of couitment which an employee has to attend. If
one's primary commitment is to the job and to the
org'anization, the employee will feel strong' internal pressure
to attend. However, if one's primary commitment is elsewhere;
such as home, family, hobby, or sports, less internal pressure
would be exerted on the employee to attend.
The variable, ability to attend, according to the
authors, is an important one in the stUdy of employee
absenteeism. Even if an employee is strongly motivated to go
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to work, there are instances where attendance is not possible;
that is, the individual dues not have any choice. Unless th~s
factor is accounted for and partialled out, accurate
measurement of absenteeism influences cannot be made (p. 396).
The model as presented is dynamic in nature: that is, it
represents a process that is constantly interactive. For
example, attendance motivation could increase or decrease from
changes ~.n the job situation which in turn could affect the
employee's job satisfaction. The nature af pressures to
attend could change and subsequently affect motivation which
could affect attl::ndance and in turn result in new pressures.
These various factors would bl.! expected to vary from time to
time and from employee to employee.
The Steers and Rhodes model however, is not relevant in
full to this current study. Most of the variables which they
include are not being examined here and a llIodification of the
model is necessary. Two of the major sets of variables do not
apply at alIi namely, employee values and job expectations,
and attendance motivation. The other sets would need to be
adjusted to exclude s.)me of the sub-sets and to add ne.... ones.
For example, the job situation variable set would include only
the variable, size of school. The personal characteristics
variable set would exclude family size and would include
health and marital status in addition to education, tenure
(experience), age and sex. The vi:riable set, satisfaction
....ith job situation, would include a sub-set of one variable
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called year£: of teaching experience in the same school. The
assumption is ",ade that if a teacher were unhappy in a
particular school, he or she would not have stayed there for
very many years. The variable set, ability to attend, would
add one lIore sub-set to be called Official permission. This
term app] les to the leave articles 18. 04A and 18.10 which
refer to special approved leave and special E:linisterial leave,
re!lpectively. The variable set, employee attendance, would
be changed to teacher attendance. Finally, the variable set,
pressures to attend, would include an entirely new listing of
sub-sets, namely. visibility (place of residence, rural/urban,
travel distance), accWlIulated sick days, internal coverage for
absent teachers, coverage by sll~stitute teachers, and
entitlement. The speculation is that all of these variables
act as potential pressure sources on the teacher's decision
to go to work. In the case ot avoidable absences, high
visibility in the cOllllunity )light d9ter taking a day off.
Looking upon sick leave as a right whether onl! is sick or not,
lind having the full complement of unused sick days
accumUlated, might on the other hand act as a means of
removing guilt if a tl!acher wantl!d to use a sick leave day for
other reasons. Availability of a sUbstitute teacher might
serve to justifiably keep a sick teacher hOllle whereas lack of
one would mean that other teachers would have to supervise the
sick teacher's class and this would cause a diligent sick
teacher to go to work.
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A modification of the steers and Rhodes model to reflect
the variables in this study is presented in Figure 2.
I
I
I
I
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I
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Figure 2. Major lnlluences on Teacher on Leave Usage
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The modified Steers and Rhodes model of employee
attendance is considered to represent a relevant theoretical
framework for this study. It incorporaces lDany of the
variables that are generally accepted to influence employee
attendance and is the only model found that included the
variable, ability to attend. This latter variable is
considered to have direct application to a study on teacher
absences because of its relevance to the presumed practice by
female teachers of utilizing sick leave in order to take care
of sick children or other members of the family (See Chapter
2). It also recoqniz~s that no matter how motivated an
employee !Day be to attend vork, attendance is contingent on
the ability of the employee to do so. Illness, disability,
or other situational constraints beyond the control of the
employee often result in a short ten absence froill. work.
DetinitioDa
1. "eacber-IRitiated Lean - Leave taken at the discretion
of the teacher on a regular school day for reasons that
are voluntary or involuntary and are normally considered
"at homel! absences.
2. Short 'l"A Luv, - Periodic paid leave which generally
extends from one to three days or slightly more dependinq
on extenuating circumstances.
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3. Meap Leave Days - The average number of leave days taken
by each regular teacher employed (in school, district,
region, or province). The formula is:
Hean leave days = Total number of 1eave days taken
Total number of teachers employed
4. Incid.ence Rate - The percentage of teachers who took
leave. It measures the proportion of teachers within a
given group ( school, district, region, or province) who
took leave during the 1:]eriod indicated. The fonuula is:
Incidence'" Number of teachers who took leave X 100
rate Number of teachers employed
For €lxample, if a school board employs 250 teachers and
225 took l.aave during the year, then the board's
incidence rate for the year would be:
Incidence rate - ~ X 100 - 90
250
That is, 90 percent of the teachers in the district took
leave during the year.
(Modified from Hedges, 1977, pp. 16-23; and Miner,
1977, pp. 24-31)
5. Leave Rate - The percent of time that teachers were on
leave as a proportion of the amount of time scheduled to
be worked by all regular teachers (in school, district,
region, or province). The formula is:
Leave rate '" NUmber of leave days taken X 100
Number of teachers employed
X Number of days in teacher year (190)
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For eXillllple, if 190 work days were available during the
year and each of the 225 teachers above took seven days
leave, the board's annual leave rate would be:
Leave rate· -.l.2.2.....x.. X 100 • ~ X 100 = 3.31
250 X 190 47500
That is, 3.31 percent of the days usually worked during
the year by regular teachers 'Jere used for leave
purposes.
(Modified from Miner, 1977, pp. 24-31)
6. ~ - The Provincial Collective Agreement betwe·en
the School Boards and the Government of Newfoundland and
Labrador and the Newfoundland Teachers' Association,
effective septellber 1, 1984. to August 31, 1988.
7. School Year - The total nWllber of days described in the
Collective Aqreement in which teachers are paid to
perfor.. their education duties. The total number of
school days in the 1987-88 school year was 190. ot
those, 187 were work days and three were paid holidays.
8. ~ - The listings ot the various kinds of leave
available to teachers as described in the Collective
Agreement and as listed on the Teachers Monthly
Attendance Report.
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9. Small School - Schools with ten or: fewer professional
staft. 3
10. Larg. School - Schools vith a professional staff of more
than ten.
11. tlementary Teachers - Classroom teachers who are teaching
any combination of K-9 students inclusively for the
majority of the school day and year.
12. Regul,r teacher - A designated full-time classroom
teacher ",ho is not a short-term substitute, an
educational specialist, special education teacher or an
administrator.
13. Rural School - A school situated in or near a community
which serves a qeographlcal area that has a total
population of 5,000 people or less (Modified from
Statistics Canada's definition of rural, 1986).
14. orban Bebool - A school situated in or near a community
which serves a geographical area that has a population
of more than 5,000 people (Modified from Statistics
3. This size school would not traditionally be considered a
small school in the Newfoundland context but as Riggs (1987)
pointed out "there is no single definition of small schools
accepted by all researchers" (p. 6) .
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Canada's definition of urban, 1986).
15. Education Level - The level of teaching certificate
issued by the Provincial Department of Education. Levels
are expressed in grades and range froID. Grade one to Grade
16. ~ - Region 1 '" Avalon Peninsula; Region 2 = South
Coast and Burin Peninsula; Region J '" Central
Newfoundland, Northeast Coast and Bonavista Peninsula;
Region 4 os West Coast and Northern Peninsula; Region 5
a Labrador (Newfoundland Statistics Agency, 1986).
17. Study populatiop - All regular full-time classroom
teachers employed in the province during the 1987-88
school year. Administrators, district office personnel,
and educational specialists, including special education
teachers, are excluded.
18. 8uph Population - All regular full-time classroom
teachers employed in the Avalon Peninsula region of the
province during the 1987-88 school year. Administrators,
district office personnel. and educational specialists,
including special education teachers, are excluded.
CBAP'rER II
Review ot I,iterature "nd Related RBsuareb
IDtro4uatiOD
The purpose of this review of literature and related
resea:'ch is to indicate the general kinds of studies that have
been conducted on employee absence behavior and to point out
the findings from particular studies on teacher absence
behavior. It is provided as a background to the current study
and as a support for many of the variables that are being used
in it. The structure of the review parallels the major
research questions; that is, an indication is given of the
literature that ....as fOlmd relating to the extent and nature
of teacher absence and also of the literature and research
related to relationships between certain demographic and
situational variables and teacher absence. This latter
section consists of two parts: the literature on teacher
absence and personal factors, and the literature on teacher
absence and situational factors. Some general conclusions
from the literature are given as a brief summary of the
chapter.
OVerview
A common remark made by researchers and ....riters who have
examined the issue of teacher absence is that generally much
more has been ....ritten on absenteeism in business and industry
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than on absenteeism in erlucation. The literature on the
former is immense while in comparison little published data
are available on the latter (Porwoll, 1980, p. 1). In his
doctoral dissertation, KirJcwood (1980) reported that in a
bibliography of research reports prepared by the Industrial
Relations Centre at Queen's University covering the period
from 1950 to 1975, 767 articles were included on private
sector absenteeism (p.6). "In cont:cast," he says, "a review
of the literature for the same period reveals that little has
been done to investigate worker absenteeism in the pUblic
sector in general, and among teachers in particular" (p. 7).
Hornback (1982, p.30) suggests that interest in teacher
absences appears to be building as evidenced by the number of
studies that has been conducted since 1970. Walter (1977)
indicated that little research was conducted in the field of
education absenteeism until the 1960' s and gave three possible
the lack of external pressure for absenteeism
resparch:
the small size of school districts prj,or to the 1960' s
[which possibly did not present an environment where
teacher absence was a problem}; and
the lack of accurate and detailed records prior to the
1960's. (p. 22)
Other researchers have similarly reported that the majorit)'
of the literature and research relates to private sector
absenteeism and only a limited amount pertains to teacher
absenteeism (steers and Rhodes, 1978; Richardso:l, 1980; stern,
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1980, smith, 1982; Eckard, 1983; and Sacks, 1983).
Most of the information that is available on employee
absenteeism, in the private sector and in education, is from
the united states. It has generally appeared in the form of
articles in management and professional journals, reports
prepared by consultants or research agencies, government
statistics and pUblications, conference papers and daily
newspapers, or doctoral theses by students in universities.
Resul ts from specific studies that have been conducted
since 1972 shoW' that te~cher absenteeism in some parts of the
united states has been increasing (Gibson and Lafornera, 1972;
New York City Study, 1974; Newark, New Jersey, 1974: Manlove
and Elliott, 1979; Pennsylvania, 1978: and capitan, 1980).
Data from Gibson and Lafornera's 1972 30-year study (1939-
1969) of teacher absences in an inner-suburban school system
in the northeastern United States "show a clear tendency of
increasing annual frequel'lcy and number of days of absence" (p.
2). The 1978 Pennsylvani:l study cited above concluded that
teilcher absenteeism had increased by 106 per cent in the 16
year period from the 1961-62 school year to the 1977-78 school
year (p. 37). A 16 percent rise in teacher absenteeism was
recorded during the 1970 's in Illinois (Porwoll, 1980, p. 140)
and the 1974 New York City study cited above concluded (p. J7)
that for the three-year period from 1961 through 1969, teacher
absenteeism increased there by 50 percent.
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It is suggested that personal illness accounts for the
majority of paid leave taken in lIlost organizations (Porwoll,
1980, p. 1) and that the use of sick leave accounts for the
majority of teacher absences (Coller, 1975, p.4). In a 1965
stUdy of absenteeism among education employees in
Pennsylvania. Shoop found that personal illness accounted for
86.2 percent of the total days of absence of all professional
employees (p. 136). A later study (1978), done in
Pennsylvania by the pennsylvania School Boards Association,
reaffirmed Shoop's findings by concluding that sick leave both
for personal and family use was by tar the most common cause
of teacher absenteeism (p. 30). In a 1974 study in Newark,
New Jersey, it was found that "teachers' short tl1r1ll illness
appeared to be occurrinq at double the rate at which it was
occurrinq in business and industry" (p. 44). It was Ilentioned
in Chapter 1 of this stUdy that during the 1986-87 school year
in Newfoundland 62.5 percent of the days for which substitute
teachers were employed were to cover absences under Article
15.01 of the Collective Agreement, which is the sick leave
provision.
Most of the general studies examined personal and
organizational variables that ....ere considered related to
employee absenteeism. Demoqraphic characteristics such
age, sex, marital status, children at home, and distance to
work were couon variables. They were replaced in later
studies by factors such as job satisfaction or by aspects of
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the work environment in which manufacturing employees
func~ioned (Stern, 1980, p. 4). studies into teacher
absenteeism ollso examined many or the variables that were
dealt \11th in private sector studies. More recent research
on teachers (1976-1986) included fllctors such as stress,
morale, and general job satisfaction whereas the earlier
studies centered primarily on demographic variables.
Recent summaries of to:lsearch on employee absenteeism
generally reflect the nature of the studies that have been
done. In a 1977 review of available literature, Muchinsky
wrote:
absenteeism has been exa.ined from many
different perspectives; including psychometric
problems of measurement, its relationship with
other variables, and efforts to deal with the
phenomenon at a very practical level. (p. 337)
In a 1978 review of 104 studies on euployee absenteeism,
steers and Rhodes stated:
investiqations of employee absenteeism have
typically examined bivariate correlations
between a set of variables and subsequent
absenteeism . . . Very little work had been
done in other than those narro....ly focussed
areas. (p. 392)
In the most recent summary of research that was found,
Porwoll (1980) made the following comment:
the research addressed a variety of factors
related to employee absenteeism, inclUding
current and trend absence data, major
factors thought to influence employee
absenteeism, costs associated with employee
absenteeism, and recommendations for
contrOlling employee absenteeislll. (p. 1)
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Kirkwood, in his 1980 study in Ontario on soms of the
determinants affecting teacher absentee!slI indicated (p. 5)
that the relevant literature could be separated into two broad
categories: descriptive studies and analytical studies. He
included in the tirst category, studies which revieifed the
extent of absenteeism. the types of absences, and the costs
of absenteeism to the organization. In the second category I
he included. studies which sought to measure delCographic or
organiz"ational variables or "variables related to workers'
prJrceptions of and satisfaction wlth various dimensions of
their work ... " (p. 6).
Literature on employee absenteeism in Canada is available
to a much lesser degree than in the United States, especially
studies and writing:, on absences in education. Statistics
Canada periodically publishes reports on absences by qeneral
occupational groups but has not specltically referred to
teachers. The only literature found hich related directly
to teacher absence behavior in Canada as a brid survey by
the Canadian Education Association in 1973 and a dcctora1
study (Kirkwood) from the University of Toronto in 1980. The
Canadian Education Association's survey was conducted amonq
26 school boards in Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskat.r:hewan,
Alberta, and British Colull\bia durinq the 1971-72 school year.
It found that few of the boards had done any research into
teacher absenteeisil (p. 4). However, some boards had reported
that during the past few years there had been a noticeable!
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increase in the nutDber of days sick leave taken [by teachers]
for diagnostic, medical and dantal visits (p. 3). Kirkwood's
doctoral studi' had been done on teacher absenteeism in a large
urban ontario school board. He noted that "few prior data had
been generated or reported on the sUbject of teacher
absenteeism in Ontario and that the issue had not been
systematically studied" [in that province] (p. 4).
Indirect data is available on leave by regular teachers
in Alberta. l<ozeluk (1970) examined the status of sUbstitute
teachers among 67 school systems during the 1968-69 school
year. He found that the 17,662 regular classroom teachers
utilized SUbstitute teacher services 4.76 days on average
during the year (P.29j. While this finding does not indicate
the full extent of teacher absenteeism in that province, it
does show that those regUlar teachers were absent from their
classrooms on average for at least five days during 1968-69.
Little comprehensive study could be found relating to
teacher absence behaviour in Newfoundland. A short paper
prepared by graduate students K. Yetlnan and C. Greene in
April, 1988, as part of the course work in the Educational
Administration Program at:. Memorial University, focused on the
cost of teacher absenteeism in a single school board in the
province during the 1986-87 school year. Their conclusion was
that the actual cost of teacher absences may be higher than
that recorded by the school board due to the unavailability
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of information, and because some teacher absences may not be
reported p.specially if sUbstitutes are not engaged (p. 23).
As indicated in Chapter I, informati.on on teacher leave
is available in raw data form at the Provincial Department of
Education but generally not in summary form. Some
compilations have been prepared in connection with this study
but a comprehensive profile of leave usage has never
previously been developed. Research to date does not go much
beyond indicating the following information for the five year
period beginning with the 1982-83 school year:
absences among regUlar teachers have increased;
the number of sUbstitute teachers employed throughout
the province has increased:
the total number of substitute teaching days has
increased;
the substitute teacher bUdget has risen steadily in
real terms, that is, ..hen controlling for inflation.
(Education Finance Division, 1988)
Teacher AbIl8Dt.eisa fUld Personal Pactors
This section summarizes some of thp. available research
wnich dealt with the relationships between personal factors
and absences among teachers. Not all the personal
characteristics that have been identified in various studies
are included since they are outside the scope of this study.
Variables being reviewed are limited to those under current
consideration, namely~ age, sex, marital status, level of
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education, years of teaching experience, health, accumulat:ed
unused sick leave, and perception of sick leave as an
entitlement.
The literature generally shows that age is related to the
rate of absence among teachers. However, the results are
mixed. Some studies have indicated a positive relationship,
Le. as a teacher gets older the number of absences increases
(Newark, New Jersey. 1974: Marchant, 1976; Douglas, 1976;
Bridges, 1979). other studies have indicated an inverse or
negative relationship, Le. the older the teacher, the less
the rate of absence (Kahne and Ryder, 1957; Johnson, 1978:
Richardson, 1980; Eckard, 1983: Sacks, 1983: and Schustef!,
1986). A number of studies show an inverted bell-curve
relationship where the younger and older teachers are absent
more than the middla aged group (I,.Qe, 1960~ Manganiello, 1972:
Marlin, 1976). still other studies show aither a low level
of association between teacher age and absenteeism or no
statistically significant association (BUndren, 1974; coller,
1975; Bridges and Hallinan, 1978; Redmond, 1978~ Kirkwood,
1980; Stern, 1980; and Smith, 1982). Porwoll (1980) makes the
following statement about the age factor in emplo~'ee
absenteeism:
In general, it appears that for sickness absence,
the older the employee, the higher the absence:
but for tot3l or uncertified absence, the younger
the employee, the higher the absence. (p. 27)
J7
Host of the studies examined on teacher absenteeisil show
that female teachers have higher rates of absences than male
teachers. The fallowing list is indicative:4
Philadelphia Study, 1970
Newark, New Jersey, 1974
Coller, 1975
Marlin, 1976
Pennsylvania Study, 1978
Redmond, 1978
Johnson, 1978
Conner, 1979
KirkWood, 1980
Richardson, 1980
Eckard, 1983
Harper, 198..
Anderson, 1985
Schusteff. 1986
Female > Male
Female > Male
Female > Male
Female > Male
Female > Male
Female > Male
Female > Male
Female > Male
Female > Male
Female > Male
Female > Male
Female > Male
Female > Male
Female > Male
By comparison, only a few studies found either a 10....
level of association or no relationship between sex and
absenteeism (Manganiello, 1972; Bundren, 1974; Marchant, 1976;
Douglas, 1976; Stern, 1980; smith, 1982; and sacks, 1983).
Some researchers have advised caution in the
interpretation of research findings related to the
variable. POn/oll (1980) indicates that the united States
Department of Labour has published maj or studies on employee
4. Because of the different types of \1Ieasures used, the actual
differentials are not indicated. Comparisons above were selected
because they were all statistically significant.
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absenteeism which warn that other factors such as age and
marital status may influence the sex-absenteeism relationship
(p. 30). Isambert-Jamati conducted a comparative study of
workers in eight industrial establishments in the Paris area
in 1962. She suggests that a woman's family obligations make
it necessary for working women to be absent more often than
men rather than it being "necessarily due to any 'basic'
physiological or psycholO<Jical differences between the sexes"
(p. 253). Nicholson, Brown, and Chadwick Jones (1976)
referred to the cultural expectations that are placed on women
which force them to be absent at times because of a commitment
to home and family. They say that "Men are rIot under the
same cultural expectations" (p. 735). Steers and Rhodes
(1978) also mention this theme in referring to constraints on
female employee attendance. Women as a group are generally
absent more frequently than men n••• due to the traditional
family responsibilities assigned to \o'omen (that is, it is
generally the ""ifa or mother who cares for sick children)'1 (p.
400). They also mention that the available evidence suggests
the absenteeism rate for women declines throughout their work
career "possibly because the family responsibilities
associated with young children decline" (p.400).
The above considerations may confound the variable,
gender, as it relates to teacher absence behavior. The higher
rate of absence for females appears not to be attributable to
the fact of being female as much as it is for reasons
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associate~with being female, Le. family responsibilities and
the traditionally expected role of mothers in child care.
Nicholson, Brawn, and Chadwick-Jones cited above suggest that
a new method. of measuring absenteeism for females is required.
"Otherwise, researchers should expect and accept the fact that
females will have rates of absenteeism which appear
inordinately high" (p. 378).
Marital statU!!
Researchers who have studied teacher absences have
generally not found a consistent relationship between marital
status and absenteeism. Harper, in his 1984 doctoral
dissertation on teacher absenteeism and tardiness in a large
urban school district (30 schools, 19,070 students) in
Mississippi for the 1981-82 academic year found an
insignificant relationship. Of the teachers who had absences
of more than five days (N .. 343), 22 percent were single and
65.6 percent were married (p. 43). When correlated using the
Pearson Product Moment correlation, the coefficient of
correlation between single status and absence was .00 and
between married status and absence it was .05 (p. 53). In a
regression analysis equation, the differences were not
significant at the .05 level and suggest that marital status
of teachers is a very low predictor of absence behavior (p.
55). Sacks (1983). who studied the absence behavior of 298
full-time classroom teachers in five elementary schoOls, one
junior high school, and one senior high school in one district
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of suburban Long Island, found no significant differences
between the marital status variable and absenteeism. The mean
number of days absent for single teachers ....as 6.16, and for
married teachers, 7.34. He had predicted that married
teachers would be absent more days than single teachers and
although they were, the difference was not statistically
significant (p. 74). In a 1980 study conducted in the Dallas
Independent School District and comprising 700 teachers and
pr~ncipals from four middle schools and four high schools,
Richardson found no significant differences between marital
status and absenteeism. A large percentage difference however
appeared in the first absence interval (0-2 days) where 23.1
percent of single teachers were absent compared with 32.7
percent of married teachers (p. 90). This means that !:l.6
percent of the single teachers had a poorer attendance record
in this interval than did married teachers.
The finding by Richardson that single teachers were
absent blare often than married teachers in the lowest interval
was supported by Schusteff (1986). He studied 1450 secondary
school teachers from 52 secondary school districts in five of
the six counties in Illinois. His findings went further and
showed that unmarried teachers had significantly more days
absent in most intervals than married teachers (p. 48).
In general, the relationship between the marital status
of teachers and their absence behavior is unclear. Factors
associated with being married such as family responsibilities
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and young children at home may be }"lore significant in
affecting absenteeislIl than the lIlera state of being .arried.
Marital status by itself may be a proxy in this context whlch
lI.ay be the reason behind the inconsistent findings of research
between these variables.
Level of Educatiop
No consistont relationship seems to exist between teacher
absence and education level. In studies which included this
variable, Kirkwood (1980, p.l7l) found that the higher the
level of education the lower the rate of absence, and
Richardson (1980. p. 97) found that differences 'Jere slight
although the pattern of absences sho\,'ed that teachers with
higher degrees were absent fewer times. Holefelder (1982)
found the opposite. In his study, the Jllean absence rate tor
teachers with bachelor's degrees was 8.75, and for .aster's
degrees the rate was 9.91 (p...2). Harper (1984) found a
moderately negative relationship. Of those teact.ers with
absences beyond five days, 70 percent had" bachelor's degree
whLle 4.4 percent had a master1s degree + 30. The correlation
coefficient between bachelor's degree and absence was .10 and
between master's + 30 it was .It! (p. 54). In a regression
analysis, the ditferences were significant at the .05 level.
The variable accounted for little more than one-percent of the
variance although the direction tended to be that the higher
the degree the lower the absences (p. 58). Academic degree
was one of the nine variables that Douglas (1976) found to be
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predictors of absenteeism in a stepwise regression equation.
He found that the higher the degree, the lower the mean
absence days (p. 149).
Teaohing Experience
The research refers both to tenure and to years of
experience when treating this variable. The findings
generally are not consisc.ent. Coller (1975) found that
teacher absenteeism over 1\ two-year period, 1972··73 and
1973-74, was significantly related to years of experience in
a curvilinear fashion. That is, teachers with two to four
years of experience and teachers with 23-25 years of
experience both had low rates of absence (p. 114).
Stern (1980) found a similar curvilinear relationship.
The lowest degree of absenteeism was experienced by those
teachers with 3-5 years experience and by those teachers with
over 25 years experience. The highest percentage of absentees
were those teachers with 15-20 years experience (p. 118).
A curvilinear relaticnship was also found by Eckard in
his 1983 study. Teachers Who had 5 to 14, and 15 to 24 years
of service realized the highest absence rates (13.3 percent
and 8.1 percent respectively) while the 0-4, and 35 and over
years of service groups showed absences of .6 percent and 0
percent respectively (p. 98).
Teaching experience, measured in years, was found not to
be related to teacher absenteeism by either Bland (1974) in
Philadelphia, Bundren (1974) in california, Marchant (1976)
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in Virginia, Kirk....ood (1980) in ontario, or by Richardson
(1980) in Dallas, Texas.
No study was found Which included the variable, number
of years in the same school. Gibson and Latornera (1972) clime
close to accounting for it in their 30-year study. They found
that continuing personnel as a group were absent llIore
frequently at the end of a IO-year period than they were at
the beginning. Also, leavers from the profession were absent
more frequently at the end of a IO-year period than were
newcomers at the beginning of a IO-year period (p. 3).
Marchant (1976) seemed to be testing a comparable variable to
experience in the same school by his singular definition of
experience. He studied previous educational experience rather
than the .ore usual years of service, and attellpted to find
if teachers who had taught in rural settings or urban
settings, large schools or sllall schools would have differing
absence patterns. He found there were no significant
differences (p. 61).
Healtb. AccWlYlated Sick Leave. and Eptitlelllent
These thr€le variables are being dealt ',o'ith conjointly
because they share a common characteristic - very little or
no formal study was found to have been devoted to them as
factors relevant to teacher absenteeism.
The health variable as it relates to teacher absenteeism
appears to have been only indirectly referenced. It has been
suggested (Marchant, 1976, p. 59) that older teachers are more
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prone to illness than younger teachers. that they experience
more stress tt..:-n younger teachers due to the constant changes
in the schools (Douglas, 1976, p. 155). that they are not able
to cope as well with discipline problems year after year or
that they may be burned out as a resul t of a high number of
years in the system (Sacks, 1983. p. 89). Morale is
considered a problem among teachers with high absence records
(Philadelphia study, 1970, p. 47; Coller, 1975, p. 133), and
it is estimated that about five to ten percent of workers in
all occupational groups experience problems with alcohol
(Parwoll, 1980, p. 2).
These references all have teacher health implications
but no research was found which studied the factor directly.
Rictlardson (1980) alludes to health perfunctorily when he says
that "no findings {in the studies completed] have indicated
that the increase in teacher absences is related to an
increase in health-related problems" (p. 5). segovia,
Bartlett et al (1987) conducted a study among residents of
Metropolitan St. John's (Newfoundland) to determine if
lifestyle and health practices were related to utilization of
health services. One of their findings was that university
educated residents scored higher on preventive practices than
did residents who did not have any university education. This
was true for both sexes although females (N = 166) had a score
that was more than twice as high as the male score (p. 107).
This would infer that females take better care of their health
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than males. It Day be inferred subsequently froll this study
that teachers generally, because they are university educated,
and female teachers in particUlar, folIo.... the same pattern and
take steps to safeguard their health. Actuarial tables
compiled by insurance companies to rate insurability of
clients generally place teachers in II low risk category, both
for ....hole life policies and for disability insurance. Great-
West Life, for example, includes classroom teachers and
principals in classes 3A and 4A respectively, categories ....hich
reflect the most favorable [safest] of all occupational groups
(Underwriting and occupational Classification, 1987).
Evidence relatsd to general hoal th of teachers from the
above two latter sources is more interential than actual. It
indicates that teachers would be likely to practice preventive
.easures to safeguard their health and that poor or ill-health
is not generally associated with teachers as an occupational
group.
Research pertaining to the influence of accumulated
unused sick leave on teacher absenteeism was found to be
scarce and inconclusive. Rains (1961) included the variable
in his study and found that teachers with the maximum amount
of accumulated unused sick leave used less sick leave than
teachers with less than the maximum (p. 65). Sacks (1983)
speCUlates that "teachers who have accumulated more than the
allowable maxilllum may choose to use them rather than to have
them remain with the district as unpaid days" (p. 92).
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Douglas (1976) indicated that older teachers may feel
justified in using sick leave because they have more sick
leave days accumulated than teachers with less experience (p.
155). In his study in New Jersey in 1982, Holefelder cites
as a possible reason for the bell-curvilinear relationship
between age and absenteeism, the school district provision
which gives older teachers a cash reimbursement for unused
sick leave (p. 90). The low mean absence rate for teachers
in the 56-60 age group which he found could be attributed to
this provision. Marchant (1976) found that a significant
positive correlation existed between teacher age and teacher
absence rates and suggested as a possible interpretation that
nolder teachers had reached the total accumUlated sick leave
days plateau so there was no incentive to accumulate any more"
(p. 59). Aside from these largely SUbjective conclusions, no
other studies were found which dealt with the accumulated sick
leave variable.
Reference was made to the variable, perception of sick
leave as an entitlement, by a number of researchers previously
mentioned (pp. 11-12) as a probability in absence behavior.
Mcwilliam's work (1981) can be regarded as the most
comprehens i ve. Shg examined the impact of collective
bargaining on teacher absenteeism and through personal
interviews among a sample of elementary and secondary school
teachers in a school district in Pocatello, Idaho, concluded
(p. 157) that teachers were viewing sick leave as an
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entitlement rather than as insurance against pay loss due to
illness or injury. "They look at [all) leave benefits as
another form of compensation gained through the collective
bargaining process" (p. 161). Douglas (1976) refers to older
teachers in partiCUlar and suggests the higher rates of
absences due to illness in the group he tested (N = 154) could
partially be accounted for by the large bank of unused sick
days which they had accumulated. "They may feel that the
leave is there to be used and if not used will be lost" (p.
155). A similar viewpoint was expressed by Anderson (1985,
p. 54).
In general, the literature reveals mixed findings
pertaining to the relationship between teacher absenteeism and
the personal variables of age, sex, marital status, level of
education, years of teaching experience, health, accumulated
unused sick leave, and perception of sick leave as an
entitlement. Some of the variables have been tested
extensively while others have been included in only a few
studies. As predictors of absenteeism among teachers, the
personal variables may be said to be tenuous at best.
Teacher Absenteeism and 8ituational Pactors
The following situational variables are being examined
in this study as they relate to teacher leave use: school
board, urban/rural community, geographical region, and school
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size. Also to be tested are the variables distance from work,
place of residence, and coverage for absent teachers either
through the employment of a substitute or through internal
coverage by other teachers. Some of these variables have been
treated in previous studies and others have not.
Place of residence as a variable in teacher absenteeism
has not been extensively dealt with in the literature. Two
studies only were found which tested the factor. Coller
(1975) found a statistically signif1.cant relationship in his
stUdy in Michigan of absences over a two-year period, 1972-73
and 1973-74. Teachers who lived in the school district in
which they taught had low absences while non-resident teachers
were in the high absence group (p. 118). An earlier (1974)
study done in Newark, New Jersey for the school year 1971-72
reported similar results to Coller's later findings. Data
from Newark showed that teachers who resided in Newark had an
absence rate due to illness of 6.3 percent, which was below
the median rate of 6 • .lJ percent. Teachers living in New
Jersey, but not in Newark, had an absence rate of 7.1 percent;
teachers living elsewhere had a rate of 9.5 percent (p. 104).
The variable, distance to work, has been examined by a
number of researchers and often with mixed results. Sacks
(1983) had predicted that teachers with a high amount of
travel time to work will be absent a greater number of du.ys
than teachers with a low amount of travel time to work. A
t-test produced a t-value of -1.21. The level of significance
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....as 0.11. Although the difference was not significant, it was
in the direction that had been predicted. (p. 75).
No significant relationship was found by Richardson
(1980) who measured distance in cOlllllluting time. He found that
61.1 percent of teachers with commuting time of ten minutes
or less missed five or fewer days of schooL Nearly the same
percentage of teachers (61. 6 percent) in the category of more
than a half hour commuting time also were found to be absent
five days or less during the year (p. 104).
A significant but minimal relationship between distance
to school and absenteeism was found by Harper (1984).
correlation coefficient of -.01 was calculated for distance
of 0-10 miles, and a coefficient of .03 for distance over 30
miles (p. 54). As well, he founel that less than one percent
of the variance in the regression equation was attributable
to the distance variable (p. 58). A positive relationship was
found by Schusteff (1986), Le. the number of days absence
increased as the travel time to work increased. Teachers who
travelled over 30 minutes, one way, were absent the greatest
number of days of all the groups (N = 1048) in the entire
popUlation (p. 48).
One study only was cited which included teacher absence
rates by geographic region. This was a study conducted for
the State of Illinois by the Academy for Educational
Development (Indiana) in 1977. It included, among other
variables, a listing of teacher absence rates by region for
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the school years 1971-72, 1973-74, and 1975-76. During the
five year period, teacher absence rates were found to have
increased in all six geographic reglons of the state (cited
in Porwoll, 1980, p. 95).
One study only was found which examined the urban/rural
variable (New York City, 1978). The stUdy was conducted among
New York City Schools for the 1972-73 school year and found
that "the attendance pattern of suburban teachers was
generally lower than either rural or city teachers" (p. 4).
Findings from research on school size and teacher
absenteeism are inconsistent. Gibson (1968) stUdied ninl=
schools (one high school, eight elementary schools) in the
Boston metropolitan area with staff sizes ranging from 13 to
118. School years studied were 1948-49, an 1958-59. He found
the relationship to be curvilinear; as the size of the school
staff increased in nUmber so did absenteeism, until a point
in staff size was reached after which absenteeism decreased
(p. 5). A study conducted in Philadelphia in 1970 found that
for the school year 1968-69, schools systems with more than
200 teachers experienced higher sick leave and personal leave
than did school systems with less than 200 teachers (p. 48).
However, this finding did not hold in a statewide study
conducted in Pennsylvania for the 1977-78 school year. The
later stUdy showed that "small school systems had Y irtually
the same absence rate as large systems; 4.58 percent for
school systems with less than 200 teacher.'\, and 4.68 percent
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for systems with 200 or more teachers (p. 23). In the
Illinois study reported earlier, fro. 1971-72 to 1975-76
teacher absence increased steadily as the size of the school
system, defined by nUJllber of students, increased (cited 1n
PONoll, 1980, p. 58).
Marchant (1976, p. 45) found there vere no significant
differences between annual absence rates of teachers in
elementary schools in Richmond, Virginia, with different size
student enrolments although he did find that schools with the
highest enrolments had fewer absences that the other student
clusters (p. 57). The non-signiticant differences finding was
supported by Eckard in 1983 who studied a sample of elementary
schools throughout the State ot Virginia. Correlations of
teacher absenteeism to school size, measured by nUDber of
students and number of teachers, were .0137 and 1.0183
respectively. In a regression equation, neither aeasure of
school size was found to be statistically significant (p.
123).
A nulllber of va:-ious theories or reasons are given by
researchers for the influence of school size on absenteeism.
One often cited theory is offered by Gibson (1966, pp. 3-7)
who says that in a small system a number of factors militate
against absence behavior. Personal friendships and loyalties
are stronq in a small group and a close-knit environment often
prevails. Group noms play a role in prolloting work
perfoI"lrlance and adherence to legitimate behavior. Generally,
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there exists a high group identification. The reverse would
be true for larger systems where rules and regulations would
be heavily relied on to maintain or to ensure legitimate
behavior. compatibility, which is characteristic of the small
group, would be slibsequently decreased. This theme was
earlier advanced in Indik (1965) who spoke of the difficulty
of maintaining communications in a large organization. He
said that large size contributes to a lower level of
communication among employees which reduces group
cohesiveness, which in turn leads to higher rates of employee
absenteeism (p. 347). Anderson (1985, p. 43) suggests that
large organizations tend to lessen the importance or impact
of the individual employee. and cites other authors (Baumgartel
and Sobol, 1959; anc1 Porter and Steers, 1973) in saying there
is less opportunity for participation anc1 decision-making
because of the lower levels of perflonal involvement in large
organizations (p. 43). The Philadelphia School stuc1y (1970)
suggests the following influence of school size on teacher
absenteeism:
The larger the size of staff, the greater the
possibility of alienation from the system
experienced by the teacher. He feels less of an
obligation towards his students and is inclined to
be absent more often than would be likely if a
closer relationship were to prevail with his fello,,",
teachers and the administrators. The teacher, in
effect, lacks a sense of belonging. (p. 47)
Internal coverage for absent teachers by other teachers
was mentioned in one stUdy. Kirkwood (1980) hypothesized that
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there is It. syste.atic relationship between teacher absenteeism
and teachers I covering of classes for each other when they are
absent. His finding did not support the hypothesis. The data
showed that 80 percent of the teachers surveyed did have to
cover classes tor absent teachers. Because such cQverage
appeared to be part of the nOnD, Kirkwood. speculated that
teachers may feel it is not a reason to stay away from school
(p. 181).
Most of t.he situational variables to be treated in this
current study have been examined in varying degrees in the
literature. Findings on factors such as distance from work
and residence status are generally consistent even though not
always statistically significant. Variables such as
geographical region and urban/rural setting were found to have
been inSUfficiently studied for findings to be valid. The
variable, school she, had been moderately studied and the
relationship with teacher absenteei:illl found to be generally
inconsistent. Coverage of classes for absent teachers was
found to hli'le been a variable in one study only and was
considered by that researcher not to be a factor in teacher
absenteeism.
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ConclusioDS tro. tbe Literature
The literature which was exalllined suggests a number ot
general conclusions. Many more studies on employee
absenteeism have been conducted in business and industry than
in education a1 though t~acher absenteeisa has been studied
more consistently since the 1970's than previously. Studies
of both private sector and teacher absenteeism have focussed
largely on demographic vtlriables. Most studies in both
sectors have been descriptive with more rec~nt analytical
studies having addressed relationships bet....een psychological
and social characteristics of the individual and the
organization. Host studies have been done in the united
States and while they indicate that employee absentc!Qism is
considered to be a problem, there is no general acceptance as
to its causes. Personal factors were found not to be good
predictors of teacher absenteeisll in particular because the
results of studies on thell were inconclusive. situational
factors were generally examined in fewer studies and while
some variables were associated with higher al'lsences, there is
insufficient data on which to make firm judgements. The
literature frequently implies that the s'tudy 01,- absence
behavior among employees of both private and public
organizations suffers frolll a lack of good methodology
especially in terms of standards for measuring absenteeism and
from a clear conceptual undE"rstanding of ho\ol variables might
be related.
CEAPTER III
lIE'l'HODOLOGY
Introduction
There were two major purposes to this study. The first
was to determine how much teacher-in!titated leave was taken
by regular classroom teachers in Newfoundland during the 1987-
88 school year. The second was to examine the relationship
between the amount of selected leave taken and a number of
personal and situational variables. This chapter will
describe t1'>e research methodology used to accomplish these
two purposes. The methodology con£ists of research design,
sources of data, popUlation and sample, data collection
procedures, data preparation, and statistical analysis.
Researcb Design
There is one dependent variable and 17 independent
variables in this stUdy. The dp.pendent variable, teacher-
initiated leave, is aggregate variable and
disaggregated into five types of teacher-initiated leave.
These were identified in the study by the leave code or
article number undar which they appeared in the Teachers'
Collective Agreement, 1984-1988, namely, 15.01 (sick leave),
18.03 (illness in immediate family), l8.04A (special approved
leave), 18.08 (personal leave), and 18.10 (ministerial leave).
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The 17 independent variables were subdivided into
personal traits and impersonal factors as follows:
Age
Sex
Marital status
Education
Experience
Health
Accumulated unused sick
leave
sick leave as entitlement
Experience in present school
8ituational
School size
Place of residence
Distance to work
Coverage by substitutes
Internal coverage by
staff
Urban/rural community
Geographical region
School Board
There were tliO general research questions and thr~e
subsidiary t~6earch questions. Research question one and its
three sUbsidiary questions related to the whole province.
Research question two addressed both the whole province and
a sub-sample of teachers from the Avalon Peninsula (121
schools, 1567 regular classroom teachers). Some of the
variables in question t ....o related only to the sUb-sample of
teachers.
Research question one can be regarded primarily as the
descriptive part of the study. It consisted of univariate and
bivariate analyses exclusively. That is, it measured the
extent of different kinds of teacher-init.iated leave and
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measured it according to the selected factors of school
district and geographical region. Research question two
pertained to relationships and was examined by analyzing data
on both the study population and the study sample. This
section is primarily the analytical part of the study. It
assessed the relationship between the amount of leave taken
and a selection of personal and situational variables.
Sourcell of Data
There were two primary sources of data. One consisted
of information available frolll the Department of Education and
the other consisted of information provided from a
questionnaire administered to a sample of teachers in the
province.
Departmfint of Education Data
In Newfoundland, there is a centralized system for the
issuance of payroll cheques to teachers. It functions in the
following manner: at the end of each month, each school board
(J5 in 1987-1988) submits to the Teachers· Grants and Payroll
Division of the Department of Education a form called
"Teachers' Monthly Return" (see Appendix B). This form
contains a tabulation of the total days worked during the
month by each teacher and the nun.ber of days and type of leave
each used. Based on these returns, teachers· payroll cheques
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are calculated for the next succeeding month. A cheque for
each teacher is then ordered from the Provincial Department
of Finance and upon its receipt by the Department of Education
is distributed to the respective school board prior to the
next scheduled payday. Each cheque bears the name of the
respective school board although the issuer is actually the
Department of Finance through the Department of Education.
The centralized payroll system results in the
accumulation of a central depository of data on the extent to
which the various leave codes are utilized for any month of
th~ school year. other pertinent payroll data are also
recorded, such as personal identification number, age, sex,
date of birth, level of teachinq certificate, years of
experience, marital status, the employing school, and whether
a s\!~stitute is deployed when a regular teacher is absent.
Other data were also available at the Department of
Education. This data relates to school status and includes
infomation on the number of students enrolled in each school
in the province, number of educators employed in each school,
type of school (eq. K-6, K-9, All-Grade, Junior High, or
Senior High), qeographical region where the school and board
are located and whether the school is designated urban or
rural.
Permission was obtained from officials in the Department:
of Education to utilize the::;e data Relevant
information vas provided either on computer tape for
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manipulation at the computing Services Centre at Memorial
University or by hard copy. In the case of school status
information, several computer tiles had to be blended to
produce a larger composite file. This infol"lll.ation was later
downloaded onto a floppy disc for merginq with other tiles.
survey IQ.trum.at
Information on some of the variables being examined in
the study were not available from existing sources. These
variables included teachers' perception of sick leave
entitlement, health status of individual teachers, years of
teaching experience in present school, place of residence,
distance trOD residence to school, and internal coverage
(filling in) of an absent teacher's class by other regular
staff in tho school. A questionnaire was utilized to obtain
information on these variables.
coincidentally, a study was being undertaken relating to
teacher attitudes by the Institute for Educational Research
and Developlllent (IERD) at Memorial University. A survey
instrument ....as in the process of being developed for this
stUdy. Since it ....as intended for distribution to relatively
the same popUlation that this stUdy on leave usage ....as
examining it ....as felt to be expeditious to add relevant items
to the IERD questionnaire rather than develop an entirely new
and separate instrument. This was SUbsequently ...lone.
The type of instrullent used (Appendix C) generally
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followed a Likert format. That is, a number of statements
were given and respondents were asked to place a check mark
against the one which best described their thoughts about a
particular statement. Reber (1985) describes the format to
some degree:
usually there are five levels, running from
'strongly agree' through 'uncertain' to 'strongly
disagree', although scales with three, seven, or
even more choices are used and called Likert scales.
(p.404)
In the instrument used, there were four possible
responses: definitely agree, mostly agree, mostly disagree,
and definitely disagree. An arithmetic value ranging from
one to four was assigned to each response as follows:
agree mostly agree mostly disagree definitely disagree
The format was selected because it is familiar to most
teachers in Newfoundland in that it has been widely used in
previous attitudinal studies by students in the Faculty of
Education at Memorial university.
Other questions on the instrument elicited factual
information about the respondents or their parents. The
questions were ai ther in a design that required a numerical
response such as birthdate, or a single check response to a
column of choices such as one's health being viewed as either
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excellent, good, fair, or poor.
The questionnaire was in part designed to gather
information on the variables cited above that were not
available from other data sources. These were developed as
a result of the literature review and after the research
questions were determined. Other information was solicited
which was intended for use in other studies.
Because it was intended to computer match the survey data
with data files available from the Department of Education,
a nulllber of identifiers were included in the questionnaire.
These pertained to questions relating to years of university
education, years of teaching experience, gender. and birth
date. Additionally, each questionnaire had a label affixed
to the first page, on which was printed the school board
number and school number. These six identifying features
enabled the computer to match up the three data bae;:es for
later analysis.
To facilitate data analysis, the instrument was divided
into three separate parts. Part I gathered information on the
teachers I attitudes towards the schools in which they taught,
about their colleagues in the school, and generally about how
the school contributed to their sense of well-being and self-
esteem. Part II elicited reSponses on how they felt about
teaching in general and about their own teaching in
particular. Part III contained questions which sought factual
information about the teachers and the background of their
"
parents. It was in this third part that IIOst ot: the questions
relating to the var iables in this study on leave usage were
included. All of the leave study questions were examined
separately and combir.ed in selected groupings for reqression
analysis.
validity and R.liability
Official data can generally be accepted at face value.
That is. it can be assumed that it is 100 percent accurate
because it is developed by procedural systems that are legally
supported by statute or regulation and SUbject to review
controls such as that provided by systems analysts and pul)lic
audit. ~or this reason there is little need to establish the
relillbility and/or validity of variables from such sources.
Host of the data used in this stUdy are frOID such
orricial sources, nall.ely the Education Finance Di.vision and
Research and Statistics Division of the Ne\o'foundland and
Labrador Departllent of Education.
In the case of survey data, the ba~e assumption of
accuracy can be made on questions of a tactual nature, e.g.
age, sex, birthdate, and so on. Again, there is not much need
to establish the validity and/or reliability of these kinds
of variables. Questions lihlch call for a SUbjective response,
however, such as an opinion, do not carry the sallie assumption
of accuracy.
reliability.
These must be validated and tested for
.3
Only two stateuents from the survey data relevant to this
study were sUbjective in nature. They pertained to sick leave
entitle.ent and asked respondents it they thought teachers
take sick leave whether sick or not and whether sick leave was
considered an employment benefit to be used rather than
wasted.
The statements were validated by a single adllinistration
of the questionnaire to two separate classes of graduate
students in the Educational Adlainistration Program at Memorial
University during the winter semester. 1988. They were tested
for reliability by using the general fona of the SpearJllan-
Brown Prophesy Formula which estimates test reliability froID
a single test adllinistration rather than a test/re-test
procedure. The tonula as described by Nunnally (1978, p.211)
is as follows:
r u - KrlJ
1 + (K-l) r lJ
Where r • the estimate of reliability
l( • the number of items (questionnaire statements)
r '" the average correlation between the items
A composite variable called entitlement was constructed
using the two sick leave questions as indicators and a
reliability coefficient was calculated using the above
formula.
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Population aDd SaJllple
The study population consisted of all designated full-
time regular classroom teachers ....ho were employed during the
1987-88 school year in schools operated by the 35 school
boards in the province. Excluded from this population were
district office personnel, principals, vice-principals,
special education teachers, specialist teachers, and
professional counselling staff. The total number of full-time
regular classroom teachers in 1987~88 was 53~.1 (see Table 1).
A sub-sample of teachers was selected for the survey.
This was done following the literature review and as a
consequence of it. That is, types of samples used in various
other studies were influential in the final choice of sample
adopted for this ~tudy.
The selection strategy of the sample was based on three
considerations: geographical area, type of teachers, and
sample type.
The Avalon Peninsula was chosen as the sample area. This
is the most urbanized and densely populated geographical area
of the province with five designated urban centres and a
population density of approximately 27 people per square
kilometre. This compares with a population density for the
province as a whole of 1. 5 people per square kilometre.
(census of Canada, 1986.) Total land area of the region,
according to the same census data (pp.94-101) is approximately
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2.5 percent of the total land area of the province but holds
43. J percent of the province I s total popUlation of 568,349
people. In addition to communities with populations of 5000
or more (designated by Census Canada as urban centres) the
Avalon area incorporates other communities that are informally
identified as semi-urban, suburban, rural, or semi-rural.
There were primarily two reasons for choosing this area;
it was convenient to the researcher in terms of travel and
personal contact either in person or by telephone, and the
area was considered to incorporate the types of communities
and schools in the province that were being examined.
The sample vas stratified in that only schools which had
K-9 students enrolled during the 1987-88 school year were
selected. High school teachers were excluded from the
sample. The reason waG twofold; the findings of most
corrolational studies on teacher absenteeism which examined
demographic variables showed that elementary teachers
consistently had higher rates of absences than high school
teachers. It was considered that further comparison would not
yield vastly different results. Additionally, many high
schools operate by sUbject teaching. In anyone school day,
students, as they ..ent from class to class, would be exposed
to several teachers. Elementary schools, on the other hand,
generally dElploy their teachers by having them teach the same
class all day. The inclusion of high school teach~rs in the
sample was considered to possibly havE' a confounding effect
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on the findings because of these differences in teacher
deployment.
The sample was clustered in that all regular classroom
teachers in all the selected elementary schools were included.
This t'lPe of sample had been used in previous studies (conner,
1979: KirkWood, 1980: Eckard, 1983; and Sacks, 1983). The
total population from wh:ch the sample was drawn numbered 121
schools and 2103 certified professional staff. These
professionals included administrators (principals and vice-
principals), classroom teachers, special education teachers,
other specialists, and counsellors. The total "client group",
Le. full-time regular classroom teachers only, numbered 1505.
This client sample represented approximately 29.39 percent: of
the tCltal population of classroom teachers in ~.he province
durinq the 1987-88 school year. Table 1 illustrates more
fully the total number of teachers and other professional
staff employed :t!'l Newfoundland schools during' 1987-88.
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TABLE 1
Number of Employed Teachers and District Staff
by position Specialty and Gender, 1987-88
~pecialty Male Female Total
Superintendent 35 35
Assistant Superintendant 56 62
Program coordinator 141 4B 1B'
Guidance Counsellor 71 37 lOB
specialist 294 264 55B
Principal 457 130 5B7
Vice-principal 259 B4 J43
Department Head 262 46 JOB
Special Education J98 B62 1260
Classroom Teacher 2164 3229 5393
TOTAL 4135 4706 8843
N.B. Provincial allocations for 1987-88 may have been
lower than 8843. Differences between allocations and actual
employed staff is attributed to double counting. Boards
utilizing one unit as two half units, or temporary assignments
for staff on leavp. would show two positions instead of one.
Source: Research and Evaluation Division, Department of
Education, 1989
Data Collection Procedure
Permission was obtained from officials in the Departrnellt
of Education and from relevant school district superintendents
to collect data for the study. rn the case of the Department
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of Education, the demographic and other variables under study
were coded and abstracted from the computerized payroll data
file and made available primarily on computer tape. School
status variables were selected from several existing computer
files in the Research and Statistics Section of the Divison
of Evaluation and Research and combll •.:od on one diskette.
In the case of the survey data, each superintendent of
the ten selected districts with schools on the Avalon
Peninsula agreed to participate in the study and authorized
the distribution of the questionnaire in their elementary
schools. Letters of transmittal (Appendix D) were sent to
some superintendents with a copy of th.: questionnaire
following an initial telephone call. Other superintende.nts
gave approval over the phone and did not wish a request in
writing.
The participating school principals were sent an initial
letter informj.ng them of the stUdy and requesting their co-
operation and assistance. It was indicated that a packet of
information ....ith detailed instructions would be delivered or
mailed to them ....ithin a weLk.
The packet of materials (bUlk envelope) was subsequently
hand-delivered or mailed and included a letter to the
principal, number of envelopes each containing a
questionnaire, and a prepaid, self-addressed sticker for
return mailing of the completed questionnaires (via the same
.,
bulk envelope). Each individual envelope included a form
letter to the teacher which indicated the purpose of the
survey and a request for their support. Directions were given
on the completion and referral of the questionnaire.
The process included the principal initially having the
questionnaire distributed to each teacher. Each teacher would
complete the questionnaire, enclose it in the individual
envelope, seal it, and return it to the principal's office.
In due course, the bulk packet would be picked up or mailed
to the university. Each questionnaire, each individual
envelope, and each bulk envelope was stamped individually with
the school board and school identification number in order to
facilitate the tracking of the number of questionnaires
returned and the SUbsequent coding of the information.
confidentiality and personal anonymity of responses were
assured to all principals and teachers as stated in each of
the letters of transmittaL
Data preparation
Data from all three sources were initially in raw data
fortD and required appropriate keypunching into the computer
and appropriate fornatting for manipulation. Codes were
assigned to euch variable and files constructed for each data
base to sort and save the data. Recoding was done where
necessary. Records were sorted and matched with separate
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system files and the systems then merged and made ready for
analysis of the data.
Description and Measurement of Variables
Table ;2 lists the variables used in this study by their
mnemonic descripter, identifies the data tile which provides
information on them, describes the variables, and indicates
holtl each one was measured.
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TABLE 2
Description and Measurement of
study Variables, 1987-88
Variable
Mnemonic Description Measurement
Department of Education Payroll File
AGE Teacher '5/
Respondent' 5 age
SEX Gender
MAR Marital status
EXP* Years of teaching
experience
SLO* Accumulated unused
sick leave
SUBS Absence covered
by sUbstitute
teacher
BOARD School board
Age in years (calculated
by computing 1988 minus
year of birth)
1 '" male i 2 = female
(Receded data)
1 .. married; 2 = single
(Recoded data)
1 year to n years
Range = 18 days to 190
days inclusive
1 = yes; 2 = no
(Recoded data)
Number code; range : 1 to
35 inclusive
*A150 available on Survey Data File
Department of Education School Data File
FTTCHRS
U/R
REGION
School size
Urban or rural
communi ty of
school
Geographical
region in which
school is located
Number of teachers
1 = urbani 2 = rural
(Recoded da ta)
Number code:
1 = Avalon 4 = west
2 = South 5 =Labrador
3 = Central
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Survey Data File
fiLTH Tea-::her' s
perceived health
status
ENTITLE perception of
sick leave as
entitlement
RES Place of
residence of
the teacher
YRSSCH Teaching
experience in
present school
DIST Travel distance
to school
COVER Internal coverage
or filling in by
other teachers or
staff during an
absence
EOUC·· Mount of univer-
sity education or
full-time equivalent
Also available on Payroll File
construction of pata riles
Number code:
1 = Excellent
2 = Good
3 '"' Fair
4 '"' Poor
Attitude scale:
4 • strongly agree
3 = mostly agree
2 = mostly disagree
1 .. strongly disagree
(Recoded scale)
In community where you
teach. 1 "" yes: 2 = no
Number code:
1 = less than 2 years
2 • 2-5 years
3 = 6-10 years
4 a 11-15 years
5 - more than 15 years
NuJnber code in miles
Range =1 to more than 25
Number code:
1 .. usually
2 = sometillles
3 = rarely
4 = never
In years:
Range = 1 year to n years
A series of stages ....ere follo....ed in the creation
of different computer files in order to prepare the
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information for analysis. Files \<Iere created and matched to
each separate data base; payroll data, school status data, and
survey data. Other files were created to merge the matched
files for relational analysis.
The primary data file was the payroll data file
titled as system 1. It contained most of the information for
the study and all the information pertaining to the dependent
variable, Le., the amount and type of leave used. Figures
) and 4 describe the variables contained in this file and show
the format of the two records which make up the file.
Record
# (RID)
Birth
Month/Day
(BMO)
Marital
status
(MAR)
s.x
(sex)
Point
on
salary
Scale
(POINT)
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Figure 3. Raw Data FL System 1, Record U
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Record
j (RID)
Leave
Code
P.M.
(LPM)
Leave Substitute
Code Teacher
A.M. Provided: YES, NO?
(LAM)
Leave Date
(LDAT£)
Fiqure 4. Raw Data File: Syste. 1, Record '2
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preliminary treatment of this raw data was required to
put it in usable form. The fo1101o'10g steps as described by
programmers at Memorial University's computer Centre were
taken and the following files created to sort the data.
ALL RAW. OAT. The raw data from the Department of
Education through Newfoundland and Labrador
computer Services on teacher leave was
dumped onto the VAX at Memorial University I s
computer Centre.
SPLITFILEl. FOR separated reco'rd 1 from multiple record type
2 and put the data from record 1 int..) a
separate file which was subsequently stlrted
and saved as an spss-x system file, SAV-
ONE. OAT.
SPLITFILE2 .1~OR separated record 1 from multiple record type
2 and put the data from record type 2 into
a separate file which was sUbsequentally
sorted and saved as an spss-x system file,
SAV-TWO. OAT.
MATSAV-ALL. OAT SPSS-X system file which saved the data
which matched/merged the two system flIes
SAV-ONE.OAT and SAV-'l'WO.OAT - matched on the
variable SIN. The two variables RIDI and
RID2 were dropped as they respectively were
irrelevant in this system file.
SAV-ONE.OAT SPSS-X system file which saved the data
(sorted on SIN-columns 3-11) of the first
record of each case. (Sorted and saved
using SPSS-X).
SAV-TWO. OAT SPSS-X system file which saved the data
(sorted on SIN-columns 3-11) of the records
null1bered 2 of each case. (Sorted by VAX/VMS
sort/merge utility The sorted file was then
saved using SPSS-X).
Figure 5 depicts the above process which matched and merged
the original raw data to create a file that aggregated it to
the level of the individual.
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MATCHED/MERGED DATA
FILE
BASED ON SIN
VARIABLE
Figure s. preli"inary Treatment of Raw Data rile; System 1
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The second data file contained information pertaining to
the status ot schools on the Av~lo" Peninsula. This file was
titled as system 2. Figure Ii describes how it is formatted
and indicates the variables it contains. Columns 3-8
inclusive refer to school board and school identification
"'lmbers, columns 9-13 inclusive represent the total number of
students in the school, columns 14-17 inclusive the number of
full-time teachers inclUding administrative and specialist
staff, and columns 18-33 inclusive the type of school, ego K-
2, K-4, K-6, K-9, 2-4 or 6-9.
Urban
or
Rural
(U/R)
School Board
and School
IO (Distchid)
15 20 25
~' 1 I ' I • I 1 2 I-Eq 61-1 9 I
Total Teachers School Type
30 33
Figure 6. Example of a Record in School status Data File;
systQm 2
7.
The third data file consisted of the survey data. This
file was created to include all of the questions on the
questionnaire. Many of the questions. as mentioned
previously, were for future studies and did not pertain to
this study on leave usage. Figure 7 depicts the arrangement
of all the different items. The relevant variables in this
current study are contained in the respective columns 1-16,
61, 64, 67-77, and 84-90.
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Figure 7. EXlImple of a Record in the survey Data File
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Once the primary data file was sorted and matched, it was
in turn matched and merged with the school status data file
(System 2). This combined file was then manipulated to
identify those teachers from the various school boards on the
Avalon Peninsula who were part of the sample study. This new
file was then merged with the survey data file. The final
subsequent compos! te file was used for the relational
analysis. Figure & describes the full process.
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SCHOOL STATUS
DATA FILE. SYSTEM 2
RAW DATA AGGREGATED
FILE MATCHED/MERGED
WITH SYSTEM 2 FILE
Figure a. Matched and Merged Files Process
statistical An41ysis
All data were analyzed using the statistical package for
the Social Sciences en the VAX system at Memorial University's
Computer Centre. A codebook was prepared which accommodated
a systematic selection of data for analys:'~s from the three
independent sources in order to answer the research questions
.4
of the study. Statistical analyses were completed consisting
of frequencies. crosstabulations, correlations, and lIlul tiple
regression. Where appropriate, t-tests and one way analysis
of variance techniques were used.
Descriptive J.DIlnh
Frequency distribution tables and crosstabulatlons were
compiled to sholo' the distribution of different kinds ot
teacher-initiated leave according to selected demographic
variabh!s. For example, frequency distributions of the gender
of teachers and the number of days each took different leave
were compiled. Distributions of leave days were also compiled
for other variables. Distributions of leave use ~ccordin9 to
cert~in variables were cCJllpiled for teachers in the sample
group only. Simple SUlllma::y tables were compiled on variables
such as leave use by school district, coverage by substitutes,
and leav~ 'lse by reqion.
The use of these descriptive statistics helped to fully
answer the first major research question and the corresponding
subsidiary questions on the amount of teacher-initiated leave
used throughout Newfoundland during the 1987-88 school year,
and to partially answer the second research question on
relationships between leave usage and selected independent
variables.
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Relational Analysis
The second research question, relationships between
teacher-initiated leave and selected variables, called for an
analysis of the data on a merged file. Some of the variables
pertained to the survey data only. These were analyzed in
conjunction with specific records from the other two data
files. The analysis took four forms:
A personal traits model of teacher-initiatad leave
(TIL) •
A situational factors model of teacher-initiated
leave.
An integrated model
A disaggregated/integrated model
Figures 9 to 12 illustrate the models and further explain
them. The arrow on the right directed towards the box
indicating teacher-initiated leave refers to factors other
than the independent variables which affect the variance in
the amount of leave used. Some of these factors could relate
to the use of the wrong type of measures, inaccurate
measurements, other variables not accounted for, or to other
factors not considered.
I'
B~
~dL:::J~
~//
ENT
~~'----
"
Figure 9. Personal Traits Model
Key: AGE =: age in years: SEX· male and female: MAR: =: single
or married: EDue '" level of education: EXP =: teaching
experience: HLTH '" health status: SLD :: unused accumulated
sick leave: ENT =: entitlement: TIL =: teacher-initiated leave.
BOARD
8~'----
figure lO. Situational Factors Model
Key: BOARD'" school district; U/R '" urban/rural community;
SUBS" substitute teachers: RES" place of residence: DIST ..
distance from hOCle to school; COVER .. internal coverage;
REGION'" geoqraphical region: F"'M'CHRS .. full-time teachers
(school size).
Figure 11. Integrated Model
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PERSONAL
TRAITS
i
III ~------'
i
I
Figure 12. Dlsaggregated/lntegrated Model
"
Key: SICKL = sick leave; ILL = illness in the family leave:
EDUC = education committee leave: BDAPP = board approved leave
(personal); SPMIN = special ministerial leave.
Several different forns of statistical analyses were
carried cut on the data. Frequencies and crosstabulations
'"ere used to describe the relationship between the personal
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and situational variables and the amount of selected leave
used. MUltiple regression was used to examine these relation-
ships.
Multiple regression is a technique or procedure for
estimating the amount of influence that two or more
independent variables have on the variance of a dependent
variable. Kerlinger (1986) explains it in the following way:
Multiple regression analysis can be conceived as a
refined and powerful method of "controlling"
variance. :::t accompl".shes this .. by estimating the
magnitUdes of different sources of influence on '{
[dependent variable], different sources of variance
of Y, through analysis of the interrelations of all
the variables. It tells how much of the 'l is
e~~~~~~=~r. dU;t ~~veX~' soY;ie id~~ ;~ Ai~d~~~~~~~=
amounts of influence of the XIS. And it furnishes
tests of the statistical significance of com1:lined
influences of X' s on 'l and of the separate influence
of each X. (pp. 549-550)
All independent variables were entered into a multiple
regression equation to determine the proportion of variance
in the number of leave days taken that was contributed by each
independent variable. The primary interpretative statistic
was the standardized regression coefficient beta as described
by Ferguson (1981, pp.466-472). T-values were computed to
identify the direction of the find ings. All t-values greater
than 2.00 were considered statistically significant.
Oifferences between the mean number of leave days used
for the independent variables were tested through the use of
one-way analysis of variance utilizing the Student-Newman-
Keuls procedure. A significant non-zero r value indicated no
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difference between the variable and mean number of leave days
used.
All tests ....ere one-tailed at the .05 level of
significance. The .05 coefficient was considered sUfficiently
stringent to identify any differences that existed bet....een the
independent variables and the dependent variable and to
identify the factors which contributed to teacher leave use.
A more stringent criterion, such as the. 01 level, might have
prevented these differences frolll surfacing.
The use of these relational statistics helped to ans....er
the second major research question on whether a relationship
existed between the independent personal and situational
variables and the dependent teacher-initiated leave variable.
Their use also indicated how much of the variance in the
deper,dent variable was accounted for by the selected
independent variables.
CJta.P'l'IA IV
UAL'tSIS or DA'l'A
I»,troductloD
The purpose of this study is to examine the extent of
leave usage among NeloffouncUand teachers for the 1987-88 school
year. Leave types or categories were selected according to
a pre-determination of those leaves which were considered to
be at the initiative or :Jiscretion of the teacher. 11. second
purpose is to investig:l.te whether a relationship existed
between the amount of leave taken and a number of selected
personal and impersonal variables. There was one dependent
variable, namely, leavl! use, and 17 independent variables
which included: ag., sex, marital status, education, teaching
experience, health, aCC'.llllulated unused sick leave, sick leave
as an entitlement, expecience in present school, school size,
place of residence, dintance to work, coverage by substitute
teachers, internal coverage by other school staU,
urban/rural cOllUllunity, geographical region, and school board.
To answer the quE.stions posed by this study, data were
obtained from payroll J:ecords at the Department uf Educati:m,
from school status information at the Department of Education,
and from a questionnaire distributed to all classroolll teachers
in K-9 schools on the Avalon Peninsula.
In this chapter, the results of the data analysis from
all three sources are given. Data are first analyzed as they
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relate to the whole population of classroom teachers in the
province and then to the sample of classroom teachers on the
Avalon Peninsula. The computer programs used for the
quantitative analysis are part of the E'tatistical Package for
the Social Sciences (1975). Data aggregations and
computations were done on th~ Amdahl comput,.er at Newfoundland
and Labrador Computer Services and on the VAX system at
Memorial University's Computing Services Centre. Data are
analyzed according to the sequence of the research questions
and findings reported by frequency tables, crosstabulations,
diagrams, correlational matrices, and regression analysis.
Both t-tests and one-way analysis of variance are utilh:ed
where appropriate to determine the statistical significance
of the findings. The .05 level of significance is used
throughout as the level of error that is tolerable.
Descriptive ADalysil) (population)
Data results are giv'!n first for the st..:.dy population:
that is, for all classroom teachers in the province during the
1!'87-88 school year, and ....ill answer the first research
question. Descriptive data will t~en be prp.sented on the
second res~arch question. Some of these results will pertain
to the whole population While others will apply only to the
sample under study. A one-way analysis of variance will be
computed where possible to test the significance of the
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differences between the means for each independent variable.
These findings "'ill assist in providing the answer to research
question number two and its sUbsidiary questions.
Research OUBaUoh t 1
Th!!> question examined the extent to which teacher-
init.iated leave was used in Newfoundland during the 1987-88
schoul year. It consisted of three subsidiary questions and
was phrased as follows:
1. How much teacher-initiated leave (TIL) was taken by
regular classroom teachi~rs during thE" !987-88 !lehocl year
in Newfol.indland?
!'or each category of TIL what were the annual mean
days used in each district, each geographical
region. and for the province as a whole?
In each school district, in each region, and fCir the
province as a whole,
.....hat proportion of teachers took sick leave?
- what percentage of total teaching time was
used for sick leave?
The selected categories of teacher-initiated leave were
according to the Collective Agreement in effect at the time.
They are identified ';'n the contract by code Ilumber, namely
15.01 (sick leave), 18.0J (illness in immediate family),
18.04A (special approved leave, education committees), 18.08
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(personal leave, board approved), and 18.10 (ministeria ..
leave) •
During the 1987-88 school year there were thirty-five
school districts in the province which employed 8843 full-time
regular teachers and other professional staff. Of these 8843
positions, 5393 were designated as regular classroom teachers
(see p.67). It is this classification of teachers that is
being examined in this study.
The first part of research question 1 asks for the annual
mean days used by selected leave category, by school district,
geographical region, and for the province as a whole. The
formula used to calculate the mean or average leave days was
as follows;
Xean leave days = Total number ot leave days tM!.n
Total numbltr ot teachers .l!!~10Y8d
Table J J.>resents the results of the calculations using
the above formula and describc-·;; in descending order of TTIL
(total teacher-initiated leave) the annual mean days taken in
each leave category by school district. The mnemonic
descripters parallel the specific type of teacher-initiated
leave.
9'
TABLE 3
Teacher-Initiated Leave: Mean Days Used
by Category and District, 1987-88
DIST. TeHRS TTIL SL ILL Eoue BCAPP SPMIN
81 14 .36 12.86 .247 .173 .975 .099
65 12.46 10.29 .723 .400 .969 .077
95 12.00 10.12 .779 .305 .684 .116
67 11.68 11.30 .254 .134 .179 .015
154 9.96 8.54 .773 .078 .526 .039
222 9.46 8.52 .401 .122 .338 .086
398 9.45 8.69 .163 .402 .193 .003
141 9.37 7.87 .447 .255 .688 .106
320 9.29 8.42 .531 .178 .159 .000
10 23' 9.27 8.15 .560 .043 .500 .017
11 1123 8.84 7.96 .351 .133 .362 .031
12 155 8.56 7.69 .194 .310 .361 .006
13 112 8.39 7.37 .321 .143 .562 .000
"
121 8.14 6.70 .256 .686 .496 .000
15 148 7.90 6.66 .250 .041 .730 .223
"
88 7.50 6.93 .159 .080 .318 .011
17 11. 7.38 6.61 .368 .132 .500 .123
18 73 7.37 5.22 .288 1.08 .781 .000
"
158 7.12 6.50 .177 .203 .241 .000
20 85 7.04 6.43 .306 .024 .224 .059
'7
Table J (contd)
DIST. TCRRS ""'L SL ILL EDUC BDAPP SPMIN
21 .7 6.96 6.62 .144 .031 .155 .000
22 12. 6.71 5.56 .071 .367 .659 .063
23 24. 6.67 5.76 .256 .093 .524 .045
24 270 6.51 5.72 .270 .252 .215 .052
25 428 6.32 5.69 .105 .121 .395 .014
2. ,.. 6.25 5.50 .235 .39S .117 • DOC'
27 11.4 5.99 5.29 .032 .129 .468 .073
28 121 5.85 5.12 .380 .099 .198 .050
29 85 5.39 4.61 .129 .024 .447 .176
10 .3 5.28 4.44 .441 .097 .280 .022
31 20 5.05 4.90 .050 .000 .100 .000
32 30 4.91 3.83 .167 .000 .967 .000
13 .2 4.81 4.23 .403 .000 .177 .000
34 7. 4.57 4.02 .215 .000 .430 .000
35 18 3.78 3.00 .222 .111 .444 .000
Key: TCHP.s- full-time reqular classroom teachers as per
definition, P.26; TTIIr<· total teacher-initiated
leave; SLs sick leave (15.01) ; ILIr- illnel!::s in the
family (18.03) : EDUC'" educational committee
(IS.D4A) ; BDAPP= personal leave (18.08) ; SPMIN-
special ministerial leave (18.10) •
ANOVA for sick Leave:
F (34, 5173) .. 4.589, P <
.0' ( .0000)
significant differences for districts 1, 2, 3, 4,
7, and 11 (student-NeWlllan-Keuls Procedure).
..
The findings reflect a range ot mean leave by school
district froD :;.78 days to 14.36 days for total teacher-
initiated leave. sick leave (1S.01) accounted. for most of the
leave days used with a range from three days for district 35
to 12.86 days tor district number one. Leave attributed to
illness in the fallily (18.03), personal reasons (lS.08), or
to special ministerial leave (18.101 was less than one day on
average per district during the year. Only one district
(distri.:t IS) used more t.han one day on average during the
year for education cOmJ:littee work (18.041.). Four districts
did not use any leave days for this purpose and twelve
districts did not utilize special ministerial leave during the
year. The four districts that did not use leave for education
couittee work also did not use any days for special
ministerial leave.
A one-way analysis of v~ria,ce ....as cOllputed for sick
leave to identify it there were significant differences
between the districts in mean days used. The F ratio was
4.589 with a probability value of .0000. A multiple range
test according to the student-NeWlllan-}(euls Procedure (SNK)
showed that districts 1,2,3,4, 7, and 11 were statistically
different at the .05 level.
Table 4 provides data related to leave use in the five
geoql':"aphica1 ragions of the province as illustrated ill Figure
13. It indicates that for the five categories of teacher-
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FilW'e 13. Geographic regioDs 01 Newfo'mdJand and Labrador
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throughout the regions. sick leave accounted for most of the
leave taken in each region with a three-day difference between
the lowest and highest region. All other leave combined
accou:lted for approximately one day on average throughout the
year in each region. A one-way analysis of variance was
computed for sick leave only to determine if there was any
statistical significance between regions. The F ratio was
18.358 with a P value of . 0000. A multiple range test
(Student-Newman-Keuls Procedure) sho..'ed significant
differencl: between region one and the other four regions.
TABLE 4
Teacher Initiated Leave: Mean Days Used by
category and Geographical Region, 1987-88
REGION TCHRS TTIL SL ILL Eoue BCAPP SPHIN
2039 9.84 8.82 .378 .244 .368 .033
558 7.81 6.66 .459 .124 .504 .068
1298 7.37 6.49 .292 .174 .376 .037
'"
7 .06 6.42 .204 .165 .264 .013
399 6.69 5.58 .178 .253 .579 .105
N= 5208
ANOVA for Sick Leave:
F (4,5203) = 18.358, P<.05 ( .0000)
Significant diff~rence between region one and the
others (SNK) .
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For the province as a ....hole, the annual mean days of all
teacher-initiated leave was 8.09. The range ...as frolll zero
days to 174 days. Host of the days were taken for sick leave,
on average 7.18 for the year. Table 5 describes the SUII, the
range, the Dean and standard deviation of the dars used in
each leave category.
TABLE 5
Teacher Initiated Leave: Mean Days Used by
Category in Newfoundland, 1987-88
LEAVE NtnIBER OF STANDARD
CATEGORY TEACHERS SUM RANGE MEAN DEVIATION
.-rIL 5393 43658 0-174 8.094 10.403
SL 5393 38105 0-174 7.177 10.201
ILL 5393 1677 0-' .311 .785
EDUG 5393 1052 0-21 .195 .979
BDAPP 5393 2010 0-8 .J7J .821
SPMIN 5393 212 0-10 .039 .381
Table 6 describes the frequencies for the number of days
sick leave used in the province throughout the 1987-88 school
year. It indicates that 706 or 13.09 percent of classroom
teachers did not use any sick leave and 3779 or 70.0G percent
of teachers used seven days or less. The provincial mean for
sick leave was 7.18 days (Table 5). Those teachers who took
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leave of less than seven days used on average 3.77 days
throughout the year. Thirty percent or 1614 of the teachers
used .more than seven days each for sick leave. In percentage
terms, 70 percent of the teachers used 30 percent of the sick
leave days and 30 percent of teachers used 70 percent of sick
leave. Table 6 shows that 421 teachers poSl percent of the
total) took 18 days or more during the year. 5
5. It was indicated in Chapter 1 (p.2) that the Collective
Aqreement provides 19 days sick leave per year on average
cumulative to 190 days. During the first two ye.... rs of
teaching, a maxiuum of 18 sick leave days are prov!,d.eci,
10)
Table 6
Frequeneie$ on Teacher Sick Leave Usage
in Ne.... foundland, 1987-88
DAYS CtII, ";iATIVE
USED FREQUENCY !:'R-! PERCENT PERCWT
• 00 70 • 13.09 13.09
1.00 502 502 9.31 22.40
2.00 4.) 92. 8.58 30.98
3.00 497 1491 9.21 4C .IS
4.00 44) 1772 8.21 48.40
5.ClO 45S 2275 8.44 56.84
6.00 )57 2H2 6 .6~ 63.46
7.00 15. 2492 6.60 70.06
8.00 217 1896 4.39 :'4.45
g.oe 228 2052 4.23 78.68
10.0'" 1&S 1850 3.43 82.11
11.00 12( 138:; ..:.34 84.45
12.00
"
1176 1. 82 86.27
1.00 ,. 1248 1.78 a8.(l5
14.00 ., '54 1.13 851.18
J.5.00 59 e·-s 1. Or, 90.27
16.00 5. 89. 1.04 91.31
17.00
"
799 .R) 92.18
l!:I.O) 15 61O .•S 92.83
> ,. 186 1f,3~ J.l!· 99.98
N
-
5]93
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To answer the second part ot research question one it was
necessary to calculate an incidence rate and a leave rate for
each district, each region, and for the entire province. An
incidence rate identifies the percentage of teachers in any
given group who took leave during a given pariod of time. The
formula is as f0110'.o/5:
Incidence
rate
Number of teachers who tQ~
Number of teachers employed
X 100
A leave rate shows in percentage terms the amount of time
teachers were on leave in propor':ion to the amount of tit!le
they were scheduled to work. The fort:l.u!a is:
Leave
rate !!,=",,!,:!!.I;'-2J:i~~"'::"~'.'-he:'~":.:LY:'=.~M~~"'Y!l.:d~x--:n:::_=.-=r-X 100
of work days availaJ::le*
* Total work days available in 1987~88 '" 190.
Because the literature had shown that most teacher
absenteeism was due to illness, <Jnd because preliminary
results of this study indicated that 88.65 percent of teacher-
initiated leave usage among Newfoundland teachers was for sick
leave, it was thought reasonable to include only this leave
1.15
category in calculating incidence rates and leave rates. Both
these rates vere calculated on an annual basis for each school
district. The results are reported in Tabll1 7 ar.i ant listed
in descending order according to leave rate (ARL\).
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TABLE 7
sick Leave Usage: Annual Incidence Rate and
Leave Rate by School District, 1987-88
DIST.· TCHRS 1 TCHRSl SUM AIRL(\) ARL (\)
1 (1) B1 BO 1042 98.80 6.78
2 (4) 67 53 757 94.00 5.95
3 (2) '5 ,SO 669 92.30 5.42
4 (3) 95 !ll 961 95.80 5.32
5 (7) 39B 3lil 3459 90.70 4.57
6 (5) 154 141 1316 91.60 4.50
7 (6) 222 1B7 1891 84.30 4. 48
8 (9) 320 29' 2695 92.50 4.43
9 (10) 234 211 1908 90.20 4.:a9
10 (11) 1123 1034 8938 92.10 4.19
11 (B) 141 131 1110 92.90 4.14
12 (12) 155 137 1192 88.40 4.05
13 (13) 112 95 B25 84.80 3.S8
14 (1') BB
'"
610 88.60 3.65
15 (28) 121 104 Bll 86.00 3.53
"
(15) 148 133 9B' 89.90 3.51
17 (21) 91 85 643 87.60 3.49
18 (17) 114 102 754 89.50 3.48
19 (19) 158 141 1027 89.20 3.42
20 (20) B5 71 547 83.50 3.39
21 (23) 246 225 1416 91. 50 3.03
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Table 7 (contd)
DIST. * TCHRS' TCHRS2 SUM AIRL(\) ARL(%)
22 (24) 270 229 1544 84.90 3.01
23 (25) .20 356 2434 83.10 2.99
24 (22) 126 105 700 83.30 2.92
25 (26) 196 161 1078 82.10 2.89
"
(27) 124 102 656 62.30 2.76
27 (18) 7J 5. 381 74.00 2.75
28 (14) 121 102 620 84.30 2.70
29 (31) 20 11 98 55.00 2.58
3. (29) 85 69 392 81.20 2.43
31 PO) 93 77 413 82.80 2.34
J2 (33) 62 50 262 80.60 2.22
3J (34) 79 59 318 74.70 2.11
34 (32) 3. 20 115 65.00 2.02
35 (35) 16 15 54 83.30 1.58
* Each number in parentheses indicates the ri:lnking 0 f the
district in mean TIL days as per Table l.
Key: TCHRS
'
Number of regular teachers (see
TCHRS2
definition, p. 26) employed in district
Teachers who took leave during the year
SUM Totc!l number of leave days taken during
the year
AIRL Percentage of teachers who took leave
(Incidence rate)
ARL Percentage of total work time (Leave rate)
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The results of table 7 show tl range in leave rates from
1.58 to 6.78 percent. This means that district 35 used 1.58
percent of its total available classroOll teacher work time for
sick leave purposes and district 1 used 6.18 percent. The
nUllbers in parentheses show where the districts ranked in
relation to annual mean leave days used in all categories of
teacher-initiated leave as shown in Table J. The rankings
both of mean days used and annual rate generally compare with
each other although there are several districts where a
disparity exists; for example, districts 27 and 28.
In terms of annual inciclence rates, or the proportion of
classroom teachers who took sick leave, Table 7 indicates that
31 districts \Iere above 80 percent and four were beloW" 75
percent. The dhtrict with the highest proportion had 98.80
percent of its teachers taking sick leave during the year and
the district with the lowest proportion had 55 percent ot its
teachers takinq sick leave.
Table 8 presents data relevant to sick leave by
geographical region. It shows that the proportion of teachers
who took: sick leave during 1987-88 ranged trom a low of 82.70
percent to a high of 92.00 percent. The proportion of total
work time used for sick leave ranged from 2.94 percent to 4.64
percent. In each case, region five had the lowest percentage
and region one the highest. Throughout all regions, both the
incidence rate and the leave rate corresponded to one another.
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That is, in descending order region one had the highest
proportion of teachers taking leave and the highest percentage
of work tittle used for sick leave. Region 2 had the second
highest, region 3 the third highest, and so on. The
relationship is positive; as the incidence rate increased, the
leave rate increased. For all five regions, more then B2
percent of teachers took sick leave during the year.
Table 8
sick Leave Usage: Annual Incidence Rate
and Leave Rate hy Region, 1987-88
REGION TCHRS1
2039
55.
1298
914
399
TCHRS2 WO SUM AIRL(\) ARL(\)
1876 190 17988 92.00 4.64
4.7 190 3716 87.30 3.50
1112 190 8431 85.70 3.42
7•• 190 5866 86.00 3.38
330 190 2227 82.70 2.94
N ... 5208
Key: TeHRB I
TCHRS2
wo
SUM
AIRL
ARL
Number of teachers employed in the region
Teacher!: who took sick leave during the
year
Number of work days available to each
teacher
~lumber of leave days taken during the year
Percentage of teachers who tdok leave
(Incidence Rate)
percentage of total work time (Leave Rate)
For the province as a whole, the annual incidence rate
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was 86.90 percent and the annual leave rate was 3.78 percent.
In other words, 86.90 percent of all classroom teachers in
Newfoundland took sick leave during the 1987-88 school year;
and of the total work time available, 3.78 percent of it was
used for sick leave purposes. Table 9 presents the supporting
data.
Table 9
Sick Leave Usage: Annual Incidence Rate and
Leave Rate for Newfoundland, 1987-88
TCHRS'
5393 4687
we SUM
190 38705
AIRL (l)
86.90
ARL (\)
3.18
Key: TCHRSZ • Teachers who took sick leave during yoear.
The preceding tables provided the necessary data to
answer research question number one. The extent of teacher-
initiated leave was calculated for each school district, tor
each of the five geographical regions, and for the province
as a whole using the measure of annual mean days. sick leave
was found to be the leave moet used by classroom teachers.
Rates were calculated for the percentage of teachers who took
sick leave and for the proportion ot total work time which
sick leave required. From a provincial perspective, an
average (mean) of eight days were used for total teacher-
initiated leave during the year. An average of se\'en days
were taken tor sick leave. Thirteen percent of the teachers
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did not take any sick leave and approximately four percent ot
total available work tiJRe was used tor sick leave. seventy
percent of the teachers used seven days or less throughout the
year in sick leave and utilized thirty percent of all sick
leave days. The remaining th:rty percent of teachers used
more then seven days en average and utilized seventy percent
of all sick leave days.
Research gu"tiop f2
This question examined whether there was a relationship
between the amount ot leave used and the independent variables
selected tor the study. Specifically, it asked if the amount
of leave taken throughout the year was related to:
age
.ex
marital status
education
teaching experience in general
teaching experience in the salle school
health
accumulated unused sick leave
sick leave as an entitlement
place of residence
distance frOD school
substitute coverage
internal coverage by other staff
urban/rural cOInlDunity
size of school
In answering this research question, the type of leave
examined in all variables but one was sick leave. This was
because earlier results had demonstrated that sick leave was
the primary type of teacher-initiated leave that was utilized.
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All types of teacher-initiated leave were examined for the sex
variable in order to determine if the higher ratio of female
teachers in Newfoundland to male teachers (60-40 percent)
reflected a greater use of the different discretionary leaves
available.
The measures used to compute the amount of leave were
annual mean days and annual incidence rate. The statistic
used in the first instance to indicate relationship or
statistical significance was one-way analysis of variance with
a margin of error of .05 (T-tests were used in latt>r analysis
involving stepwise regression).
Both the master file data (Department of Education data)
and the survey data were utilized in the analysis for m~st of
the variables. The intent here ....as to determine whether the
sample, because it was not randomly selected, was reflective
of the general population (province) in sick leave usage.
Some of the variabl£'s can only be analyzed using the survey
data because the information is not available on the master
file. These variables include: teaching experience in the
same school, health, sick leave as an entitlement, residence,
distance, and internal coverage by other teachers.
Age and Sick Leave
Table 10 indicates the findings for these variables for
the entire province. It shows a range of mean days from 4.55
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for the 25 and under age group to 10.74 for the over 55 age
group. The data shows that teachers in age groups between 25
and 5S used correSrOndinglY more leave days as they got older.
The proportion of· teachers taking leave is shown to increase
with age though not correspondingly. Nearly 82 percent
(8L90l of all teachers 25 and younger took sick leave during
the 1987-es school year, and 89.10 percent of all teachers
over 55 took sick leave.
An analysis of variance and a subsequent multiple range
test (SNK Procedure) showed a significant difference in mean
days used between all groups over 30 years old. The F ratio
was 9.1088 and was significant at the .0000 level of
probability.
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Table 10
Sick Leave Usage According to Age, 1987-88
AGE TCHRS'. TCHRS2 SUI! MEAN AIRL\
,:5.25 243
'"
1106 4.55 81.90
26 - 30 590 510 3555 6.03 86.40
Jl - 35 '70
'"
6783 6.99 86.90
36 - 40 1600 1398 11360 7.10 87.40
41 - 4S 1045 '08 7461 7.14 86.90
46 - 50 571 476 4597 8.05 83.40
51 - 55 '65 236 2708 10.22 89.10
> 55 10' 97 1138 10.44 89.10
N = 5393
Key: TCHRS1 '" Number of teachers in each age group; TCHRS2 ..
Number of teachers who took sick leave: SUM '" Total sick
leave days taken; MEAN • Annual average days taken; AIRL
'" Percentage of teachers taking leave during the year
(annual incidence rate)
ANOVA, one-way; F (7,53S5) ... 9.1088, P<.05 ,.0000)
Significant differences for all groups
over age 30 (SNK)
8" and T.aoher-tgitiattd Leav,
The findings indicated a significant relationship between
these variables. Table 11 presents data on sick leave. It
shows that females represent 60 percent of all classroom
teachers, and on average used two days more sick leave than
l:Iales during the year (8.05 vs 5.87). A higher percentage of
female teachers than male teachers took leave (87.80 vs
85.62) •
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An analysis of variance showed a statistical
difference between the means of the two groups at the .05
level. The F ratio was 59.2963 with a probability level of
.0000.
Table 11
sick Leave Usage According to Sex, 1987-88
SEX TCHRS'
Male 2164
Female 3229
1853
2835
SUM
12,718
25,987
MEAN
5.87
8 • .15
N "" 5393
~)
85.62
87.80
Key: TCHRS1 - Number of classroom teachers in the province
TCHRS2 III Number of classroom. teachers who took sick leave
AIRL = proportion of teachers who took leave
(annual incidence rate)
ANOVA, one-way; F ( 1,5391) = 59.2963, P<.05 (.OOOO)
Significant difference favoring females
For illness in the family, males and females took less
than a half day leave on average during the year. Males had
a mean of .29~ days and females a mean of .322 days. While
females had a slightly higher mean days used, males had a
slightly higher rate in the proportion of teachers who took
leave. The annual incidence Ldte for males was 11.20 and for
females, 16.90 (see table 12). An analysis of variance showed
no significant differences between the two groups for this
kind of leave. An F value of 1.1086 was not statistically
signific:ant at the .05 level.
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Table 12
Leave usage for Illness l.n the Family
According to Sex, 1987-88
SEX TCHRS'
Male 2164
Female 3229
TCllRS'
J72
546
SUM
6J6
1040
.294
.322
~I
17.20
16.90
N - 5393
Key: TCHRS2 • Teachers who took leave
ANOVA, one-way; F (1,5391) '" 1.7086, P>.05 (.1912)
No significant differences
More females than males took leave during 1987-88 to
serve on provincial education couittees or tu attend
provincially sponsored conferences or events. Table 13
indicates that 7.8 percent of teaale teachers and five percent
of aale teachers took leave for this purpose. On average,
both Ilales and tBules used. less than a half day leave
throughout the year for this purpose; . 163 and .217
respectively. An analysis of variance (SNK procedure) showed
a significant difference bet....een the two means in favor ot
female teachers. The F rl'l.tio was 3.9616 with a probability
level of .0466. The difference was significant at the .05
level.
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Table 13
Leave Usage for Education Committees
According to Sex, 1987-88
SEX
Hale
Female
TCHRS 1
2164
3229
138
255
SUM
353
701
MEAN
.163
.217
AlI«%)
6.40
7.90
Ii = 5393
Key: TCHRS2 = Teachers who took leave
ANOVA, one-way; F (1,5391) - 3.9616, P<.OS (.0466)
Significant difference for females
Table 14 shows that males used more personal leave (board
approved) than females during the year. The mean days used
by males was .417 and by females, .343. A higher proportion
of males (24.20 percent) took this type of leave. Of the
total female classroom teachers in the province in 1987-88,
20.90 percent took leave for personal reasons with the
approval of their school boards. An analysis of variance
(SNK) showed a significant difference in the two means in
favor of male teachers. The F ratio was 10.4468 which was
significant at the .05 proDability level.
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Table 14
Personal Leave (18.08) Usage
According to Sex, 1987-88
SEX TCHRS' TCHRS~ SUM MEAN """%)
Male 2164 524 90' .417 24.20
Female 3229 675 llOS .343 20.90
Key: TCHRS'
TCHRS2
N ... 5393
.. Number of regular teachers (see p.26)
employed in the province during 1987-88.
:; Teachers who took leave
ANOVA, one-way: F (1,5391) .. 10.4468, P<.05 (.0012)
Significant difference for males
Almost no differences existed in use of special
ministerial leave. Table 15 shows the same proportion of
teachers, both male and female, took leave fer this purpose.
50th had an annual incidence rate of 1.60 percent. using the
measure of mean leave days, both sexes had approximately the
same averaga throughout the year; .038 leave days for males
and .040 leave days for females. An analysis of variance
showed no significance between t".,J means at the .05 level.
The F value was .0501 and tt:e probability was .8229.
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Table 1S
Ministerial Leave Usage According
to Sex, 1997-88
SEX
Male
Female
TCHRS1
2164
3229
35
52
SUM
82
129
MEAN
.038
.040
AM(l)
1.60
1.60
Key: TCHRS2 .. Teachers who took leave
ANOVA, one-way; F (1,5391) = .0501, P>.05 (.8229)
No significant differences
N = 5393
Marital status apd Si~
There were three categories of marital status: single,
single with dependents, and married. Table 16 shows the sick
leave usage for each group. Both single teachers and single
teachers with dependents used five and a half days on average
for sick leave during the 1987-88 school year. slightly more
than 82 percent of single teachers and nearly 90 percent of
single teachers with dependents utilized sick leave. Married
teachers used an average of ~even and a half days sick leave
during the year with 88 percent of this group of teachers
taking sick leave.
An analysis of variance showed a !;ignificant difference
between marital status and sick leave. The mean number of
days between single and marded teachers was significantly
different at the .05 level in favour of married teachers who
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used on average two days more leav-:. during the year. The F
ratio was 16.3730 with a probability of .0000.
Table 16
sick Leave Us,age According to
Marital Status, 1987-88
MAR. STATUS TCHRS' TCHRS2. SUM MEAN AD«%)
single 99. ~20 5530 5.54 82.20
Single with
Dependents 29 26 162 5.59 89.70
Married 4366 3842 33013 7.56 88.00
N s 5393
Key: TCHRS2. '" Teachers who took leave
ANOVA, one-way; F (2,5390) :; 16.3730, P<.05 (.0000)
Significant difference for married teachers
Education apd Sick L"y'
In Newfoundland, teachers are. certified by the oepartment
of Education and awarded a teaching certificate based on
number of years of university training in appropriate course
work. There are seven levels of certificates each denoted by
Grade 1 through Grade 7. Certificates at the Grade I and 2
levels have employment restrictions in accordance with Article
6 of the Teachers' Collective Aqreement. The following
listing describes in a general Illanner the educational
requirements for each grade of teaching cert.ificate:
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certificates I to IV - One, two, three, and four full
years of teacher training respectively
certificate V - A degree plus one full year of teacher
training
certificate VI - Two degrees or equivalent plus one full
year of teacher training
Certificate VII- Two degrees including a Masters degree
and one full year of teacher training
(Teacher (Certification) Regulations, 1979)
During the 1987-88 school year. 82 percent of the
teaching force in Newfoundland held a Grade 5 or higher
teachinq certificate. Eighteen percent held a certificate
below Grade 5 (Table 171. The table also shows the alIlount of
sick leave taken according to certificate level. The tlean
days used throughout the year ranged frOID 6.73 to 11.19.
Teachers with'" Grade 6 certificate had the lowest mean days
and those with a Grade J certificate the highest mean days.
In teI1ll.s ot annual incidence rate, or the proportion of
teachers who took leave, the range was from 76.50 to 88.10.
The highE!st percentage of teachers who took sick leave had a
Grade 5 certificate and the lowest percentage had a Grade 1
certificate.
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An analysis of variance revealed a significant difference
between the means for teachers with a Grade 3 teaching
certificate (SNK Procedure). The F ratio was 5.7876 which was
statistically significant at the .05 level of probability.
Table 17
sick Leave Usage According to Level of
Education, 1987-88
GRADE TeRRS' TCHRS2 SUH MEAN """%)
17 13 126 7.41 76.50
61 51 53. 8.84 83.60
175 151 1959 11.19 86.30
723 617 5549 7.67 85.30
2030 1788 14297 7.04 88.10
1945 1692 13092 6.73 87.00
440 371 3135 7.12 84.5
• Level of teaching certificate
N '" 5393
Key: TCHRS1 == Number of teachers with each grade.
TCHRS2 '" Teachers who took sick leave during year.
ANOVA, one-way; F (6,5384) :::E 5.7876, PeGS (.0000)
Significant difference for teachers with a Grade 3
certificate (SNK)
Teaching EXPerience &l1d sick Leave
Experience w;o., measured in years of teaching. Teachers
were grouped in intervals of five years ranging from five
years or less to more than thirty years. The frequencies
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indicated that slightly more than half (51. 84 percent) of all
classroom teachers in Newfoundland had over fifteen years
teaching experience in 1987-88. Table 18 provides the
supporting data.
The table also shows that the mean sick leave days taken
throughout the year ranged from 4.91 for teachers with five
years or less experience to 10.64 for teachers with more than
thirty years teaching service. In each of the categories, as
experience increased the mean sick leave days taken increased.
The annual incidence rate is sho\:ln to increase consistently
as teachers gained more experience, peaking at the 16-'::0 year
interval and decreasing slightly from then on. In the least
experienced group, approximately 83 percent of teachers took
sick leave during the year. For the most experienced group,
87 percent of the teachers took leave. The highest incidence
rate ....as for the 16-20 year group at 88.40 percent.
An analysis of variance sho....ed significant differences
bet....een the means for teachers ....ith more than five years of
service. The F ratio ....as 11. 6307 with a probability ratio of
.0000.
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Table 18
Sick Leave Usage According to Teaching
Experience, 1987-88
EXP (YRSj TCHRS1 TCHRS2 SUM MEAN AII<.(')
"
5 684 570 3358 4.91 83.30
6 - 10 70. 605 4597 6.48 85.30
11 - 15 1204 1056 8591 7.13 87.70
16 - 20 1366 1207 9811 7.19 8~·.40
21 - 25 882 770 7359 8.34 87.30
26 - 30 3.2 342 3323 8.48 87.20
> 30 156 136 1660 10.64 87.20
N '" 5393
Key: TCHRS' "" Number of teachers in each age group
TCHRS2: '" Number of teachers taking sick leave
ANOVA, one-way; F (6,5386) "" 12.3134, P<.05 (.0000)
Significant differences for all groups with
than five years teaching service (SNK).
Sebecl siz. and sick Leave
In terms of school size, measured in number of
professional staff, 1144 classroom teachers taught in schools
where the total professional staff numbered 10 or less. This
figure repre:::ents 21 percent of all regular classroom
teachers. seventy-nine percent or 4249 teachers taught in
schools where there were more than ten professional staff (See
Table 19).
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The smaller schools had on average less sick leave during
the year than the larger schools with mean leave days cf 6.48
and 7.37 respectively. The proportion of teachers taking sick
leave was also less in the smaller schools where the annual
incidence rate was 81.20 percent. In 'Che larger schools,
88.40 percent of the teachers took sick leave during the year.
An analysis ot' variance indicates a significant
difference between the means of the two groups. The F ratio
was 6.8693. The probability factor was .0088. The difference
favored teachers in the larger schools.
Table 19
Sick Leave Usage According to
School Size, 1987-88
F"l'TCIIRS TCHRS' TCHRSZ SUK MEAl! ~)
10 or less 1144 .2. 7409 6.48 81.20
More than 10 4249 3756 31,298 7.37 88.40
N .. 5393
Key: TCHRS2 .. Number of teachers taking sick leave
AIRL • Annual incidence rate
hNOVA, one-way; F (1,5391) = 6.8693, P<.05 (.0088)
Significant difference for larger schools (SNK)
"6
Orban/Rural co.unity flU! Rie); L,ay,
Table 20 gives the findings tor these variables. It
shows that the mean leave days tor teachers froll urban schools
was 7.54 during the year. For teachers who taught in rural
schools the annual mean days was 7.17. Thsre were ten percent
more rural teachers than urban teachers. The percentage ot
teachers in each category who took sick leave during the year
varied by one percent, 88.70 for urban teachers and 81.10 for
rural teachers.
An analysis of variance showed no differences between the
means of the two groups. The F ratio was 1.6798 with a
probability of .1950. This was not significant at the .05
level.
Table 20
sick Leave Usage by Urban/Rural
CODUllunity. 1987-88
COMMUNITY
Urban
Rural
TCHRS'
2333
2875
TCHRS'
2069
2521
SUM
17,591
20,614
MEAN
7.54
7.17
N :3 5208
Key: TCHRS2 - Number of teachers taking sick leave
ANOVA, one-way; F (1,5206) :3 1. 6798, P>.05 (.1950)
No siCJnificant differences
sUbstit~:te Teacber coverage aDd sick Lean
The question or whether the availability of substitute
teachers influences the amount or leave used by regUlar
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teachers can only be answered in this study by examining
circumstantial evidence. In the data bases used for the
study I teachers who took leave were at tilles replaced by a
substitute and at other times not replaced by a substitute.
The mean days used by th~ classroom teacher is re.o::orded
irrespective of whether a substitute is called in. It is
possible to determine the percent..qe of leave ~hich is covered
by sUbstitution. but this will not show a relationship
directly because it is not possible to conduct tests for
statistical significance. It will show however a comparison
of mean leave days used with the rate of substitution
coverage.
Table 21 wall constructed to show a comparison between
mean days used for sick leave and the percentage of time that
each school district called in a substitute teacher. It
indicates that throughout all the districts in the 1987-88
school year the percentage of substitute coverage ranged froID.
57.41 to 88.86. The large majority at districts (86 percent)
employed sUbstitutes more than 80 percent of the time when
regular teachers were absent due to illness. All districts
but one employed substitutes more than 75 percent of the time.
The anr.ual mean days used is shown to vary in all districts
!lnd does not generally correspond with the percentage of time
a substitute was utilized; for example, district 8 had a mean
of 3.83 days and employed substitutes tor 85 percent at the
I[
r
i
i
f"
i
i
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time; district 35 had a lIean of 3.00 days and used substitutes
for 57 percent of the time. comparatively, districts 1 and
2 employed substitute nearly 89 percent ot the time. The lRelln
days used however varies froll 10.11 tor district one to 4.90
for district two. There is no evidence to suggest that
districts which utilize substitutes more than others use more
leave days on average for illness. It can be assumed with
some justification that districts which employ substitutes a
greater percentage of time have more SUbstitutes available to
them. The table shows that most districts had access to
substitute teachers lllost of the thle.
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Table 21
substitute Teacher Coveraqe for Sick Leave
by School District, 1987-88
DISTRICT TCHRS TS.'JD }lEAN TSUBCD I'lXSUIl
1 (3) 95 961 10.11 85. 8B.86
2 (31) 20 98 4.90 87 88.77
3 (12) 1S!) 1192 7.69 1045 87.66
4 (13) 112 825 7.37 723 87.64
5 (1) 81 1042 12.86 913 87.62
6 (2) 65 669 10.29 580 86.70
7 (9) 320 2695 8.42 2314 85.86
8 (32) 30 115 3.83 98 85.22
9 (26) 196 1078 5.50 918 85.16
10 (1) 398 3459 8.69 2933 84.79
11 (30) 93 413 4.44 350 84.74
12 (18) 73 381 5.22 322 84.51
13 (') 67 757 11.30 637 84.15
1. (5) 15. 1316 8.54 1105 83.97
15 (14) 121 811 6.70 679 83.72
16 (25) 428 2434 5.69 2036 83.65
17 (17) 11. 75. 6.61 630 83.55
18 (21) 97 643 6.63 53. 83.36
19 (16) 88 610 6.93 50. 82.95
20 (10) 234 1908 8.15 1578 82.70
21 (20) 85 547 6.43 451 82.45
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Table 2~ (contd)
DISTRICT
22 (33)
23 (8)
24 (1~)
25 (24)
26 (19)
1.7 (28)
28 (6)
29 (29)
30 (~5)
31 (23)
32 (27)
33 (34)
34 (22)
35 (35)
TCHRS
62
141
1123
270
158
121
222
.5
148
246
124
79
126
18
TSLD
262
1110
8938
1544
1027
620
1891
392
986
1416
'56
318
700
54
MEAN
4.22
7.96
5.72
6.50
5.12
8.52
4.61
6.66
5.76
5.29
4.02
5.55
3.00
TSUBCD
216
915
7363
1269
839
505
1536
316
792
1131
517
246
534
31
82.44
82.43
82.38
82.19
81.69
81.45
81.23
80.61
80.32
79.87
78.81
77.35
76.28
57.41
Key: TCHRS '" Number of classroom teachers in the district;
TSLD = Total sick leave days taken in the district~
TSUBCQ= Total substitute covered days;
PDCSUB= Percentage of days covered by sUbstitutes.
On a provincial scale, substitute teachers ....ere called
in to replace regUlar teachers most of the tillle for all
teacher-inithted leave. Table 22 sho....s the su!-,porting data.
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There were a total of 43656 teacher-initiated leave days taken
in the 1987-88 school year. For 36,104 of those, or 82.70
percent, a substitute teacher was employed. Substitutes were
called in to replace sick teachers 84 percent of the time.
The lr-west percentage of substitute coverage was for education
committee leave and other activities of that nature. In this
case, a substitute was called in to cover 66.25 percent of the
leave.
Table 22
Substitute Teacher Coverage in Newfoundland
by Leave category, 1987-88
LEAVE TLO TSUBCD PDCSUB
TTIL 43656 36104 82.70
SL 38705 32543 84.07
III 1677 1366 81.45
EOUC 1052 697 66.25
BDAPP 2010 1355 67.41
SPHIN 212 143 67.45
Key: TTIL '" teacher inlt.iated leave; SL '" sick leave; Ill-
illness in the family; EDUC '" e.ducational
committee leave; BDAPP '" personal leave of which
the board approved; SPMIN .. special ministerial
leave; TLD. total sick leave days taken;
TSUBCD '" total leave days covered by substitute
teachers; POCSUB = percentage of days covered by
substitutes
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Un~sed Sick Leave AccumUlation
Table 23 provides data on this variable. It reveals that
42.66 percent of all classroom teachers in the province in
1987-88 had accumulated the maximum or near maximum of unused
sick leave. seventy-three percent of the teachers had
accumulated 127 days or more out of a possible 190 days. The
mean leave used according to this variable ranged from 3.26
days to 13.50 days. The lowest mean pertained to the group
with maximum or near maximum days accumulated. The highest
mean ",as in the group with from 90 to 126 days accumulated.
The range in the proportion of teachers taking sick leave
was from 79.40 percent for those teachers with eighteen days
or less accumulated to 94.90 percent for those teachers with
from 127-163 days accumulated.
An analysis of variance and SUbsequent multiple range
test (SNK) showed significant differences between the means
of most groups of teachers. The F ratio was 133.5351 and the
F probability was .0000. only the mean of the group with
maximum or near maximum days accumulated was not significantly
different froJn the others at the .05 level.
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Table 23
Sick Leave Usage According to Accumulated
Unused sick Leave Days, 1987-88
ACCUMULATED
TCHRS1 TCHRS2DAYS SUM MEAN ~)
~18 262 208 2502 9.55 79.40
19-36 180 157 1804 10.02 87.20
37-73 28O 258 3352 11.97 92.10
14-89 18. ,., 2061 11.08 86.60
90-126 542 498 7317 13.50 91.90
127-163 1641 1557 14178 8.64 94.90
>163 2301 1845 7501 3.26 80.20
N '"' 5393
Key: TCHRS2 = Teachers who took leave during year
ANOVA, one-way: F (6,5396) a 133.5351, P < .05 (.0000)
Significant differences for all but the >163
group (SNX)
Descriptive Analysia (sample)
The Avalon Peninsula area of the province was the sample
Ten of the thirty-five school boards (29 percent)
operated schools in the ar~a. The study schools were
elementary schools with any combination of classes up to and
including grade nine. The study group consisted of those
teachers who were regarded as full-time, regular classroom
teachers. In all there ....ere 121 schools and 1585 elementary
teachers included in the sample.
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The 1585 number requires clarit'ication. At the time the
survey was conducted, it was not known precisely how .any
regular c!assrooll teachers were in each school. It is cOmJllon
in many schools in Newfoundland tor teachers who are
designated as special education teachers and specialists such
as music teachers, physical education teachers, guidance
counsellors and others to be assigned classroom subjects for
a portion of the day similar to regular teachers. Likewise,
in many small schools such as those in this study, the vice-
principal and principal would also be port-time and tull-time
teachers. Whereas the Department of Education classifies
teachers into designated groups for allocation and financial
adlllinistration purposes, the actual classifications in
operation at the school level are so.ewat 1lore hazy.
consequently, where the Department "ould recognize a school
principal as chiefly the building adlllinistrator, the school
'Would recognize hbl or her as a teaching principal 'With a
reqular class load and an assigned classroom. The same could
apply to other designated specialists.
As well, it is not uncommon in lIlany schools for the
subtleties of survey directions to be unread or misread.
Schools are often inundated 'With questionnaires from graduate
students and others which results over time in a standard
pattern evolving for the distribution of such items in the
school. In a questionnaire for teaChers, it would not be
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abnormal for an administrator or secretary to distribute II.
copy to each teacher. A distinction would not be made that
staff ....ith teaching duties would not necessarily be classified
as teachers.
This reality at the school site affected the distribution
and cOlllpletion of the survey instrUlllent in this study.
sufficient number of questionnaires was sent to each school
to cover all known professional staff (II. to\:al of 2103).
Directions were provided that only reqular classroom teachers
were to complete them. However, a careful distribution .....as
not made due to the cOllUllon practice referred to a})ove. (This
was confirmed to the researcher by many administrators and
secretaries who were contacted by telephone for this type of
clarification). Because of the nat.ural juxtaposit.ion of
assigned roles of staff and the nonal disse.ination process
for questionnaires some respondents in a school did not
strictly meet t.he classification of reqular classroo. teacher.
As a result, many of the returned questionnaires had to be
treated separately in the subsequent analysis.
Twelve hun1red thirty-seven (1237) questionnaires were
ret.urned. Eighty-seven were incomplete in that a number of
important it.ems were not answered. These items pertained
mainly to sex, date of birth, teaching experience, education,
or unused sick leave. Teachers either did not. want. to
disclose personal informat.ion or they may have had some
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app.rehension about being identified. In any case, all
questionnaires missing several pieces of key infortDation were
discarded. As well, thirty questionnaires from districts nine
and ten were also set aside because these boards both had
province-wide jurisdiction and the large majority of their
schools were outside the sample area. The remainder, 1120,
....ere considered usable and were regarded as the sample
respondents. However, when the survsy data was matched with
the master or primary data flle from the Department of
Education, the total number of eligible survey responses was
756. This number consisted of those teachers whose
classification as a regular full-tl.e classroom teacher WlIS
the salle on both the survey data tile and the master tile
containing intonlation on leave usuge. Consequently, it is
the N=756 which was considered as the true sample and util ized
in the analysis ot the variables to tollow. However, in sOlie
tables, comparisons were lIade with the tull sample respondents
(H-l120) to indicate that for 1Iost variables the results were
essentially the same irrespective ot which respondent sample
size was used. The response rate trom teachers who had been
identified by school officials as regular classroom teachers
was 82.46 percent. The response rate according to the
Department ot Education's classification of regular classroom
teachers in the sample districts was 50.66 percent.
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Table 24 describes the response to the survey and
identifies the number of respondents whose returns were
utilized in the data analysis.
Table 24
Survey Respondents According to
School District, 1987-88
DISTRICT SCHOOLS TCHRS 1 RETURNS RATE' TCHRS2 RATE2
30 553 40. -,'3.96 28. 52.26
22 320 263 82.19 152 47.5
27 287 218 75.86 130 45.3
11 10. 88 80.7J 58 53.21
.7 85 87.63 54 55.67
71 53 74.65 33 46.48
60 4. 81.67 35 58.33
58 4. 75.86 27 46.55
25 23 92.00 N/A
10 100.00 N/A
'rOTALS 121 1585 1237 82.46 778 50.66
Key: TCHRS ,=
'l'CHRSZ=
RATE' =
RATE2 =
N/A
Number of school identified classroom teachers
Number of Department of Education identified
classroom teachers
Percent of respondents according to TeHRS!
Percent of respondents according to TeHRS'"
Not Available
"8
The independent variables to be analyzed using the survey
data include all the selected personal and situational
variables except substitute teacher coverage. This variable
cannot be examined in the sample other than by school board
aggregation which has already been done in Table 21. In all
cases, the dep,mdent variable is sick leave usage.
'reaching EXPerieDce and Sick Leu.
Table 25 was constructed to provid.e data on these
variables. For comparison purposes both the NI 5 were
examined. T~at is, the 756 regUlar ci..assroom teachers
identified by the Department of Education and selected by the
master file and the 1120 teachers identified by school
officials and matched with the master file. The 756 teachers
reflect the more precise or true sample.
For this sample the table shows that teachers with five
years teaching service or less used less leave days on average
than any of the other service categories. Teachers with more
then thirty years service h.,d th\! highest mean days during the
year. The ra.nge was from 6.24 days for the least experienced
teachers to l:.!.66 days for the most experienced teachers, a
difference of more than six days. The proportion of teachers
in each category who took leave (incidence rate) increased
with experience until after twenty years were reached. The
rate then began to decline. Approximately the saDIe proportion
of teachers took leave in both the least experienced and lDost
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experienced groups (84.80 and 83.10 respectively).
A comparison of the mean leave days taken in both the
U ". 756 group and the N = 1120 group shows the pattern to be
similar. That is, for both groups of teachers, the least
experienced teachers had the lowest mean days of sick leave
and the most experienced teachers had the highest mean days.
i'he incidence rate generally followed the same pattern in both
N's except for the most experienced teachers where the rate
increased for the N .. 1120 group.
An analysis of variance on the mean leave days for the
N = 756 group showed there were no significant differences
between the different categories of experience. The F ratio
was 1.6791 and the probability was .1232. An analysis of
variance ho....ever on the N .. 1120 group did sho.... significant
differences at the .05 level. The F ratio was 3.2782 and the
F probability was .0034. This was significant for groups with
16-20, 26-30, and more than 30 years teaChing experience as
identified by a mUltiple range test (SNK method) .
The data in Table 25 generally compares with the data in
Table 18. The latter compared sick leave usage by experience
for the whole population of classroom teachers. The range in
mean days used for both the sample and the popUlation was
slightly more than six days with average leave usage generally
increasing with experience. The lowest usage and the highest
usage for both was with the least experienced and most
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experiEmced teachers respectively. In the population, the
analysis of variance showed significant differences at the. 05
level for all groups with more then five years experience.
Table 2S
sick Leave Usage According to Teaching
Experience, 1987-88
EXP(YRS) TCHRS 1 MEAN AIRLCt) TCHRSz MEAN AIRLUl
~ 5 46 6.24 84.80 120 5.47 74.20
6-10 59 7.30 86.40 142 7.60 90.80
11-15 170 8.69 94.70 25. 8.05 91.70
16-20 2lC 9.14 94.80 263 9.44 94.30
21-25 165 8.36 94.50 ". 8.45 93.70
26-30 7. 10.43 93.20 93 9.97 91.40
>30 J2 12.66 83.70 42 11.66 92.90
Key:
TCHRS'; TCHRSl ;N-756 Ii ., 1120
ANOVA, one-....ay:
N .. 756; F (6,749) .. 1.6791, P> .05 (.1232)
No significant differences.
N'" 1120: F (6,113) = 3.2782, P < .05 (.0034)
Significant differences for categories 16-20
years, 26-30 years, and >30 years (SNK
method) •
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School siz. and Sick: Leave Osage
In the sample with N '" 756, 16 percent of the teachers
taught in a school where there were ten or less professional
staff. On average, these teachers used 9.41 days of sick
leave during 1987-88 and 84.20 percent of them took sick
leave. Teachers in larger schools, Le. with more than ten
professional staff, had an annual mean of e.7l days and 93.10
percent of them took sick leave during the year (see Table
26) •
An analysis of variance indicated there were no
differences between the means of the two groups at the .05
level. The F ratio was. 4262 and the probability level. 5140.
In the sample where N co 1120, 17.5 percent of teachers
were in smaller schools. The mean days used and proportion
of teachers taking leave were nearly the same for both size
of schools. An analysis of variance sho.....ed the t ....o groups
were not significantly different at the .05 level.
These findings were the reverse of those for the study
popUlation (see Table 19) where the lower mean days (6.48)
applied to teachers in smaller schools. An analysis of
variance had shown a significant difference at the .05 level
favoring teachers in the larger schools.
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TABLE 26
sick Leave Usage According to School Size, 1987-88
FTl'CHRS TCHRS' MEAN AIRL(\> TCHRS2 MEAN AIRL (\)
S 10
> 10
121 9.41 84.20
&35 8.71 93.10
196 8.44 82.70
924 8.40 82.40
Key: TCHRS'; N • 756
ANOVA, one-way;
TCHRSZ; N '" 1120
N" 756; F .. (1,754) .4262, P>.05 (.5140)
No significant differences between groups.
N" 1120; F (1,118) ... 0018, P>.OS (.9659)
No significant differences between
groups.
Ag. and Sick Ltav.
Data is presented in TablC! 27 for both sa.pIe N' 5 in
order to show if the results are comparable. The Table shows
the annual tIlean leave ranged from 4.23 to 12.00 when N .. 756,
a difference of approximately eight days. When N =< 1120 the
range was from 5~OO days to 10.97 days, a difference of nearly
six days. For the whole population of teachers in the
province the range was six days (see Table 10). The youngest
age group in both HIS experienced the least sick leave usage,
4.23 and 5.00 respectively. When H ... 756 the oldest age
group, >55, had the greatest amount of leave; on average, 12
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days for the year. When N "" 1120, the highest annual mean
leave was in t.he 51-55 age group where 10.97 days on average
were used. The oldest age group in this N had the second
lowest mean leave days.
The proportion of teachers taking leave was generally
comparable in both N's, except for the youngest and oldest
teachers. When N = 756, 69.20 percent of teachers 25 years
and younger took sick leave. When N = 1120, SO.60 percent of
this age group took sick leave. Conversely, in the over 55
age group, when N "" 756, the proportion CJf teachers taking
sick leave was 96.40 percent. When N = 1120, the percentage
was 62.50.
An analysis of variance on the means ot each age category
showed no significant differences between them for either N.
When N "" 756, the F ratio was 1.9806 with a probability of
.0552. When N = 1120, the F ratio was 1.4159 with a
probability of .1119. Neither was significant at the .05
level.
The lack of significance in the /\NOVA statistic in the
sample is contrary to the findings in the whole popUlation of
teachers. In the latter, the analysis of variance showed that
P < .05 (.0000) for all age groups over 30 (see Table 10).
Other than this difference the similarities were generally
parallel. !n both the sample and the popUlation, the youngest
teachers had the lowest annual mean days sick leave and the
oldest teachers had the highest mean days, except \ollen
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N = 1120 ....here the second oldest teachers had the highest mean
leave days. The range in mean days used was six in the
popuLation and six and eight in the sample. In both study
grtlUpS the proportion of teachers taking leave was generally
lower for the younger teachers and higher as the teachers got
older.
Table 27
sick Leave Usage According to Age, 1987-88
AGE TCHRS' MEAN AIRL(\) TCHRS2 MEAN AIRL(%l
<25 13 4.23 69.20 31 5.00 80.60
26-30 51 7.94 86.30 108 B.10 88.90
31-35 106 8.08 94.30 184 B.20 92.90
36-40 253 9.32 94.10 335 8.92 92.20
41-45 172 7.27 95.30 220 7.76 95.00
46-50 B7 10.24 89.70 126 9.02 88.90
51-55 46 11.33 97.80 60 10.97 98.30
>55 28 12.00 96.40 56 6.93 62.50
Key: TCHRS1; N=756
ANOVA, one-way;
N-756; F (7,748) '" 1.9906, P>.OS (.0552)
No significant differences between
groups
N=1120; F (7,1112) = 1.4759, P>.OS (.1719)
No significant differences between
groups
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Sell: and Sick Leaye
Sick leave usage according to gender was computed for the
true sample (N "" 756) and for the fun sample (N '" 1120).
Table 28 provides information on mean leave days used and on
annual incidence rates for both N's. It shows that when
N '" 756, male teachers constituted 23 percent of the sample
and used an average 6.47 days sick leave throughout the year.
It a1zo shows that 90.80 percent of the males took sick leave.
When N '" 1120, male teachers made up 26.42 percent of the
sample, used on average 6.17 days during the year, and 87.80
percent of the teachers took leave. For the entire study
population (N" 5393) males represented 40.12 percent of the
regular classroom teachers, had a mean usage of 5.87 sick
days, and 85.62 percent of the teachers took sick leave (see
Table 11).
Female teachers, when N .. 756, used on average 9.53 days
sick leave dUring 1987-88 with 94 percent taking leave. When
N ... 1120, the mean sick leave for females was 9.22 days for
the year with 91. 70 percent taking leave. For the whole
province, female classroom teachers had an annual mean of 8.05
sick days with 87.80 percent taking leave.
An analysis of variance was performed (N "" 756) which
showed significance at the. 05 level. The F ratio was 10.9908
with a probability level of .0010. The means were
significantly different favoring females. When N == 1120, an
analysis of variance produced an F ratio of 18.9188 with a
14.
probability of .0000. The mean leave days were signiricantly
different favouring ft!aales.
Table 28
sick Leave Usage According to Gender,
1987-88
GENDER TCHRS1 MEAN AIRL('l TCHRS2 MEAN AIRL(\)
Male 174 6.47 90.80 296 6.17 87.80
Female 582 9.53 94.00 824 9.22 91.70
Key: TCHRS' '"' 756
ANOVA, one way;
TCKRS2 • 1120
N .. 756; F (1,754) .. 10.9908, P < .'.15 (.0010)
siqnificant difference for females
H" 1120; F (1,1118) .. 18.9188, P < .05 (.0000)
Significant difference for females
Marital Statu, 'PO Rick Leu,
The lI.arital status variable in the sa.pIe was confined to
two categories only, namely single and married. The category,
single with dependents, was not included in the survey because
it was thought that the numbers would be too low to be
1:leaningful. The total number of single teachers with
dependents in the study population (N-SJ9J) was 29. The
sample N in all likelihood would have been considerably lower.
Table 29 presents the data on sick leave use acco:rding to
marital status. It shows that 15.48 percent of the teachers
(N ,. 756) were sin9le. They had a mean of 6.22 days sick
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leave in 1987-88 and 88.90 percent of them utilized sick
leave. 1oo:ben N • 1101, the proportion of teachers who were
single was 18.71 percent. They had a lIean of 6.43 days sick
leave during the year and 88.30 percent of the. took sick
leave. Married teachers by co.parison had a lIean of 9.30
days sick leave when N '" 756 and 9.04 days when N • 1101.
Approximately 94 percent of both Nls took sick leave during
the year. Married teachers used on average three days Bore
sick leave than single teachers.
An analysis of variance showed a significant difference
between the means for single teachers and married teachers.
When N = 756 the F ratio was 8.1594 with a probability of
.004'. When N - 1101 the F ratio was 10.5235 with a
probability of .0012. Both were si;niticant at the .05 level
with .arried teachers taking lIIore leave.
For the population as a whole (N • 5393) the proportion
of teachers who were single was 19.04 percent and the
proportion who wer_ married was 80.96 percent (sE:e Table 16).
Married teachers used on average two days more a year than
single teachers. An ANOVA, one-way, showed the differences
to be significant at the .05 level.
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Table 29
sick Leave Usage According to Marital status, 1987-88
MARITAL
STATUS TCHRS1 MEAN AIRL,t) TCHRSl MEAN AIRL(t)
Single 117 6.22 88.90 206 6.43 88.30
Married 639 9.04 94.10 895 9.04 93.20
Key: TCHRS1, N .. 756;
ANOVA, one way;
TCHRS2, N ;; 1101
N III 756; F (1,754) "" 8.1594, P < .05 (.0044)
significant difference favoring
married teachers.
N - 1101: F (1.1099) .. 10.5235, P<.OS (.0012)
significant difference favoring
married teachers.
UrbaR/Rural couunity aDd Sick Leav,
The findings for this variable are described in Table
30. It inclicates that 70 percent of the teachers in the
sample were working in urban schools. When N - 756, urban
teachers had a mean of 8.88 days sick leave with 93.40 percent
of them taking sick leave during the year. When N '" 1101, the
mean was 8.55 days and the annual incidence rate (proportion)
was 92.00 percent. For rural teachers, when N - 756 the mean
was 8.70 days and the percentage of teachers taking leave was
92.90. When N = 1101, the mean for rural teachers was 8.56
and the incidence rate was again 92.90 percent.
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An analysis of variance_ for N = 756 produced an F ratio
of .0421 and a probability of .8376. An ANOVA for N "" 1101
produced an F ratio of .0003 and a probability of .9851. In
both cases, no significant differences ey.isted in the means
of either urban or rural teachers.
The findings were comparable to the study population
(N = 5208) for teachers in urban and rural schools. The mean
in the population was little more than seven days for both
urban and rural teachers. The percentage of teachers varied
by one percent (88.70 va 87.70) and an analysis of variance
showed there were no significant differences between the
groups (see Table 20). The difference that did exist was in
the proportions of urban and rural teachers. In the
population, urban teachers made up approximately 45 percent
of the teachers. In the sample, for both N's, urban teachers
represented nearly 70 percent of the teachers.
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Table 30
sick Leave Usage by Urban/Rural C01llJDunity, 1987-88
Urban 530 8.88 93.40 764 8.55 92.00
Rural 226 8.70 92.90 337 8.56 92.90
Key: TCHRS'; N • 756
ANOVA, one-way:
TCHRS2; N • 1101
N·756; F (1,754) •• 0421, P> .05 (.8376)
No significant differences
N - 1101: F (1,1099) '" .0003, P>.05 (.9851)
No significant differences
Iduc,t.iop Nt .iek Ltg'
For this variable, statistics were computed. for both the
true sample N • 756 and when N - 1120. Because there were
essentially no differences in the results, data will be given
for the true sample only. Tal:lle 3l presents the f1n41ng&.
It indicates that on llverage, mean sick leave ranged from 7.74
days for teachers with a Grade 5 teaching certificate to 16.79
days for teachers with a Grade 3 teaching certificate. There
were no t,)achers with a Grade 1 certificate.
The lo....est proportion of teachers taking leave had a
Grade 2 certificate and the highest proportion a Grade 7
teachin9 certificate. In the whole sample, 86.51 percent of
the teachers had a Grade 5 or higher teaching certificate.
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An analysis of variance revealed a significant
difference between the means at the .05 level. The F ratio
was 3.8446 and the probability level ....as .0019. A taultiple
range test showed the means to be significantly different for
teachers with Grade 3 and Grade 4 teaching certificates.
These findings partially correspond with the findings
for the study population of teachers (see Table 17). Teachers
with a Grade J certificate i.l the population also had on
average more sick days during the year than any other group
(11.19 days). The Grade 3 certificate holders in the sample
had an annual mean of 16.79 days sick leave. The range in the
population between the lowest and highest me..ll was 4.5 days
approximately. In the sample, the range was nine days. In
the .3ample. the ANOVA showed there was also a significant
difference betw~en the means for teachers with a Grade 4
teaching certificate. This certificate level was not
statisticallY significant in the population means. Teachers
with a Grade 5 certificate had the lowest mean days sick leave
in the sample while Grade 6 certificate holders had the lowest
mean in the population.
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Table 31
sick Leave Usage by Levcd of Education, 1987-88
_GRA_O_E. TCHRS__'__T_CHRS__' __S_UK MEAN AIRL{\}
13
19
70
293
293
6'
11
18
66
27<
270
65
llO
319
822
2268
2512
642
8.46
16.79
11.74
7.74
8.57
9.44
84.60
94.70
94.30
93.90
92.20
N = 756
.Level of Teaching certificate
Key: TCHRSz ... Humber of teachers taking sick leave.
ANNOVA, one \Jay;
F (5,750) = 3.8446, P < .05 (.0019)
Significant ditferences tor Grades J and 4
teaching certificate (SNK method)
unused Accuaulot,d Bick. Leav. Ind Rick Lflv_ usage
Table 32 reports the fincHll9's for the true sample only
for these variables. Data had been compiled for the full
sample but because results were correspondingly similar they
will not be del';cribed. The table indicates that 53.43 percent
of teachers in the sample were included in the category that
had the maxhluJIl amount of accumulated unused leave. More than
two-thirds (68.28 percent) had accumulated 127 days or llGre
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of unused sick leave. The mean days used ranged from 6.53 to
15.04, a difference of 8.5 days during the year. The lowest
Illean days sick leave occurred in the lowest accumulated leave
category (18 days or less). The second lowest mean was in the
highest unused accumulated leave category (more than 163
days). It had been reported earlier that the maximum possible
amount of unused leave that can be accumulated by teachers in
Newfoundland is 190 days. The highest annual mean days sick
leave used (15.04) occurred in the category of 90-126
accumulated days. The proportion of teachers who took leave
in 1987-88 ranged from 89.40 to 98.10 percent. The h:i.ghest
percentage of teachers taking leave were included in the
category of 127-163 unu:-ed accumulated sick days.
An analysio of variance showed there were significant
differences at the .05 level for teachers who had accumulated
between 18-36, 90-126, and 127-163 days of unused sick leave.
The F ratio was 8.8981 and the level of significance .0000.
The findings between the study sample and the study
population were both similar and rHssimilar. In both, the
highest mean days used was in the 90-126 days accumulated
leave category and the highest percentage of teachers taking
sick leave was in the 127-163 days category. In the
population (see Table 23) th~ lowest mean days used was with
teachers in the highest unused accumulated leave category.
The next lowest mean ...as in the second highest category, 127-
163 days. This contrasted with the sample where the two
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lowest means occurred in the lowest and highest unused
accumulated categories respectively. An analysis of variance
for the population and the sample showed significance at the
.05 level of probability (.0000) in both. A mUltiple range
test using the SNK Procedure indicated there were significant
differences in the population for all but the highest category
of unused sick leave. In the sample, the range test showed
differences for the categories 18-36, 90-126, and 127-163
accumulated unused days.
Table 32
Sick Leave usage According to Unused Accumulated
sick Leave Days, 1987-88
ACCUHULATED
TCHRS1 TCHRS2DAYS SUM MEAN AIRL(t)
.:5.18 104 .3 67' 6.53 89.40
19-36 2. 2. 376 12.97 96.60
37-73 24 23 22. 9.50 95.80
74-89 13 12 136 10.46 92.30
90-126 52 4' 7.2 15.04 94.20
127-163 10' 102 1191 11.45 98.10
>163 374 344 2625 7.02 92.00
N = 700
Key: TCHRS2 -= Teachers who took sick leave.
ANOVA, one-....ay; F (6,693) = 8.8981, P<.OS (.0000)
Significant differences for categories 18-36,
90-126, and 127-163 (SNK)
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The remaining descriptive analysis will pertain to
variables that are contained in the sa:nple only. variables
such as health status, teaching experience in the same school,
perception of sick leave as an entitlement:, distance to work,
place of residence, and whether other teachers in the school
fill in when regular teachers are on sick leave were not
available for the stUdy population.
Health and sick Leave
Table 33 presents the findings for sick leave usage
according to perception of one I 5 he<'llth. There were four
cat"'!C]ories from which respondents could select; excellent,
good, fair, and poor. Because there were such few responses
in the Ilpoor" category (three respondents), this category was
combined with thE! "fair" category for analysis. The findings
show that for N"'749, 43.66 percent of classroom teachers rated
their health as excellent. They used on average throughout
the year 6.65 sick leave days and 91.10 percent of the
teachers took sick leave. The group who rated their health
as good (49.55 percent) used on average 9.79 days and 94.90
percent of them took sick leave during the year.
Approximately seven percent (6.67) of the teachers in the
sample rated their hrJal th fair or poor. This group had a sick
leave mean of 15.84 days in 1987-88 and 94.20 percent of them
took sick leave.
The results for sick leave use were very similar for the
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sample when N-1108. Table 33 showl'> the comparisons.
An analysis of variance when N= 749 produced an F value
of 18.5940 and a P value of .0000. A mUltiple range test (SNK
Procedure) indicated that those teachers who rated their
health good or fair were significant at the .05 level. When
N=<1108 an analysis of variance produced an r value of 20.6094
and a P value of .0000. Groups whose health was rated good
or fair were significantly different at the . 05 level.
Table 33
sick Leave Usage According to and Health
status, 1987·88
HEALTH TCHRS' MEAN AIRL(l) TCHRS2 HEAN AIRL{ %)
Excellent 327 6.65 91.10 522 6.73 88.10
Good 372 9.79 94.90
Fair/poor 50 15.84 94.20
520
66
9.32 92.90
14.48 92.40
Key: TeRRSIiN. 749 TCHRS2; N = 1108
AllOVA, one-way ~
N-749; F (2,746) "" 18.5940, P<.05 (.0000)
Significant differences for groups
"good" and "fair"
N=1108; F (2,1105) = 20.6094, P<.05 (.0000)
Significant differences for groups
"good" and "fair"
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sick LilY' Usag. and Internal coyerag.
Not all schools were thought to have substitute teachers
available 1,:0 replace regular teachers when the latter were
absent due to illness. In such cases it was expected that
other teachers or administrative staff would fill in for the
teacher who was off sick by covering his or her class for the
day. There was some support in the literature (Kirkwood,
1980) that in schools where teachers covered for one another
in this way there would be less sick leave than if substitutes
available.
Table Jl\ shows the results for the sample. The mean
days used for N=745 ranged from 8.40 to 13.18. The
respondents who rarely covered internally for sick teachers
had the lowest mean leave days (8.40). Those who usually
covered internally had the highest (13.18). Teachers with the
second highest mean days responded they never covered
internally for sick teachers. The incidence rate, or the
percentage of teachers taking leave, ranged frolll 89.70 to
96.30. An analysis of variance indicated there was no
significant difference at the .05 level between the means of
the various groups of respondents. The F ratio was 1.7921 and
the P ratio was .1472.
When N'" 1102, the mean leave days and incidence rate
paralleled the N-745 group. An analysis of variance produced
no significant differences at the .05 level. The f ratio was
2.1132 and the P ratio was .0969.
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Table 34
sick Leave Usage According to
Internal Coverage, 1987-88
COVERAGE TCHRS1 MEAIl AIRL(t) TCHRS' MEAN AIRL(\l
Usually 27 13.18 96.30 40 10.80 92.50
Sometimes 190 8.55 94.70 296 7.30 91. 90
Rarely no 8.40 89.70 467 8.07 88.20
Never 218 9.28 96.30 299 9.43 93.30
lCey: TCHRS1; N-745 TCHRS2 ; N"'l102
ANOVA, one way:
N-745; F (3,741) .1.7921, P>.OS (.1472)
No significant differences
N-U02; F (3,1098) - 2.1132, P>.OS (.0969)
No significant differences
Eptitle.tDt Pgrc.ptiop .ncS 8ict Ltln
This variable consisted of two parts which were framed
as two separate statements on the survey instrument. The
first, Entitle 1, asked if most toachers take sick leave
whether sick or not. The second, Entitle 2, asked wl'l.ether
sick leave should be used like any other entitlement or
employee benefit rather than wasted. The responses to both
statements were scored on a tour point scale.
These two statements were tested for reliability by
using the general fOrlll of the Speanan-Brown Prophesy Formula
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(see p.63). The resultant reliability coefficient was. 232
and vas considered too loW' to be usable. As a result, it was
decided to test the two statements separately and report the
findings as separate variables rather than as a composite
variable.
Table 35 describes the findings. Twenty-t....o percent of
the respondents (N'"' 739) strongly or mostlY agreed with the
entitle 1 statement. They had on average 11.86 and 9.06 days
sick leave respectively during the year. Those who disagreed
with the statement had respective mean leave days of 8.93 and
8.03. The proportion of all respondents to this statement who
took sick leave in 1987-88 ranged from 91.40 percent to 93.90
percent.
An analysis of variance showed there were no significant
differences at the .05 level between the groups. The F ratio
'Was 1. 3392 and the F probability was. 2605.
For the second part of the variable, entitle 2, Tab:'e
35 shows that 35 percent of the respondents eN -138) agreed
'With the statement that sick leave should be used rather than
'Wasted. Those who strongly agreed used on average 9.01 days
sick leave during the year, and those U1:) mostly agreed used
10.15 days. Of those who disagreed, tho mean days used were
8.93 for the "mostly disagree" and 7.81 for the "strongly
disagree
"
respondents. The proportion of all respondents to
this statement who used sick leave during the year ranged from
89.10 percent to 96.10 percent.
,.0
An analysis of variance showed no significant
differences between the groups. The F ratio for Entitle 2 was
1.3811 ....ith a probability level of .2473. The general finding
for the variable was that those teachers who agreed with both
statements had on average ten days sick leave during the year.
Those who disagreed with both statements used on average 8.42
days sick leave during the year. The differences, however,
were not found to be significant at the .05 level in a one-
way analysis C'f variance.
Table 35
Sick Leave Usage According to
Entitlement, 1987-88
ENTITLE 1 RESPONDENTS MEAN AIRL(\)
strongly Agree 35 11.86 91.40
Mostly Agree 12. 9.06 93.80
Mostly Disagree 379 8.93 93.40
strongly Disagree 19. 8.03 93.90
N '" 739
ENTITLE 2 RESPONDENTS MEAN AIRL
strongly Agree 137 9.01 89.10
Mostly Agree 128 10.15 96.10
Mostly Disagree 238 8.93 93.70
strongly Disagree 235 7.81 93.60
N .. 738
ANOVA, one-way; Entitle 11 F (3,735) ,. 1.3392, P>.OS (.2605)
No significant differences
Entitle 21 F (3,734) '" 1.3811, P>.OS (.2473)
No significant differences
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Place of .esU.pc. aDd Sick Le.V!
Table 36 reveals that 51.33 percent of the teachers
surveyed (N • 754) lived in the cOlllJllunity where they tauy.)t.
The re.ainder, 48.67 percent, did not. The mean sick lll!ave
for reslci.ent teachers during the year ..as 9.08 days i for non-
resident teachers, 8.58 days. Of the resident teachers, 92.00
percent took sick leave. An analysis of variance produced an
F value of .3951 and a probability level of .5298. This
indicated there was no significant difference in the mean days
used between resident teachers and non-resident teachers.
When N • 1118, the mean days used for resident teachers
8.22 and for non-residents, 8.62. The proportion of
resident and non-resident teachers t.:.king leave was 88.80
percent and 92.70 percent respectively. An analysis ot
variance for N .. 1118 produced an F value of .4019 with a
probability of .5263 which was not significant at the .05
levei.
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Table 36
sick Leave Usage According
to Residence, 1987-88
RESIDE· TeRASl I<EAN AIRL(\) TCHRS2 MEAN AIRL(l)
yes 387 9.08 92.00 56. 8.22 88.80
367 8.58 94.60 ... 8.62 92.70
Refers to survey question: Do you live in the community
where yo:' teach?
Key: TeHRS', N - 154 TCHRS2; N - 1118
ANOV1I., one-way;
Ii '" 754: F (1,752) •• 3951, P>.05 (.5298)
He significant differences
Ii· 1118: F (1.1116) •• 4019, P>.05 (.5263)
No significant differences
Distance (rol 'cbool 'Dd Rick Lt'"
Ths findings tor these variables are presented in Table
37. Distance froll school was measured in miles to confotl'l to
the literature. The table reflects a range in cean days used
from 7.29 for teachers who lived from 11-15 miles from their
school to 10.93 days for teachers who lived from 16-25 miles
away. The majority (67.02 percent) lived 1-5 miles frolll work
and had a mean usage of a. 77 sick days. Approximately seven
percent (6.69) lived lIlore then 15 miles from their schools.
The lowest percent~ge of teachers (85.00) to :ake sick leave
during 1987-88 lived more then 25 miles from work. The
highest proportion who took sick leave (96.10 percent) lived
6-10 miles frolll work.
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An ""nalysis of variance showed there was no significant
diff(lrence between teachers in terms of distance. The F ratio
was .6712 and the P value was .6121. Tt.~s was not significant
at the .05 level.
Table 37
Sick Leave Usage Accordinq to Distance
from School, 1987-88
-------
MILES TCHRS SUM MEAN AIRr~(\)
1-5 502 4402 8.77 92.60
6-10 153 1336 8.73 96.10
11-15 42 30' 7.29 88. '!.u
16-25 30 "8 10.93 90.00
>25 20 21. 10.80 85.00
N • 747
ANOVA, one way; F (4,742) = .6712, P >.05 (.6121)
No significant ~i! fferences
Teaching !mer!ep.c. in Pre.tnt 8chool and Sick Leave
Table 38 provides the data for this variable. It shows
that 50.33 percent of teachers in the true sample (N=751) had
more than ten years experience in their present school and
that 65.91 percent had more than five years. The lowest mean
sick days we.s 6.80 for teacher!: with less than two years in
the same school. The highest mean days during the year was
9.85 for teachers with 11-15 years in their present school.
16'
The proportion of teachers taking sick leave was lowest (88.60
percent) for teachers with less than two years experience in
the same school and highest (96.00 percent) for those with
more than 15 years service. An analysis of variance showed
there were no groups significantly different at the. 05 level.
The F ratio was 1.5807 and the significance level was .1775.
The mean days sic);; leave were not markedly different
when N=1115. The lowest mean was 6.53 days for the group that
had less than two years service in the same school. The
highest mean was 9.47 :lays for teachers with more tMn 15
years in their present school. The proportion of teachers
taking sick leave ranged from 83.40 percent for teachers with
less than two years to 93.70 percent for teachers with more
than 15 years service in the same school. An analysis of
variance produced an F ratio of 2.0816 and a probability ratio
of .0811. This indicated there were no groups of teachers
whose mean days leave were significantly different at the .05
level.
Generally, there was no difference between the twc
sample N' s in terms of mean days used or in the proportion of
teachers taking sick leave. The pattern of leave use a1Go
paralled one anothp.r in the different categories of length of
service in present school.
lOS
Table 38
sick Leave Usage According to Experience
in Present School, 1987-88
EXP(YRS) TCHRS 1 MEAN AIRL(\) TCfI..>tSl MEAN AIRL(l)
<2 88 6.80 88.60 16. 6.53 83.40
2-S 168 9.19 92.90 28' 8.63 93.10
6-10 117 7.77 94.00 187 8.19 91.40
11-15 178 9.85 92.70 232 8.70 89.70
>lS 200 9.25 96.00 238 9.47 93.70
Key: TCHRS1; N. 751 TCHRS2; N • 1115
ANOVA, one way;
Ii:: 751: F (4.14S) • 1.5807, P>.OS (.1775)
No significant differences
Ii '" 1115; F (4,1110) - 2.0816, P>.OS (.0811)
No signit'icant differences
Relational Analya18
The second research question was designed to show it' the
amount of teacher-initiated leave used was related to a number
of personal characteristics and situational factors of
teachers. Initially it was to be examined by using four
models (see pp. 86-89) but because the results of the
descriptive analysis showed the dominance of sick leave and
results of preliminary relational analysis showed the lack of
differences between results when sick leave and total teacher-
initiated leave were examined separately, it was decidQd to
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report only the sick leave analysis in this section of the
chapter. The effect of this choice was to exclude the
proposed disaggregated/integrated TIL model from the analysis
altogether. Also, because two comparisons were made where
possible between the population and the sample in the
descriptive analysis, this practice will continue in the
modelling. Consequently, the analysis ....ill now take six
foms: a personal traits !!lodel for the popUlation (N - 5393),
a personal traits model for the sample (N '" 756). a
situational factors model for the popUlation, a situational.
factors model for the sample, an integrated model for the
popUlation and an integrated model for the sample. In each
model, the appropriate variables will be entered in a
regression equation to estimate their variance parameters.
The correlations, means, and standard deviations of the
variables in each model ",ill also be sho",n.
The Personal Traits MQdel« PopUlation
This model had six independer.t variables: age, sex,
marital status, educational qualifications, teaching
experience, and accumulated unused sick leave. The dependent
variable 'Was days of sick leave. As ",as previously described,
age "'as measured in years. Marital status included: single,
single with dependents, and marriej. Educational level was
grade of teaching certificate. Experience was years of
te<:ching service. Accumulated unused sick leave was the
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number of days a teacher had saved over the years from an
annual allocation of 18 days. The maximum which a teacher
could accumulate was 190 days.
The correlations, me'\ns, and standard deviations of the
personal trait model variables for the population are
presented in Table 39. The parameter estimates are presented
in Table 40 and in diagram form in Figure 14.
The findings show that sex, marital status, teaching
experience and accumulated unused sick leave days were
statistically significant in relation to sick days used. Age
and level of education ..ere not significant. Collectively,
the pez: ..onal characteristics that were significant accounted
for 13.62 percent of the variance.
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Table 39
Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlatiol1 Coefficients for
Variables in the Personal Traits Model, Population
VAR AGE SEX MAR EX. EOUe SLD SICKL
AGE 1.000
SEX -,055 1. 000
MAR .298 -.073 1.000
EXP -.046 -.135 .312 1.000
EOUC .847 -.02) -.052 -.069 1.000
SLD .372 -.160 .328 .414 -.003 1.000
SICKL .097 .104 .077 .110 -.032 -.250 1.000
38.55 1.60 2.62 15.35 S.3l 13. 7.18
SO 7.62 .490 .778 7.75 2.07 49.6 10.20
Key: AGE . age in years
SEX = gender (H-l, F"2)
MAR = marital status (l=single, 2=single with
dependents, 3-married)
EXP .. years of service
Eoue = grade of teaching certificate
SLD . accumulated unused sick leave
SICKL= number of sick days used during 1987-88
Table 40
Multiple Regression Parameter Estimates,
Personal Traits Model, Population
INDEPENDENT SICK LEAVE
VARIABLES SE B BErA SIG T
AGE .240 .158 .036 1.521 .1282
SEX 1.238 .270 .O5~ 4.578 .01)00
MAR 1.760 .180 .134 9.765 .0000
EXP 1.281 .161 .194 7.930 .0000
EDUC -.014 .063 -.003 -.219 .8266
SLD -2.302 .088 -.378 -26.155 .0000
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MULTIPLE R .369
R SQUARE .136
AIDUSTED R SQUARE .135
N .. 5393
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SLD l
Figure 14. Parameter Estimates for the Personal Traits Hodel'
(N-S393)
Standardized partial regression coefficients above the
paths. t-values in parentheses below the paths; ns~not
significant: t-values greater than or equal to 2.0 are
significant at the P~ .05.
The Personal Traits Model Sample IN - 756}
The independent variables in this model included age,
sex, marital status, education, experience. experience in
present school, accumulated unused sick leave, health, a:\d two
perceptions of sick leave. Educational qualifications were
measured in the sample in terms of years of university
education which ....ould have corresponded t.o the t"equircmcnts
for differ-ent levels of teaching certificate. Expedence in
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present school was measured in years of teaching service.
Heal th status was measured by the question on the survey
referring to perception of health as either excellent, good,
fair, or poor. Perception of sick leave referred to the
survey statements: "Most teachers take siCk leave whether
sick or not" and "Like any other entitlement or employment
benefit sick leave should be used rather than wasted". The
response choices or distractors for both these questions were:
strongly agree, mostly agree, mostly disagree, strongly
disagree.
The correl?.c.ions, means, and standard deviations of the
personal traits model variables for the sample are shown in
Table 41. Parameter estimates for the model are presented in
Table 42 and 1n the path diagram, Figure 15. Independent
variables that were found to be statistically significant from
the regression analrsis included: sex, marital status,
health, and entitle 1. In combination they account for 9.03
percent of the variance in sick leave days.
Table 41
Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlation cucrficients
Variables in the Personal Traits Modal, Sample
ACI::: SEX MAR EDUC EXP YRSSCH 51-I> IlLTIl EtlT 1 EIlT 2 SIeHL
;\"";lc: \.000
:.t::-; -.O2~ ::'.000
tl,"lt .2H -.008 1.000
-. H5 -.222 -.173 1.000
..:;.;\' .U:;>I -.001 .229 -.ltD 1.000
\'W:~<':ll · )80 .019 .264 -.192 .497 1.000
· )'18 -.029 .143 -.044 .233 .220 1.000
111.'1'11
· I J2 -.028 .005 -.047 .154 .092 0)4 1.000
".rl'I'1 OY~ -.060 -.052 .032 -.063 -.114 -.01 ) -.015 .i .000
L:rlT 2 'oJU .096 -.051 .043 -.107 -.052 .032 -.041 -.104 1.000
::ll't'l, .00H,i .120 .103 -. 061 .097 .064 -.063 .21B .065 -.055 1.000
X ~n. 26 1.77 1.B4 5.37 17.60 3.29 162 1. 62 1.97 2.71 B.83
~: II 7.15 .421 .362 .97B 7.18 1.40 77.9 .621 .8U 1. 16 10.78
tl = "56
"
Key: YRSSCH = years of service in same school; IiL1'H .. health status; EIlT 1 .. sick
leave taken whether sick or not; ENT 2 - siCk leave as an entitlement.
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Table 42
Multiple Regression Parameter Estimates,
Personal Traits Model, Sample
INDEPENDENT SICK LEAVE
VARIABLES SE B BETA SIG T
AGE .028 .102 .019 .279 .7BOQ
SEX 3.420 .927 .134 3.689 .0002
MAR 2.997 1.104 .101 2.714 .0068
EDUC .041 .408 .004 .101 .9197
EX' .058 .108 .039 .539 .5903
'{RSSCH .119 .322 .015 .369 .7119
SLD -.335 .152 -.080 -2.198 .0283
HLTH 3.614 .616 .208 5.864 .0000
ENT 1 1.048 .455 .082 2.303 .0216
ENT 2 -.335 .332 -.036 -1.007 .3141
N - 756
MULTIPLE R .300
R SQUARE .090
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .07 B
'74
AGE
SEX
( "1. 95lf-
L (R ~. () 90)
ENT 2
Figure 15. Parameter Estimates for the Personal Traits Model.
(N=756)
Standardized partial beta coefficient~ above the
paths, e.-values in parentheses belo',," tne paths: ns
" not significant: t-values greater than or equal
to 2.00 are significant at p.:s. .05.
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The situational Factors Kodel, population
There were cwo independent variables in this model;
school size and urban/rural community. School size was
measured in number of full t1'lle teach",-rs in the school
(FTTCHRS). The urban/rural ·1esignation was the same as used
by Statistics Canada in the semidecennial census of 1986.
Communities with populations equal to or greater than 5000
were labelled urban.
The correlations, means, and standard deviations for
variables in the situational factors model for the population
are presented in Table 43. The parameter estimates are shown
in Table 44 and Figure 16. The findings show there was a
statistically significant relationship between the two
variables and sick leave usage. The combined variance,
however, was less than one percent.
Table 43
Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlation Coefficients for
Variables in the Situational Factors Model, population
VARIABLES
FTTCHRS
FTTCHRS
1. 000
U/R SICKL so
20.92 10.80
U/R -.049 1.000 1. 50 .565
SICKL .036 .027 1.000 7.18 10.20
N '" 5393
Key: FTTCIiRS '" tlu;nber of :::rofessional staff in the school
(school size); l:/R ",'l:rban/Rural (l"'urban, := rural):
SICKL = ,lulllber at' slck leave days taken, :987-68,
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Table 44
,",ultip1e Regression Parameter Estimates, Situational
factors l~ode1, Population
INDEPENDENT
VARIABLES
fTTCHRS
UfR
.925
.521
SE B
.340
.246
SICK LEAVE
BETA
.037
.029
SIG T
2.721 .0065
2.118 .0342
II '" 5393
MULTIPLE R .046
R SQUARE .002
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .002
~.. 0 6)"~.UjR
177
1 S!CKL 1< . '199(/{": .o,u)
?igure 16. ParametQr Estimates for the Situational Factors
Model. (N :2 5393).
Standardized p"rtial regression coefficients above the
paths, t-values in parentheses below the paths; t-values
greater than or "qual to 2.0 are significant at the P:!
.05.
The situational F!lcton MOdeL Sample , N = 7561
There are six independent variables in this model:
school size, urban/rural, cover 1, cover 3, residence, and
distance. The variable "Cf. ·'<;!r't refers to whether teachers or
other staff in the school fill in when a teacher is sick by
covering the class or whether a substitute teacher is called
i.n. The distractors :oere usually and soaetil:les (cover 1)
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rarely and never (cover J). The residence variable rC!terred
to whether teachers lived in the same community in which they
taught (yes '" 1, no .. 2). Distance was measured in miles and
referred to how far teachers lived from their work.
The correlations, means, and standard deviations for
varii'lbles in the situational factors model for the sample are
shown in Table 45. The parameter estimates are shown in Table
46 and Figure 17. l'nlY cover 1 waG found to be significant
at the .OS level. The T-value was 2.145 with a probability
of .0323. The variable contributed one percent to tIle
variance (R square" . 00961) •
Table 45
Heans, Standftrd Deviations, and Correlation Coefficients for
Varh:bhts in the Situational Factors Model, Slimple
VARIABLES FrTCHRS U/R COY 1 COY 3 RES DIST SICKL X SO
F'l'TCHRS 1.000 22.72 10.87
U/R -.582 1.000 1.30 .458
COY 1 .04) .0)0 1.000 .036 .186
COY ) .058 -.092 -.160 1.000 .410 .492
RES -.086 .062 .042 -.025 1.000 1.4a .505
DIST -.173 .119 .043 .016 .532 1.000 1.53 .970
SICKL -.021 -.007 .078 -.033 - • .:. ... 0 .025 1.000 8.82 10.78
N - 756
Key: F1'TCHRS" number ot protessionZlI staff in school. COY 1 - usually,
sometimes. COY 3 - rarely. never. DIST = miles from home to school.
RES" live in cOfll]llunity Where school is located (y - 1) or not eN = 2).
SICKL - number of sick days used during 1907-88.
Table 46
Mul tiple Regression Parameter Estimates,
Situational factors Model, sample
lao
INDEPENDENT SICK LEAVE
VARIABLES SE B BETA SIG T
FTTCHRS -.031 .045 -.031 -.698 .4853
UfR -.77? 1.05':", -.033 -.732 , .. 645
COY 1 4.273 2.142 .074 1.995 .0464
COY J -.540 .811 -.025 -.666 .5058
RES -1. 050 .917 -.049 -1.146 .2523
DIST .522 .483 .047 1.081 .2802
N = 756
MULTIPLE R .098
R SQUARE .010
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .002
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Figure 11. Parameter Estimates t;or the Situational Factors
Model. (Ii '" 756)
standardized partial regression coefficients above the
paths, t-values in parentheses below the paths; ns '" not
significant; t-values greater than or equal to 2.0 are
significant at the P ~ .05.
,.2
The Integrated Model. Population
Both the personal and situational characteristics, as
tested separately, were included in an integrated model.
Therll were eight independent variables: age, sex, marital
status, educational qualifications, teaching experience,
accumulated unused sick leave, size of school, and urban/rural
community. The correlations, means, and standard deviations
of the variables in the integrated model for the popUlation
(N;. 5393) are presented in Table 47. The paramet.er estimates
are given in Table 48 and in diagram form in Figure 18.
The findings for the variables when tested separately
were confirml< in the integrated model with the addition of
age which was shown to be significant. When tested in a
separate personal model, age was found not to be related to
siCK leave. only one of thl= ~ight variables was sho....n to not
have any statistically significant relationship to sick leave,
namely educational qualifications.
The regression coefficients for age, sex, marital status,
teaching experienc!, accumulated unused siCK leave, size of
school, and urban/rural community all had t-values greater
than or equal to 2.0. They collectively contributed 14.27
percent to the total variance.
Table 47
Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlation Coefficients
for Variables in the Integrated Model, Population
VARIABLES AGE SEX MAR EDUC EXP SLD FTTCHRS U/R SICKL so
AGE
SEX
MAR
EDUC
EX.
SLo
FTTCHRS
U/R
SICKL
1.000 38.55 7.62
-.055 1.000 1.60 .490
.298 -.073 1.000 2.62 .778
-.046 -.135 -.052 1.000 5.31 2.07
.847 -.023 .312 -.069 1.000 1.').35 7.75
.372 -.160 .328 -.003 .411 1.000 ". 49.6
.135 -.105 .061 .059 .150 .124 1.000 20.92 10.80
-.083 -.102 .038 -.061 -.020 .069 -.049 1.000 1.50 .565
.097 .104 .077 -.032 .110 -.250 .036 .02? 1.0007.18 10.20
N = 5393
Table 48
:-!ultiple Regression Parameter Estii.laees,
Integrated Model, Population
SICK LEAVE
SE B BETA SIG T
.159 .053 2.187 .0288
.272 ,071 5,.137 .0000
.180 ,132 9,651 .0000
.063 -.001 -.060 .9524
,162 .178 7.265 .0000
.088 -,386 -26.707 .0000
.322 .052 4.078 .0000
.23) .OG6 5.140 .0000
N
"
5393
.378
.1.13
.141
INDEPENDENT
VARIABLES
AGE .347
SEX 1.479
11AR 1.734
EDUC -,004
EXP 1.176
SLD -2.351
FTTCHRS 1,312
UfR 1.198
MULTIPLE R
R SQUARE
ADJUSTED R SQUARE
------
185
R.usonal Tn! ts
Figure 18. Parameter Estimates for the Integrated Model•.
(N = 5393)
Standardized partial beta coefficients above the paths.
t-values in parentheses below the paths; ns = not
significant: t-values greater than or equal to 2.0 are
signif icant at the p~ .05.
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The Integrated Model sample (N...E..-U.ll
There \"ere sixteen independent variables in t~is ;::odel.
The ten variables in the per30nal trait model for the sample
'...ere combined '... ith the six variables in the situati,..nal
factors model, also for the sample. The correlations, :.'leans,
and standard deviations of the variables in this integrated
model are given in Table .;g. The parameter estimates are
shown in Table 50 and in figure 19.
The findi:1gs revealed that the variables which '",ere found
to be statistically siqnific;;,nt ·...hen tested separately ·...ere
also significant when tested in the integrated model .... ith the
exception of internal coverage for absent teachers which was
not found statistically significant and thereby partia11ed
out. The other variabhls included: sex, marital status,
accumulated unused sick leave, health, and entitle 1.
collectively I all five variables contributed ten percent to
the total variance. The remaining 11 variables were found not
to be significant.
I~ I
l~ IIi'I
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Table 50
t-1ultiple Regression Parameter Estimates,
Integrated Model, Sample
INDEPENDENT SICK LEAVE
VARIABLES SE B BETA SIG T
AGE .027. .103 .015 .217 .3280
SEX 3.571 .935 .139 J .818 • QaDI
MAR 2.825 1.109 .095 2.548 · 0110
Eoue .063 .413 .006 .153 .8784
EXP .072 .109 .048 .658 · SllO
YRSSCH .131 .329 .017 .399 .6900
SLD -.329 .153 -.079 -2.142 .0326
RLTH 3.674 .617 .212 5.957 .0000
ENT 1 1.026 .456 .080 2.252 .0246
ENT , -,]42 .335 -.037 -1. 020 · ]081
FTTCHRS .004 .044 .004 .097 .92]0
UjR -.845 1. 042 -.036 -.810 .4181
COV 1 3.654 2.073 .063 1. 762 .0784
COV .3 -.361 .783 -.016 -.462 .6445
RES -.988 .889 -.046 -1.112 .226]
DIS! .882 .473 .079 1.865 .0625
N = 756
MULTIPLE R . )16
R SQUARE .100
ADJUSTED R SQUARE .081
18.
AGE
SEX
nil
I C
I •
·080
MAR
EDUC '< SO...9~':' 1/;
8)
ENT 1 (;1. Z 52)
ENT 2
YRSSCH
EXP
HLTH
91tuational Factors
FTTCHRS
UIR
COV 1
cov )
RES
OIST
figure 19. Parameter estimates for the Integrated Model *,
III '" 756)
standardized partial beta coefficients above the paths,
t-values in parentheses below the paths: all non-
significant paths were omitted; t-values greater ':han or
equal to 2.0 are significant at the P::' .05.
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Summary
Chapter 4 reported the findings of ':.:-:.~ stl..l.;!y. The fi.':~t
research question on the extent of teachel'" - initiated lea'le
during the 1987~88 school year wa::; subjel:ted to s(>;veral
de~criptive analyses which identified the amount of leave used
according to the measures of mean day::;, ,t.1roportion of teachl'rs
taking leave, and the percentage of work t.imE:: used for leave
purposes. These analyses were also ::'..!bjected to one-way
analysis of variance to detennine if the amount of leave used
according to the independent variables was statistically
significant. The second research question examined the
relatior,ship between sick leave (primarily) and a number of
personal characteristics and situational factors. The
variables were examined through the use of crosstabulations,
one-way analysis of variance, and linear mUltiple regression.
comparisons were made between the survey sample and the known
population of classroom teachers.
The findings were generally reported for sick leave after
preliminary analysis revealed this was the most widely used
of the five categories of teacher-inititated leave. On
average, teachers used aight days leave (TIL) during the year
and savan of these were for sick: 1.. ve. It was shown that 13
percent of classroom teachers did not use any sick: leave
during the yaar and that approximately eight percent took: the
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::Iaximum allowable days (18) or more.
Relational analyses were conducted for both the study
sample (N=756) and the study population (N=5J9J). In somp.
cases two sample N's were analyzed to reflect the act.ua"
responses to the survey and to show comparisons. In most
cases, the differences were the same. Through the use of
regression analysis for the sample (N=756), the independent
variables found to be related to sick leave usage included
gender, marital status, unused accumulated sick leave, health,
and sick leave as an en':'.ltlement. Collectively, they
contributed ten percent to the variance. For the population,
the regression analysis found age, gender, marital status,
tei':ching experience, unu':ied accumulated sick leave, school
size, and urban/rural community related to sick leave usage.
collectively, they contributed 14.27 percent to the total
variance in sick days used during 1987-88.
chapt.r V
summary, conClusion., IUld ••co_endations
This chapter re-states the ~roblelll under investigation,
summarizes the lIlajor findings relevant to it, reports the
conclusions reached in the study, and offers several
recommendations for further action.
The Problem ••-stated
The problem of this study was to examine a selection of
paid leaves taken by teachers in Newfoundland during the 1987-
88 school year. The kinds of leave selected were those
considered to be teacher.. initiated and which were listed in
the Collective Agreement of 1984 was 15.01 (sick leave),
Article 18.03 (illness in the family), Article 18.04.\ (special
approved leave), and Article 18.08 (board approved (personal)
leave), and Article 18.10 (special ministerial leave). There
were two purposes to be accolllplh:hed.: The first was to use
different measures to deterllline f:he extent of leave use
throughout the province. The second was to compare the amount
of leave used according to a selection of personal traits and
situational factors to determine if there were significant
relationships between these variables and leave use.
The dependent variable was leave use. The independent
variables included: age, sex, 1I1arital status, level of
education, teaching experience, health. accumulated sick
19'
leave, s.lek leave as an antitlement. experience in present
school, school she, place of residence, distance to work,
coverage by substit.\te teachers, internal coverage by other
staff, urban/rural cOlDllunity, geographical region, and school
board.
There \Jere two primary sources of data; information from
the Department of Education and information from a sample
survey of teachers in the province. Study groups included all
full-time regular classroom teachers ..,he were employed by the
35 school boards durinq 1987-SE, and a SUb-sample of teachers
from the Avalon Peninsula region. Statistical procedures of
one-way analysis of variance and linear multiple reqression
were utilized in the analyses of data. Leave use was measured
in annual mean days, incidence rates, and leave rates.
Specific findings were recorded for both the stUdy sample and
the stUdy popUlation.
8uaaary of PiD4illoC)8
Most teacher-initiated leave in 1987-88 was sick leave.
The findings for research question one showed that on average
seven days were used for sick leave throughout the province.
This average represents 38.88 percent of each teacherls annual
allocation of 18 days (during the rirst two years. See
appendix II). There are no known leave statistics from other
provinces to compare these results with and no mean or average
usage has been previously detetllined for Newfoundland. It is
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not relevant to compare the findings with those of other
studies because the latter were generally city or district
measurements and the types of measurements were not
consistent; that is, means, incidence ratgs, and leave rates
were not necessarily used in the manner they were used in this
study.
Most teachers (87 percent) took sick leave during the
year and substitute teachers were employed most of the time
(84.07 percent) by all school boards to replace regUlar
teachers who were on sick leave. Size of school board did not
have any bearing on the mean leave days used. Small boards
were apt to use as much or more sick leave as larger boards.
Small boards tended to not use as much education committee
leave or upecial ministerial leave as larger boards but there
were exceptions. Districts that used most sick leave in
1987-88 also used most personal leave.
Research question two sought to show relationships
between sick leave (primarily) and various personal and
situational factors. Seven of the ten personal variables and
two of the llix situational varia~les vere found to be
statistically significant and therefore related to the amount
of sick leave used. Table 51 gives an overview of the
findings in both the study sample and the stUdy popUlation of
all the selected independent variables as they related to sick
leave use during the 1987-88 school year and indicates those
which vere significant (5) and those which were not (NS). Two
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other independent variables, namely school district and
geographical region, ....ere not included in the relational
analysis. For these two varlables, an analysifl of variance
found statistically ~ignificantdifferences in leave usage for
district 1, 2, 3, 4, 7. and 11, and for region one.
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Table 51
Relationships of Independent Variables
to Sick Leave, 1987-88
Independent
Variables
.,.
Sex
Marital Status
Education
Experience
Yrssch
Accumulated Unused Leave
Health
Entitle 1
Entitle 2
school Size
urban/Rural
Cover 1
Cover 3
Residence
Distance
5 or NS
sample
NS
S
S
NS
NS
NS
S
S
S
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
5 or NS
population
Key: YRSSCH = Teaching experience in same school; ENTITLE 1
... Teachers take sick leave whether sick or not, ENTITLE
2 = sick leave should be used rather then wasted; COVER
1. .. Teachers usually or sometimes cover internally for
absent teachers i COVER 3 "" Teachers rarely or never cover
internally for absent teachers; N/A - not available.
Persopal factors
The general finding in the literatuI'e for the age
variable was that as teachers got older they took more sick
leave. This study found the same thing. The data showed that
teacher~ over 50 years old took nearly three times as much
sick leave on average as teachers under 25 years old. The
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proportion of teachers who took sick leave was also higher for
these older teachers.
Female teachers took on average 2-3 days more sick leave
than male teachers during the year. A higher percentage of
females than Males also took sick leave. These findings
support the literature for this variable. The same
relationship did not appear for leave for illness in the
family. The lack of significance in this category of leave
appears to be an anomaly in that females are generally thought
to take more time off than males to take care of sick children
or other family at home. If this were true in 1987-88, female
teachers did not utilize this leave allowance for it. In any
event, not more then 20 percent of all teachers, both male and
female, took this kind of leave during the school year.
Another apparent anomaly occurred in the use of personal
leave (board approved) during the year. An analysis of
variance showed the mean days for male teachers to be
significantly different than f~ 'tale teachers. More males also
took personal leave during 'the year although there are 20
percent less male teachers than female teachers in the
province. This was the only category of leave in which male
teachers used more days than females.
The literature ....as not consistent in findings on the
marital status variable. In this study I 80 percent of all
classroom teachers in the province in 1987-8a were married and
used from 2-3 days more sick leave than unmarried teachers.
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There vas little difference between single teachers with
dependents and sln91e teachers vithout dependents in the
amount of sick leave taken. However, a higher percentage of
single bachers with dependents took leave than slngle
teachers without dependents (89.70 VB. 82.20).
The findings between experience and sick leave use are
not consistent in the literature. This study found a positive
relationship betw8Qn the variables: the more teaching
experience the more sick days taken. The findings paralleled
those of the age variable which wculd be expected simply by
the interdepondence of the two factors; older teachers
generally would have lROre years of teaching- service.
There was .ln1.a1 literature on the variable unused
aCCWllulated sick leave and the few studies that made reference
to it were inconclusive on its relationship with teacher
absenteeisa. In this study, a significant relationship was
esta1Jl1shed in both the study sample and the study population.
Teachers with little unused accWD.ulated sick leave and those
with the allowable maximum. or near maximum used less sick
leave than any of the other groups of teachers.
This finding breaks with the pattern which was found for
age and experience. As teachers get older and acquire more
teaching experience they also have the opportunity to
accumulate more unused sick leave days. (In practice, it
generally takes more than ten years of service to accUlllulate
the maxiau.m allowable of 190 days unused sick leave.
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According to the Collective Aqreellent, it could be accumulated
in 10 years but this study showed that teachers used on
average frod 5-7 days sick lsave annually (See Table 18)
during their tint ten years of teaching). Unl ike age and
experience, accumulating more unused sick leave did not rli!~sult
in more sick leave being used. The opposite occurred after
90-126 days were accUllIulated. This finding contradicts the
assumption of other researchers who had theorized that
teachers who had accumulated the maximum unused sick leave
would use more sick days rather than have them lost. For
Newfoundland teachers in 1987-88 the factor does not seem to
have been II deterllinant in the amount of sick leave taken.
Healthy teachers used. less sick leave during the year
than unhealthy teachers ( 8 VB. 16 days). The relationship
was negative. That is, the better the health, the less sick
days used. No literature was found which studied this
variable directly and consequently no comparisons can be made
with the findings of this study.
Findings for the entitlement variable were mixed.
Teachers generally indicated they do not perceive sick leave
as an entitlement like other benefits in the contract. They
also indicated that teachers take sick leave when they are not
actually sick. only the second indication was found
statistically significant in the regression equation although
teaches who agreed with both statements used gore sick leave
on average than those who disagreed with the statements.
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Situational Pactors
The findings for school size in this study were
inconsistent, as were those found in the literature. Small
schools in the sample used more sick leave on average than
large schools. Small schools in the population used less sick
leave on average than large schools.
The reason for" the disparity 1n findings between the
study sample and the study population could be technical.
That is, school size as reflected in the sample may be a proxy
for some other variables such as region or type of community
and a3 a result, by itself, had no signi:icant influence. on
sick leave use. None ot t~e small schools in the sample were
in traditional:y small isolated c01l\.'llunitles. On the contrary,
they were all in relative close proximity to a larger magnet:
community and close to a sophisticated highway and road
network. In the population, there would have been many more
of the traditionally small communities that were remote frolll
other larger service centres or highway systems and which had
a small school. In this latter context, the effects of school
size on sick leave use would probably be due to a greater
degree to the variable itself rather than due to any
intervening variables. Si:nilarly, the technical problem could
be the size of the study population vs. the size of the study
somple. The large number of degrees of freedom in the
population could by itself produce statistical significance
when in effect the variable is not statistically significant.
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The urban/rural variable was found to be statistically
significant in the study population only. In the regression
equation it vas found to be related to sick leb-ve use wit~
urban teachers having a higher mean le,Jve days than rural
teachers. seventy PQrcent of the sample teachers and 45
percent ot. the popUlation teachers taught in urban schools.
No study had been found in the literature which examined the
urban/rural variable and consequently no comparisons with this
study are possible.
ConclusioDIlI
Conclusions drawn from the study may be divided into tvo
separate categories: Ca) those related to the results of
descriptive analysis and (b) those related to the results of
inferential or ralational analysis.
(a) It is difficult to draw conclusions on the results
of the descriptive analysis for two reasons: the data
encompasses leave use for one year only (1987-88) and there
are no comparative data available either from this province
or from other jurisdictions against which to compare leave
patterns. It is within reason that n(1 conclusions can or
should be drawn concerning the amount::l of val.-!ous leave which
teachers used. Although the study shows that teachers in some
units of analysis (individual, district. and region) took more
leave than others, to conclude that this represents under-
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utilization by one group or abuse by another cannot be
supported by the evidence. It is also tenuous to conclude
t01at patterns of teacher leave usage in the province have been
clearly identified. Data in subsequent years could show
substantially different patterns than in 1987-J:!8. Howev~lr.
until further data is forthcoming, a tentative cunclusion
might be that this study represents a fairly accurate picture
of the patterns of teacher leave usage in the Newfoundland.
(b) Several conclusions are possible concerning the
results of relational analysis. First, because the various
personal and situational variable,; included in the model
accounted for only 14 percent of the variance, it could be
concluded that the model was inadequate for predicting or
accounting for teacher sick leave usage. Potentially
important variables were either omitted or wro.lgly measured,
although this resear'.::her is unable to suggest what the
variables might be or how the measurements might be done.
secondly, the reasons teachers take leave are idiosyncratic:
that is. there are numerous reasons why teachers take leave
(aside from being genuinely sick) but they are randomly
distributed over the popUlation. ThUs, no clear patterns
emerge. Finally, although the study breaks new ground with
respect to teacher leave use in the province, it adds little
to what has already been found by the somewhat limited
research in the field .in general. Several ':ariables were
20)
the literature ir. that respect, but the findings for most
variablAs were generally the same as previous studies
elsewhere had disclosed. Perhaps kngitudinal studies or
raising the levels of aggregation from the individual level
to, for example, the schocl level might yield more definite
results. However, this may be optimistic speculation.
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Reeo••nd.tiona
Because this study -"as the tint of its kind in
Newfoundland, »everal recOWllendations can be offered that
could be of use to practitioners i., educational administration
and helpful to other researchers interested in the subject.
It is recolllmended that:
because teachers in SOll8 school boards had used nearly
twice as much sick leave as the provincial average,
further research be conducted in those districts to
examine possible reasons for the disparity.
a study be done on the effects ot absences by regular
teachers on student perfonllance. Such a stUdy could
indicate ",hAther current leave use levels constitute II
problem tor students.
in further study into teacher leave, data be aggregated
to the leyel of the school. Factors related to the
individual appear to account tor too EttIe ot the
variance in leave usage.
the theoretical underpinnings of teacher absence
behaviour be examined with a vie.... to selecting
a1~ernative models or conceptual frameworks. CUrrant
theory on employee absenteeism in general and the
examination of personal, situational, or organizational
characteristics in particular do not seem sUfficiently
adequate to identify the influences which account for the
maj ority of the variance in teacher leave t,::;age.
REP2REHCB8
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Article 15 --- 'Sick Leave
15.01 A teacher is eligible for sick leave with pay when
the teacher is unable to perforll duties because of illness,
injury or other disability provided the necessary sick leave
credits have baen accUlIIulated and provided the other
requirements of this article have been complied with.
15.02 A teacher shall be entitled to paid sick leave
according to the following scale:
First year of service ........•••...........•. 18 days
Second year of service....•......•..•••.•..... 36 days
Third year of service ........•.....•.•••..... 60 days
Fourth year of service .•...........•.•.•...•. 8'l days
Fifth year of service 117 days
Sixth year of service ...•......•...••.••...•. 146 days
Seventh year of service 157 days
Eighth year of service .........•••••••••..•.. 168 days
Nin~h year of service ..••.•...•....•.•.•.•••. 179 days
Thereafter •••..••....•••.•..••••.....•....•. . 190 days
15.03 Ca} The maximum amount at sick leave to which a
teacher may be entitled at any time shall bp. calculated by
working back for the past four (~) years and deducting any
days used during that four (4) year period, except that a
teacher with nine (9) or .ore years of teaching service who
uses all sick leave days shall be entitled to the following
number of sick luve credit during each of the following four
(4) years:
During the first year of service .•...••.•..•. 18 days
During the second year of service .....•...... 36 days
During the third year of service ..•..••.••••. 60 days
During the fourth y6ar of service 89 days
Thereafter ...•.......•.•.•..•..•..•.••....... 190 days
(b) In any event, a telicher shall be entitled to
not less than 18 days I sick leave in any school year.
15.04 sick leave with pay in excess of four (4)
consecutive teaching days at any timo or seven (7) teaching
days in the aggregate in any school year shall not be awarded
to a tea('.her unless a medical ce,;:eificate satisfactory to the
school board or the lIinister has been submitted in respect
thereof. In any case, where the minister is satisfied that
it is not possible for the teacher concerned to secure a
medical certificate, a certificate of a registered nurse, the
chairperson of the school board, a magistrate or any other
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person designated. by the .ioister may be accepted in place of
a medical certificate.
15.05 In calculating the sick leave days of a teacher in
accordance with 15.02, the years during which a teacher served
as any of the fcllowing shall be deemed to be years ot service
as a teacher:
(a) professional officer of the Department of
Education; and lor
(b) executive officer ot the Denominational
Education Committee; and/or
(ej President of the Newfoundland Teachers'
Association; and/or
(d) President of the Canadian Teachers' Federation;
and/or
(e) an administrative staff offl.cer ot the
Newfoundland Teachers l Association; and/or
(tl a faculty member of Kelllorial University;
and/or
(9) a teacher in a govern.snt school; and/or
(h) an adJlinistrative staff officl!r of the
Federation of School Boards of Newfoundland; and/or
(i I a district superintendent or an assistant
superintendent; and/or
(j) a teacher employed in a school in Wabush,
Labrador City or Churchill Falls; and/or
(k) a teacher with the college of Trades and
Technology, the Fisheries College, and/or a District.
Vocational School; and/or
(1) related service done in an institution as a
specialist teacher approved for this purpose by the
minister; and/or
(m) as a teacher in an adult education institution
approved by the minister.
15.06 The provisions of this article shall apply to a
teacher who is under contract and who is unable to commencg
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duties due to sickness, injury or incapacity.
15.07 A teacher who develops a .ajer illness shall be
entitled to the benefits covered by this I ct.icle vhere:
(a) the teacher is undergoing full-time training
as a teacher at a university; and
(b) the teacher holds a teacher I 5 certificate or
licencEI; and
(e) the teacher immediately before commencing such
training served as a teacher for a period of not
less than one (1) year; and
ld) illness requires the teacher to withdraw from
university without completing or commencing a
semester's work.
15.08 A teacher on extended sick leave with pay may be
required by the lIinister to undergo a medical examination at
any time.
15.09 When a teacher is absent on sick leave and on that
day the school is closed because of weather, or othar such
reasons, and th" teachers are not required to be in
attendance, such jay or days shall not be deducted fro. the
teacher's aCCWlll:liated sick leave.
15.10 (a) For the purpose of 15.02, an academic year
during which the teacher accWDulates ninety-five days shall
constitute a year of service.
(b) For the purpose of 15.02, in computing
additional years of service, the total days of service
acculllulated during years of less than ninety-five days shall
be divided by the number of days in a school year as
prescribed in Article 28 (Length of the School Year). This
subtotal shall be added to the subtotal determined by 15.10
and one half ~'ear or more shall be counted as a year, but a
fraction of less tha:1 one half shall not be counted.
15.11 Upon termination of leave under this article, a
teacher shall be returned to the same teaching position held
immediately prior to the commencement of the leave.
15.12 (a) A teacher who has not aC"=umulated sufficient
sick leave to cover a period of absence under this article
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shall be granted upon request special sick leave up to fifteen
teaching days.
(b) Special sick leave granted shall be dertucted
from sick leave credits subs£quently accumulated.
(c) A teacher who was granted special sick leave
pursuant to Article 15.12(a) shall, upon ceasing to be a
teacher, compensate the employer for special leave which has
not been recovered under 15.12(b) and the amount of
compensation shall be calculated at the employee's rate of
remuneration in effect at the time the days were borrowed.
Article 18 --- Leaves in General
A. COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
18.01 A teacher shall be entitled to leave not exceeding
three (3) days with pay in the case of the death of the
teacher's mother, father, or legal guardian, brother, sister,
child, spouse, grandchild, grP.ndmother, grandfather, mother-
in-law, fathel.·-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, or near
relative who had been living in the same household. Where
extensive travel is involved or where extraordinary
circumstances prevail, the school board may extend the leave
up to an additional two (2) days.
18.02 A teacher shall be entitled to leave not exceeding
one (1) day with pay in the case of the death of the teacher's
brother-in-law or sister-in-law.
18.03 Uptm application to a school board, a teacher may
be granted le,~ve with pay, not exceeding three (3) days in the
aggregate ~ tl a school yee:r when there is a serious illness in
the immedoidte family of that teacher
B. PROFESSIONAL LEAVE
IB.04A A school board may grant leave to a teacher who:
(a) has been appointed by the minister to serve on
a departmental education committee; or
(b) is a member of an educational committee within
the meaning of the Department of Education Act,
1968 i or
(c) attends such meetings or conferences the
minister may approv'=!;
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for such time as such teacher attends such
departmental educational cOllllllittee, or such meeting
or conference.
18.04B For in-service tice there may be six (6) days in the
aggregate in the school year available for the purposes of:
(a) rive (5) workshop days per teacher to the board
to be assigned at the board I s discretion.
(b) A bank of (1) one day per teacher to the board
to he assigned at the board I 5 discretion.
18.05 A teacher who is a member of the Executive of the
Newfoundland Teacher's Association or the Canadian Teacher's
Federation lIIay be granted leave with pay for such times as the
teacher iz engaged in business on behalf of such executive.
Such leave "'ill not be unreasonably denied or unreasonably
requested.
18.06 (a) A teacher who is a member of the Newfoundland
Teacher I s Association Negotiating Team shall be granted leave
wi th pay while attending actual negotiating sessions.
(b) In addition to leave granted under l8.06(a),
a teacher who is a member of the Newfoundland Teacher I s
Association Negotiating COllllDittee shall be granted leave with
pay not to exceed five (5) days in the aggregate prior to the
signing of a new collective agreement.
C. OTHER PAID LEAVE
18.01 Where a school is closed owing to the death of a
member of the staff, the teachers in that school shall be
considered to be on leave of absence with pay for the period
the school is closed.
18.08 A teacher may be granted leave with pay, not
exceeding three days in the aggregate in the school year, for
reasons(s) deemed valid by the board.
18.09 A school board shall grant leave with pay to a
teacher required to serve on jury duty or duty as a witness
in any court to which the teacher has been summoned, in any
proceedings to which that teacher is not a party or one of the
persons charged. The school board shall be reim"lursed by the
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teacher for any fees received for such duty.
18.10 When no other provision is made for leave with pay,
a teacher may be granted leave with. pay upon application to
the minister, where the minister is satisfied that such luave
is warranted.
18 .11 A school board shall grant to a teacher up to one
full day leave with pay to attend pre-retirement sessions
organized by the Newfoundland Teacher l s Association or by a
government department.
18.12 (a) When a principal, who has teaching duties, is
absent from school in the performance of other duties, then
a sUbstitute teacher may be provided for those assigned
teaching duties.
(b) In no event shall the number of days so
substltute<1 be more than three times the number of teaching
principals with any school board.
18.13 A teacher who is sp.rving in the position of Branch
President of the Newfoundland Teachers I Association may be
granted leave with. pay to attend to branch business to a
maximum. of three (3) days per school year.
AppeDdix D
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Institute' for EducaUonal Research and Development
Memorial University ot Newfoundland
ThIs questionnaire is about your life in. and your attitudes (owards Ihe Sthool in which you
leach. There are no right or wren. answm. All your answer! are confidential. The
anonymity of subj«C5 will be safeguarded bolh in the dara gatherin,g and IcponlnS phases of
lhe project. Do~ put your name on the questionnaire.
PART I
A15eSoS cach statement cJ checking the rcspoRle which best describes your ~riCI1ct. Please
insert the phrase "THE SCHOOL WHERE I TEACH IS A PUCE WHERE ..." in fronl
of each item.
THE SCHOOL WHERE I TEACH IS APLACE WHERE ...
Definitely Mostly Mostly Definitely
Agree Agree Disqrcc Disagree
[feel I am successful
IfceldeprtSSl!d
I can gel along well wilh my colleagues
The skills I use art imponant to me
I get enjl!)'TTlcnl from beinlllhtte
IfcclresllcS!
My colleagues look up to me
I have lcamcd a 101 about mysclf
I reel I belong
I reel lonely
My colleagues rupecf my ideas
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THE .£'~HOOL WHERE I TFAeH IS A PlACE WHERE 'M
Dtlinilcly Mostly Mw:ly Definitely
ASlte ACtee Disagree ~Irec
I un a 5UcctSSas a ltather
I rcally like 10 110 each day
IgCl Upsct
I am treared wilh rC5pecI
I {c;un to leI along with uUdcntJ
My worlc Iw a tun componenl
Gencnlly $pWUT\I I ;am untuPPt'
My collc'fUCS think a lot of me
I un secure~( Ill)' wonh as II teacl\cr
ThtarmosphetcisdlttJfuI
The work I do matts lIIe dcpre:ued
I am made '0 ted inlporranr
I haVe leamed to work hard
r lind SOIllt of my ,rwest pleasure
[ am dissatbfled wilh the .....ay problem, arc handled
Mycolleagu,c! ar~ among mybtlt rricnds
[ am populi!" with my collcague1
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PART II
As.1e$J uch af tbe followill statements ~ It .JIppl~ to you by thetking the response wtUdl
bestde:a1lleSYoutbtliet
Dcfinitd]' M05Uy Mosl\y Definitely
True True False F.lIIst
I seldom think aboUt how I un betome a
benefte.her
I devote Unle rime to my leaching interests
I like people to knOW I amateacher
I am comtantly lIriving 10 improve my leaching
(can never fOtgttl'm a ltather
If I inherited so mud, money I did not have \0 work
I would still teach
t would be lost if I could no longer be a texher
There is l!Olhinll am. mote commintd to dUll being
a teac.ha'
I am aIWJ)'S on the lookoul foc new «:achirll idtu
Indiatc your agmoment or disagreement with t~ followinl SUlltllcnts.
StrontlJ Mos,t/J' Mostly Slton&!1
Agret Agree Disagr« DWirte
There is more to life ttwlluchinl sd!oOt
Tcachinl is nOlllood Wrj of scttm, ahead
Most lCJChen lake sick leave whether sick or nOI
Teachinl is jWI a way of makinl money
Most lexhers e\'cnruaJly re;ret goilli into ,nctting
like any other entitlement or employment btndit
slck leave should be used nlhel (1wI l1iuted
I would nof fl:COOlrnend lIlY duldrtn go into tuchiTII
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PART III
In this sterion we ask for some facl\la! information about your!.t:lf. Your answers are
confidential.
How many yean (or full·time equivalent years)
of uniVenirycducltiondo you/lavc?
How many yean of tcaching experience do you havc~
~aJc
Female
~risyou(dareorbirlh? Yur
Month
Ooy
What was the hig~sl level of education thai your patents received?
CIleck~ line for each pitcnt.
Father Mother
Elementary school (l)_
Some highschool 1'1_
Completed Ilish school 131-
Some technicall'vocationaltraining (4)_
Completed lechnic3VcommunilY collegc Ill_
Some universitY (6)_
Complclcd bachelor's degree (BS.. B.Ed~ etc.) (7)_
Some graduate level work I'j_
Completed ilf3.dUltC degree (M.Ed.• Ph.D~ etc.l (9)_
What are your parents' occupations? Cheek QNE line for each parent.
Father Mother
Sclfotmploycdprofessional (e.g., dentist,
enilnccr.crc.) (13)_
Employed professional (e.g .. schoolteacher,
uruvcrsit)' ptofcssor, etc.) (12)_
High level manager (e.g., prc~jdcnr, vicc-pres/ell:nt,
finaneeofficer) (10_
Sf:mj·pro(cSlIionai (e.a:~ musician. pholographer) (10) _
TeclulicialU (e.... cnilMcring ICl:hnologbl,
Ilfescicnc.ctccMologist) (9)_
Middle manager in bwincss or government (8)_
Supervisor/foreman (7)_
Skilled crafts, tradesman (plumber, painter, etc.) (6)_
Sem.i·skilledclcrical,sales.serviu (5)_
Semi·skilled manual (bu.s driver, cook. CIC.) (oll _
Unskilled derical sales (mail carrier, nursing
aide, etc.) (J)_
Unskilled manual (C.I" janitor) (21_
Farm labourer/crew member (1)_
HouscwifeJhousehusband (0)_
Would yOll say your heaJlh is:
Excellent (1)_
Good (2)-
Fair (3)_
Poor (~)_
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How many years have you taught in your present
school?
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Less Than 2
I· 5
6· to
11·15
More Than 15
(11_
(11_
(3)_
{~) -
(51_
How many miles do you live from the school where
you reach?
1·5
6· 10
11·15
16·2S
More Than 2S
(1)-
(2)_
(3)_
(4)_
(5)_
Do you live in the communiry where you reach?
y"
No
(1)-
(2)_
How many ,ick leave days have you accumulated?
Leg Than 18 (11-
t8' 36 (2)_
37· 73 (3)_
74· 89 (~) -
90·126 (5)_
t27·163 (61_
More than 163 (71_
Docs your staff cover inTernally for absenl
leachers?
Usually (11-
Sometime, (11_
Rarely (3)_
NC'ler (~) -
AppendiJ: 1:
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Insti tut. tor Education Research
and Dav.lop.ent
Mellorial University ot Newfoundland
st. John' a, HI'
Letter to superintendents
Dear
I am preparing to conduct a study on factors related to
teacher morale and absenteeislI as part of the requirements for
the M.Ed. Degree at Me~orial University and would like your
approval to distribute a brief questionnaire to elementary
schools in your district. A copy of the questionnaire is
included for your information.
The Institute for Educational Research and Development
is assisting in the study and will ensure that all material
is kept in strictest confidence.
Should you require additional information before giving
your consent, please let me knoW'.
Please accept my thanks for your assistance and
anticipated co-operation.
Yours sincerely,
Sam McGrath
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Institute tor BduCI&t!onal Reaearcb
and Develop.ant
Xelll.orial university of ••vfoundl.nd
st. JohD.'., WI'
AlB 1st
1st Letter to Principals
Dear
The +-.heme of this letter is probably not unfamiliar to
you. I am a graduate student seeking your help to complete
a thesis. Briefly. here is the substance of my request.
1 am preparing to conduct a study on factors relating to
teacher morale and absenteeism as part of the H.Ed.
requirements in Educational Adminlst't"ation at Memorial
university, and would like your assistance in distributing a
brief questionnaire to teachers in your school. I am simply
requesting you to distribute to each of your teachers an
envelope containing the questionnaire. Each teacher will be
asked to complete it and return it to your office. A bulk
envelope will be provided, pre-stamped and addressed for
return mailing. The questionnaire is short and will not take
more than five minutes to complete.
Your superintendent, has given me permission to ask your
help and to conduct the survey in YOU1" scbool.
The purpose of this letter is to inform you of the study
and, in anticipation of your co-operation, to let you know
that a package containing the questionnaires will be sent to
your school within tho next week. I will provide you with
further specifics at that time.
Should you have need to telephone me, I can be reached
during the day at 576-3033 lind usually after hours until 10
p.m.
Yours sincerely,
Sam McGrath
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Institute for Educational R...U'cb
and Develop.ant
Maorial oniveraity of V••foun41and
St. Jolm l ., Newfoundland
AlB 9Z9
2nl1 Letter to PrincipalS
Dear
Several days ago I wrote you about a survey
pertaining to ]ly thesis and asked for your help to
distribute a QU"UoDDaire to teachers in your school.
This package contains the materials necessary to carry
out the work.
I would like to ask for your cooperation to ensure
that the following steps are taken;
1. Save the padded envelope(s) for the return mailing.
2. Place the enc!osetl"Bulines8 Reply Hail" sticker over
the address label on the padded envelope (s) .
3. Distribute the individual envelopes containi.ng the
Que.tioDnaire to each of your regular teachers who
are D9!......high school teachers. The survey is meant
only for K-9 classroom teachers inclusively. High
school teachers, principals and vice-principals are
asked nQt to cotlplete the questionnaire, even though
the administrators may also be teachers.
". Encourage each teacher to support the study and
return their envelope (sea1e4) containing the
questionnaire to your office.
5. staple the padded envelope(s) securely when you have
collected the questionnaires.
6. Mail the padded envelope(s).
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There should be no personal identifyinq marks on the
individual envelopes or questionnaires. The board/school
number is attached to each in order to verify the number
of questionnaires returned.
Needless to say. the strength of my study depends on
a high rate of return of the questionnaires. I would
appreciate your support and encouragement to help bring
this about.
Thank you for your assistance to date. If you have
any questions or concerns, please phone me at 576-3033.
Yours sincerely,
Sam McGrath
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MEMO TO:
FROM:
RE'
Sam McGrath, Graduate Student
The meaningful support of a lot of people is required in
order to conduct a successful study. I am seeking such
support now by asking your help with my thesis which is part
of my H.Ed. degree in Educational Administration at Memorial.
The enclosed questionnaire pertains to my research on
factors related to teacher morale and absenteeism. I would
appreciate your support of it by completing the various
statements and questions on pages 1-6 and returning the
quc.stionnairl,'!, sealed in the envelope provided, to the
principal's office. It will be mailed from there.
The information will be held in strictest confidence.
The school board and school identification number on both the
questionnaire and the envelope is for the purpose of verifying
the number of questionnaires returned. In all. there are
approximately 2,000 questionnaires to be tracked through 130
schools in the province.
A high rate of return is imperative for the study to be
meaningful. Your personal support would help me in this
regard. Please accept my thanks in anticipation of it.
Yours sincerely.
Sam McGrath




